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The Space-atmosphere interaction region (SAIR) between ~50 and 200 km is one of the key factors enabling our Earth to harbor life. Its fundamental processes are believed to be universal and applicable to the atmospheres of Earth-like planets throughout our galaxy. However, the SAIR remains one of the least observed and understood regions. This thesis aims to advance the observations and characterizations of atmospheric waves that are fundamental to shaping the SAIR, especially exploring the mystery of persistent inertia-gravity waves, discovered by our Fe Boltzmann lidar measurements of temperatures at McMurdo (77.8°S, 166.7°E), Antarctica.

This thesis discovers a new wave phenomenon in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere, namely the persistent inertia-gravity waves with periods of 3-10 h. This group of large-amplitude waves dominates the temperature perturbations from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere (about 30–115 km). They occur so frequently as to appear endless and uninterrupted, impacting the composition, chemistry and thermodynamics of the SAIR. This thesis reports the first simultaneous lidar/radar observations of inertia-gravity waves in Antarctica. Utilizing the lidar data in June from 2011 to 2015, this thesis characterizes the persistent gravity wave properties for the first time. These waves exhibit a uniform dominant vertical wavelength of 20–30 km across periods of 3.5–10 h and vertical phase speeds of 0.8–2 m/s. They possess more than half of the spectral energy for ~93% of the time. An analysis of the
65-h lidar data on 28–30 June 2014 demonstrates multiple wave packets spanning as long as 60 h. Further analysis of May and July data confirms the persistency and dominancy of these waves but reveal a month-to-month variability.

This thesis develops a system of wave analysis methods, including extracting gravity waves from ~30–155 km in the neutral atmosphere for the first time. Our methodologies also include the temporal hodograph methods for simultaneous lidar/radar data; improved 1-D Morlet wavelet transform methods; rigorous pre-whitening and post-coloring spectral analysis techniques; and automated 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis and synthesis methods. Successful application of these methodologies provides new insights into gravity waves, their sources and impacts on the whole atmosphere and space.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Our planet Earth orbits around a variable magnetic star, the Sun, which is constantly emitting varying rates and magnitudes of solar radiations, magnetized solar winds and energetic particles. Throughout the 3.5 billion years during which our planet Earth has harbored life, the Sun’s output energy increased by more than 20%. In spite of this large change in solar activities, Earth has remained habitable because of the effects of a set of key universal processes that govern the evolution of planetary atmospheres everywhere [OASIS, 2014]. For example, the Earth’s magnetic field shields our atmosphere from the energetic particles in the solar wind that are partially responsible for stripping Mars of its primordial atmosphere [see review by Moore and Horwitz, 2007]. The significant modification of Earth’s atmosphere by life itself prevents the runaway greenhouse effect that is responsible for the high temperatures on Venus today [Rasool and De Bergh, 1970]. However, there are many coupled mechanisms and feedback processes that are unknown and cannot be addressed without a complete description of the whole atmosphere, from its lower boundary to its upper region that interacts with space. Because of the relative inaccessibility of the near-space environment, the upper region between about 50 and 200 km, also called the space-atmosphere-interaction region (SAIR) is the least known region in our atmosphere. However, the SAIR is essential for sustaining life on Earth by absorbing extreme solar radiation, ablating meteoric material, regulating gaseous escape, dissipating energetic particles and fields from space, while balancing influences from the planet itself in the form of tsunami-like atmospheric waves propagating from below, hurricane-speed winds
exceeding several hundred mph and temperatures four times that of the surface [OASIS, 2014]. Studying the properties of SAIR and the processes that govern them can significantly advance our understanding of the fundamental, universal processes that shape the atmospheres of habitable Earth-like planets throughout our galaxy. The McMurdo lidar campaign provides a unique opportunity to study the SAIR via providing unprecedented measurements, which enable new science discoveries. This thesis is one of the outcomes of the McMurdo lidar campaign, aiming to advance the observations and characterizations of the atmospheric waves that are fundamental to shaping the SAIR.

1.1 Atmospheric Waves and Their Roles in the Whole Atmosphere and Space

![Figure 1.1. Schematic of the various mechanisms through which lower-atmosphere processes influence the ionosphere and thermosphere. Graphic from National Research Council, [2013].](image-url)
The SAIR is strongly driven by waves, as waves are the primary mechanisms through which fluxes of mass, momentum and energy are transported and exchanged between neutral gasses and the dynamic plasma of space as illustrated in Figure 1.1 [National Research Council, 2013]. For example, gravity wave forcing drives the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) circulation so much that this region is not in radiative equilibrium. Consequently, the stratospheric jets in both hemispheres close and reverse directions, and the summer to winter meridional circulation is significantly enhanced [Holton, 1983]. Gravity wave induced strong disturbances to the electron densities in the ionosphere (often called “traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID)”) can affect the refraction of radio waves and degrade directional finders [see review by Hocke and Schlegel, 1996]. Tidal waves excited by the absorption of solar radiation (e.g., by tropospheric H\textsubscript{2}O and stratospheric O\textsubscript{3}) propagate to the ionosphere causing the redistribution of ionospheric plasma, either through the dynamo mechanism, or directly by moving plasma along magnetic field lines. Planetary waves can cause remarkable wind, temperature and constituent variability of the middle and upper atmosphere with planetary spatial scales and periods of several days. Since Earth’s atmosphere acts as a resonant cavity for mechanical waves, resonant modes of such a cavity are spontaneously excited. These waves are called “normal modes” or “Lamb waves” when their periods are short. They have been reported to cause variations in the thermospheric densities [Forbes et al., 1999]. It is likely that similar processes of these waves occur at other planets as well. The dissipation of vertically propagating gravity waves in the thermosphere is thought to also occur at Mars [Yiğit and Medvedev, 2010]. The vertical propagation of tides, their dissipation, and their driving of the mean flow also have similarities at Earth and Mars [Moudden and Forbes, 2009].
Currently, the dynamical processes induced by large-scale waves such as tides and planetary waves are reasonably well understood, and have been incorporated into global circulation models (GCMs) by directly resolving the processes. However, for small-scale waves, such as gravity waves, many of the wave generation, propagation and dissipation processes are sub-grid processes in GCMs, so their effects need to be parameterized in such models before the influences can be determined. Unfortunately, such crude representation of gravity waves remains the largest uncertainty in middle and upper atmosphere model predictions and the parameterizations used in these models have not been thoroughly validated by observations, due to the observational challenges of gravity waves. Therefore, long-duration, large-altitude-range and high-resolution measurements of temperature and wind are essential to characterize the properties of the gravity waves, examine their propagation and infer the probable sources, and thus are critical to provide constraints for gravity wave parameterizations in GCMs.

In the Polar Regions, gravity waves play an important role in many dynamical and chemical processes in the atmosphere. For example, the meridional circulation driven by the dissipation of gravity waves in the polar MLT causes a strong adiabatic cooling of the summer MLT region, making it the coldest place on Earth [Theon et al., 1967; Andrews et al., 1987]. Gravity waves have been observed to induce the formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSC), which can lead to enhanced ozone depletion in the polar regions [Dörnbrack et al., 2002; Shibata et al., 2003; McDonald et al., 2009]. Recently, studies have shown that underestimated gravity wave drag, in the polar regions, may be responsible for the long-standing ‘cold pole’ problem in many general circulation and chemistry climate models [e.g., Tan et al., 2011; McLandress et al., 2012]. While there are many observational studies of gravity waves at mid- and low-latitudes [e.g., Cot and Barat, 1986; Sato, 1994; Sato et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 1999; Guest et al., 2000;
Vincent and Alexander, 2000; Hoffmann et al., 2006; Nastrom and Eaton, 2006; Vaughan and Worthington, 2007; Nakamura et al., 1993; Hall et al., 1995; Li et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009], the observations of gravity waves in polar regions especially in the Antarctica MLT region are still limited by very few observations of range-resolved temperature measurements. There have been observations using MF or meteor radar wind data of diurnal and semidiurnal tides [e.g., Forbes et al., 1995; Baumgaertner et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006], planetary waves [e.g., Dowdy, 2004; Espy et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2013], gravity waves [e.g., Vincent, 1994; Hibbins et al., 2007], and lamb waves [e.g., Forbes et al., 1999; Portnyagin et al., 2000; Kovalam and Vincent, 2003]. There have been observational studies of gravity waves, tides and planetary waves using OH intensities by OH all sky imagers [e.g., Nielsen et al., 2012], wind and temperature measured by Michelson [e.g., Sivjee and Walterscheid, 1994; Azeem and Sivjee, 2009] or Fabry-Perot interferometers [e.g., Hernandez et al., 1992; Wu et al., 2005]. These instruments do not have range-resolve ability. Sodium density broadband lidar system has also been used to observe the wave dynamics in the sodium density layers [Collins and Gardner, 1995]. Large-scale global waves such as tides and planetary waves in the Antarctic MLT are studied by satellite observations [e.g., Iimura et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2009]. Unfortunately, most of the above studies do not have range-resolved temperature observations about the waves in Antarctic MLT. Range-resolved temperature observations provide vertical information such as the vertical wavelengths of the waves, which is very crucial to the identification of waves. It will help resolve the ambiguity in wave propagation direction if only one single station wind measurement is available in the wave analysis.

Advances in remote sensing technologies in the last several decades have significantly improved observing capabilities, providing volumes of data with unprecedented coverage,
precision, and temporal and spatial resolution. New whole atmosphere models are under fast development towards predicting the system-level response of the atmosphere. However, the developments of data analysis methods in the middle and upper atmosphere research have not advanced as much in the same time but are greatly needed. In particular, developments on automated pattern analysis, detection, recognition, tracking, and reconstruction techniques for application to observational and model data have been identified as one of the priorities by the community [CEDAR: Strategic Vision, 2011]. For example, a new development in wave analysis method is to implement the wavelet transform and reconstruction to automatically detect and reconstruct wave packets. The advantage of the wavelet spectral analyses lies in the ability to adapt its window’s temporal width to the wave spectrum, i.e., automatically narrowing at high frequencies and widening at low frequencies [Chui, 1992]. Therefore, wavelet analysis methods are more suitable than Fourier transform methods for localization of the real atmospheric waves since many waves are inherently intermittent [Teitelbaum and Vial, 1991; Sato and Yamada, 1994; Forbes et al., 1995; Alexander and Dunkerton, 1999], i.e., wave properties such as amplitude, frequency and vertical wavenumber vary with both time and space as the wave propagates. Many remote sensing instruments deliver two-dimensional (2-D) data. For example, ground-based lidars and radars record range-resolved atmospheric data over time at a fix location, thus 2-D data in the range-time domains. Ground-based imagers, and many satellite sensors, obtain 2-D spatial images. Unfortunately, extracting intermittent/localized two-dimensional wave packets is still a common technical challenge in analyzing atmospheric and space data. Therefore, the 2-D wavelet transform is recognized as an important tool for the autonomous processing of atmospheric data.
1.2 McMurdo Lidar Campaign and My Antarctic Winter-Over Experience in 2014

To fill a critical data gap in observations of the middle and upper atmosphere between the South Pole and the Antarctic Circle, the University of Colorado lidar group deployed an Fe Boltzmann lidar to McMurdo Station (77.83°S, 166.67°E) in December 2010 and has been collecting data since then [Chu et al., 2011a, 2011b]. McMurdo is located on Ross Island (see Figure 1.2), and this lidar campaign is a collaboration between the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) and Antarctica New Zealand (AntNZ). The lidar was successfully installed in the AntNZ facility at Arrival Heights near McMurdo, and the first Fe signals were obtained on 16 December 2010. Since then, the University of Colorado lidar researchers have operated the lidar around the clock, weather permitting, through all 12 months of the year to acquire as many observations as possible. Developed at the University of Illinois more than a decade ago [Chu et al., 2002], the lidar system consists of two independent channels operating at two neutral Fe absorption lines, 372 nm and 374 nm, respectively. Thus, the lidar measures the Fe layers in two different wavelengths, and the ratio between these two channels is used to derive temperature in the MLT region [Gelbwachs, 1994; Chu et al., 2002]. Owing to the narrowband interference filters and Fabry-Perot etalons employed in the lidar receivers and the high-power pulsed Alexandria lasers employed in the lidar transmitters, this Fe Boltzmann lidar is capable of full-diurnal measurements of Fe density and temperature, along with Rayleigh temperature in the altitude range of 30 to 70 km. Principles, capabilities and error analysis of the lidar can be found in [Chu et al., 2002]. Before its deployment to McMurdo, this Fe Boltzmann lidar was refurbished and upgraded at the University of Colorado to restore its specifications and to further enhance spectral stability temporal resolution and daytime capability [Chu et al., 2011a; Wang et
al., 2012]. Such full-diurnal capabilities facilitate both the atmosphere temperature measurements and observations of dominant waves in this region with various time-scales.

Figure 1.2. The map of Antarctica. Source: National Online Projects (http://www.nationsonline.org).

Since the start of the McMurdo lidar campaign in 2010, the raw temperature data from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere (about 30–115 km) exhibited persistent, dominant, large-amplitude waves with non-tidal periods of ~3–10 h and vertical wavelengths of ~20–30 km. This is shown in Figure 1.3 with four typical MLT temperature observations in 2014. Here, the word “persistent” is used to describe the fact that these waves continue for a prolonged period, e.g., a single wave event may last at least 10 h, and sometimes over 50 h, in the small field of view (FOV, 1 mrad) of the lidar beams. If we do not separate the observed wave variations into individual wave events with individual periods, but regard these waves as a group of waves with periods ranging between 3 and 10 h, then this wave group is perpetual. That is,
these waves occur on every lidar run spanning sufficient duration, and occur frequently enough as to appear endless and uninterrupted. There has not been any single lidar run that does not show the signature of this 3–10 h wave group during 5 years of lidar observations at McMurdo, and so far we have not seen any inactive wave gap epoch in observed temperature data. It is surprising that these waves are so dominant and so strong in the Antarctic MLT, which suggests a significant gap in our understanding of the wave sources and the generation mechanisms in the SAIR. Their implications on GCMs are also significant, particularly with regard to the “cold pole” problem. The persistent occurrence of 3–10 h waves in the Antarctic mesopause region implies that these waves are unlikely to severely dissipate in the stratosphere, so they may not produce sufficient wave drag in the stratosphere to be responsible for the “cold pole” problem. However, we cannot investigate the above intriguing questions of these 3–10 h waves before characterizing their properties through observations.

**Figure 1.3.** Examples of strong 3–10 h waves observed in the Antarctic MLT temperatures in 2014. The original Fe temperatures in the MLT are derived in resolutions of 0.25 h and 0.5 km, with the sampling window shifted at steps of 0.1 h and 0.1 km.
With the motivation to gather more information on these 3–10 h waves through more observations, from October of 2013 to October of 2014, I worked at McMurdo station as the winter-over lidar scientist for the Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar campaign. The work that I performed, which involved diagnosing and resolving various technical issues, led to many record-breaking long lidar runs with some of the highest signal levels of all five years of our campaign. In particular, I was motivated to take nearly three days of continuous lidar data in 2014 to investigate whether these waves ever paused. Figures 1.3 clearly shows that the 3–10 h waves were persistent for three entire days during 28–30 June 2014. The long datasets also made studies such as wave-tide interactions and planetary waves possible in the Antarctic MLT for the first time.

Overall, a total of ~1350 hours of data was collected from October 2013 to the end of October 2014. It is worth mentioning that the 64.5 hours of continuous lidar run by myself from June 28-30, 2014 was the longest winter records of lidar observations from 2010 to 2015. I was also one of the key members in the 3-person lidar team who made the historic record of continuous lidar run for 174 hours from Dec. 29, 2013 to Jan. 6, 2014 in Antarctica. All these data have been used in the study of the newly observed thermospheric Fe layers events [Chu et al., 2016], gravity wave potential energy [Lu et al., 2015b], the 3–10 h waves [Chen et al., 2016b], temperature tides [Fong et al., 2014, 2015] and temperature structures [Fong et al., 2016].
Figure 1.4. Diagram of the upgraded Fe Boltzmann and Rayleigh temperature lidar system [Wang et al., 2012].

The upgraded lidar system diagram is shown in Figure 1.4. The transmitter consists of two lasers operating at 372 and 374 nm, corresponding to resonance lines of the two sublevels of iron atom’s ground state. Each transmitter channel consists of an injection-seeded, frequency-doubled, flash lamp-pumped, pulsed alexandrite laser (PAL) and a seed laser. The seed lasers were packaged in a sealed climate chamber that keeps the air temperature and humidity stable. In addition, a Bristol wavelength meter and a scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPI) are used to control and monitor the seed lasers via a laser-locking program. The output of the seed laser is fiber coupled for injection into the PAL cavity. A dichroic filter was used to separate the fundamental and second harmonic pulses. The outgoing laser beam is expanded by a 6×beam expander to reduce the divergence below 0.35 mrad, and then directed into the sky via a steering
mirror. The pulsed output of the alexandrite laser is monitored with a pulsed laser spectrum analyzer and a beam profiler.

Each receiver channel, which is aligned to look in a fixed zenith direction, consists of a 40-cm Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with enhanced UV dielectric coating. The return signal collected by the telescope is reflected by a 45° high reflection mirror, focused through a field-stop pinhole, collimated by lenses passes through a daytime etalon filter and an interference filter, and then detected by a PMT running in photon counting mode. The field of view of the telescope is controlled via the pinhole size at the focal plane and is set to match the divergence of the outgoing laser beam. To prevent PMT saturation by the strong low-altitude returns, a mechanical chopper is placed just behind the field stop in the receiver chain. The output signal from PMT is then thresholded by a discriminator, and the acquisition of two channels’ data is handled by the data acquisition system via two multi-channel scalers (SR430s).

Unlike the Doppler technique that relies on the temperature dependence of the Doppler broadening of atomic resonance absorption lines, the Boltzmann technique relies on the temperature dependence of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of atomic populations on different atomic energy levels in thermodynamic equilibrium. More detailed information on the operation principle can be found in Gelbwachs [1994] and Chu et al., [2002].

1.3 Polar Intradiurnal Atmospheric waves

Atmospheric waves with periods shorter than 12 h are often referred as “intradiurnal” waves. At Polar Regions, intradiurnal waves have been observed with various measurement techniques and many interpretations have been put forth to explain the observed waves. The observation techniques used in these previous studies of intradiurnal waves are MF or meteor radars, OH all-sky imagers, Michelson or Fabry-Perot interferometers and incoherent scatter
radars (ISRs). Except for the ISR observations that provide simultaneous temperature and wind measurements, the other observation techniques either provide only temperature or only wind measurements, and some of the instruments do not have vertical resolution. The interpretations put forth to explain the observed intradiurnal waves are: Lamb waves, quartra-diurnal and terdiurnal tides, wave-wave interactions and inertia-gravity waves. Each theory is summarized and discussed as follows.

1.3.1 Lamb Waves

*Hernandez et al.* [1992] observed a pronounced westward propagating wave in the wind field with a period of 10.1 h near the South Pole and concluded that they observed an zonal wavenumber $s = 1$ Lamb wave. The vertical wavelength of the wave was derived from an MF radar at McMurdo (Scott Base), and was near 100 km. *Forbes et al.* [1999] also observed westward propagating wind oscillations for $s = 1$ using meteor radar measurements near the South Pole during the winter months. These oscillations have periods between 7.5 and 10.5 h and amplitudes ±5–15 m/s. Two modes appear to be dominant in their analysis, i.e., the second symmetric mode with period ~8.6 h and the first asymmetric mode with period ~10.4 h [Portnyagin et al., 2000]. The observations were interpreted in terms of atmospheric manifestations of normal modes or Lamb waves. *Kovalam* and *Vincent* [2003] used MF radar observations at Adelaide (35°S, 138°E) and Davis (68°S, 78°E) and identified the intradiurnal wind variations as Lamb waves with vertical wavelengths ~80 km.

A Lamb wave is the free oscillation solution of the atmosphere under isothermal and non-dissipation condition [Forbes, 1995]. Under these conditions, horizontal wave velocities of the Lamb wave grow with height $z$ as $\exp(\kappa z/H)$ where $\kappa = 2/7$ and $H$ is scale height ~8 km. First, this suggests that Lamb wave has no phase change with height under ideal conditions. Second,
the growth rate of this wave amplitude is associated with an actual decay of energy so that most of the free wave’s energy is concentrated within a few scale heights of the ground. This means that Lamb wave has no vertical flux of energy out of the atmosphere. However, after the effects of the nonisothermality, surface friction, eddy and molecular dissipation and ion drag are considered, Lindzen and Blake [1972] found that Lamb waves can have internal wave behavior, i.e., phase progression with height and finite lifetime (∼4 days). Simulation of such wave is also performed in the study by Forbes et al. [1999] (see Figure 1.5), which further confirms the theoretical base of the probable occurrence of Lamb wave in the real atmosphere.

Figure 1.5. GSWM simulation of the 8.6 h, first symmetric mode of Lamb waves by Forbes et al. [1999]. As can be seen from the phase of the north wind, Lamb wave does not show phase progression until reaching ∼100 km.
1.3.2 Quartra-Diurnal Tides and Terdiurnal Tides

Atmospheric tides are global scale oscillations with periods that are sub-harmonics of 24 hours, and are typically forced by direct solar heating of the Earth’s atmosphere. In the Antarctic MLT, there are a few observations of quartra-diurnal (6-hour period) or terdiurnal (8-hour period) tides based on OH temperature measurements, which complement most MLT radars that only give provide wind measurements. Azeem and Sivjee [2009] analyzed 8-h tidal signatures in the OH temperatures measured by a Michelson interferometer at South Pole from 1994 to 2007. They found the existence of an 8-h wave but with great variability in amplitude and determined the zonal wavenumber \( s = 0 \) from the zero phase difference between different azimuth angles. However, they found the diurnal tides are the strongest and most persistent and coherent tidal component at South Pole. Sivjee and Walterscheid, [1994] reported the occurrence of a 6-h zonaly symmetric \( (s = 0) \) in the OH temperature data at South Pole. Compared with the Antarctic, there are a few more but still very limited studies of terdiurnal tides in the northern hemisphere high latitudes [Virdi and Williams, 1993; Oznovich et al., 1997; Hall et al., 1998; van Eyken et al., 2000; Younger, 2002]. These studies revealed that 8-h tide could be a significant component of the polar MLT region but with significant day-to-day variability. It is anticipated from classical tidal theory that the solar driven global terdiurnal tide has basically long vertical wavelength (>80 km) [Aso, 2003]. Consequently, shorter vertical wavelengths (25-35 km) observed by Younger [2002] are explained by nonlinear interaction between 12- and 24-h tides. However, none of the above studies have information of zonal wavenumber, which is quite critical to the interpretation of the generation mechanism of 6-h and 8-h tide. For example, if an \( s = 0 \) terdiurnal tide is observed, the nonlinear interaction of migrating 12-h \( (s = 2) \) and 24-h \( (s = 1) \)
tide will not be a plausible explanation, since migrating 12-h and 24-h tides will only generate an 8-h tide with \( s = 3 \) or \( s = -1 \) through non-linear interaction. However, note that nonlinear interaction between non-migrating tides can generate such \( s = 0 \) terdiurnal tides (see Moudden and Forbes [2013]). To investigate whether an observed wave has tidal origin, we need to analyze more data from various station rather than single station or to make use of global circulation models.

1.3.3 Planetary Wave-Tide or Gravity Wave-Tide Interactions

Planetary wave could modulate a tide through nonlinear interactions and give rise to sideband waves with frequencies and wavenumbers equal to the sum and difference of those of the two interacting wave components [Manson et al., 1982; Teitelbaum et al., 1989]. Note that such nonlinear interaction is a consequence of the nonlinearities inherent in the governing primitive equations [Andrews et al., 1987]. When observed from a single ground-based location, such nonlinear interaction results in a new “child wave” or an apparent modulation of the tidal amplitudes by the planetary wave period [e.g., Teitelbaum and Vial, 1991]. At northern high latitudes, based on the measurements from an array of instruments, Wu et al., [2002] presented comprehensive observations of a 10-h oscillation in the temperature and wind fields of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. By comparing the phase of the wave at different stations, a zonal wave number \( m = 5 \) was inferred, and the vertical wavelength was estimated to be about 53 km. These wave properties led to the conclusion that nonlinear coupling between the semidiurnal tide and the 2-day planetary wave was the likely excitation mechanism.

Superimposed on the mean winds, the different local mean wind profiles induced by tides imply very different background environments that affect the propagation and dissipation of gravity waves [Fritts and Vincent, 1987]. Since the amplitudes of the diurnal tide are very large,
saturation and momentum deposition of the gravity waves are greatly affected and thereby modulated by the tidal winds. When observed from a single ground-based location, such interaction results in oscillations with tidal periods. A gravity wave/tidal interaction model proposed by Fritts and Vincent [1987] suggests that the wind background induced by tides put a limit on the gravity wave amplitude while gravity waves induce accelerations to the mean flow and thereby affect tidal waves. Pseudo-tides, generated by gravity wave momentum fluxes modulated by the solar-driven tide, were proposed by Walterscheid et al. [1986] to explain the large tidal oscillations observed in polar MLT temperature variation. These oscillations depend upon the intensities, phase velocities and coherence of the gravity waves and thus can be quite variable from day-to-day [Vial and Forbes, 1989]. So far, this mechanism has been used to explain 12-h and 24-h tides. However, in principal, gravity waves will modulate/generate any other tidal period oscillations with considerable amplitude.

1.3.4 Inertia-Gravity Waves

Inertia-gravity waves (IGWs) have frequencies in the vicinity of the inertial frequency (or Coriolis frequency, \(2\Omega \sin \phi\), where \(\Omega\) is Earth’s rotation rate, \(\phi\) is the latitude) and are strongly affected by the rotation of the Earth. Note that American Meteorological Society (AMS) currently adopts the term “inertio-gravity waves” for such waves in its glossary of meteorology. But historically, many of the earliest and most cited literatures in the field of aeronomy used the term “inertia-gravity waves” instead [e.g., Cadet and Teitelbaum, 1979; Hirota and Niki, 1985; Cornish et al., 1988; Sato et al., 1997; Vincent and Alexander, 2000; Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. Although there are no differences between the two terms, we prefer the usage of the term “inertia-gravity waves” throughout this thesis to be consistent with the previous studies. At Polar Regions, due to the short inertial period (12.24 h at McMurdo), a large fraction of gravity waves
with periods longer than 3 h are classified as IGWs. Hernandez et al., [1993] hinted that some 12-h oscillations at South Pole in the optical measurements of the Doppler shift of the OH emission might be manifestations of IGWs. IGWs have been observed by Nicolls et al. [2010] using an ISR in the Arctic with a long period of ~10.5 h, and a short vertical wavelength of ~4–10 km. Nicolls et al., [2010] continued to use ray tracing to find that a possible mechanism for IGW generation is geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream. Some model studies by Mayr [2003] and Mayr et al. [2004] reported horizontal wind and temperature oscillations with periods around 10 h in their Numerical Spectral Model (NSM) in the upper mesosphere. The oscillations were identified as planetary-scale inertio-gravity waves, generated by instabilities in the atmosphere. Inertia-gravity waves should follow the gravity wave dispersion and polarization [see reviews in Fritts and Alexander, 2003, 2012]. By examining whether the observed temperature and wind perturbations satisfy the polarization relationship, we can identify whether these perturbations are caused by inertia-gravity waves. Dispersion relationship will help us determine the horizontal wavelengths and intrinsic periods of the waves.

1.4 Research Objectives of This Dissertation

This dissertation is aimed to explore the wave dynamics in the polar SAIR by providing observations and quantitative characterizations of the gravity wave properties derived from the range-resolved temperature measurements. Such characterizations are essential to understanding the generation mechanisms of these waves and their potential impacts on the Earth’s atmosphere. During the characterization process, many new wave analysis methods that facilitate the process are developed. For example, the 2-D wavelet analysis and synthesis methods are recognized as an important tool for the autonomous processing of 2-D atmospheric data.

The specific research objectives of this thesis are:
1) Derive the properties of the fast thermospheric gravity waves in the thermospheric Fe densities and separate them from the long-period neutral temperature variations in the stratosphere through MLT.

2) Derive the intrinsic properties of inertia-gravity waves during three events, incorporating temperature and wind data from simultaneous lidar and radar observations.

3) Perform a statistical study on the wave properties of the persistent 3–10 h waves in lidar temperature data in June by applying 1-D wavelet analysis and parametric spectral methods.

4) Develop automated 2-D wave packets detection, reconstruction and wave property analysis techniques using 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis. Establish the mathematical formalism of the 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis and synthesis with a detailed mathematical derivation. Demonstrate the utility of 2-D Morlet wavelet methods by applying them to lidar temperature data observed in May to July.

5) Explore the possible wave sources with a statistical study of GCM and reanalysis data.

1.5 Structure of This Dissertation

The organization of the dissertation is as follows:

1. Chapter 1 is the introduction.

2. Chapter 2 focuses on the derivation of the properties of the thermospheric gravity waves from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere in Fe densities and neutral temperatures observed by lidar. This is my contribution to Chu et al., [2011b].

3. Chapter 3 provides details on the discovery of the inertia-gravity waves and the derivation of their intrinsic properties based on three case studies from simultaneous lidar and radar observations. This is published in Chen et al. [2013].
4. Chapter 4 describes the persistent 3–10 h gravity waves and provides the statistical results on their wave properties such as life spans, periods, vertical wavelengths and vertical phase speeds. This is published in Chen et al. [2016b].

5. Chapter 5 introduces a new automated 2-D wave packets detection and reconstruction technique based on 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis with detailed mathematical formalism and applications to 2-D (time and vertical) lidar data. This work has been submitted and is under review [Chen and Chu, 2016].

6. Chapter 6 discusses the mystery of the wave identities in the framework of classical tidal theory and then explores the possible wave sources using ECMWF reanalysis data.

7. Chapter 7 contains the conclusions and outlook for our future research.

8. Appendix A includes another case study of an IGW event on 11 July 2011 observed with lidar and radar at McMurdo, which is originally published in [Chen et al., 2012]. Appendix B gives the detailed derivations of the 2-D Morlet wavelet transforms that are not shown in Chapter 5.

Journal papers and conference proceedings published and submitted for this dissertation:


CHAPTER 2

Characterization of Fast Gravity Waves from 30 to 155 km by Lidar at McMurdо

2.1 Introduction

[Chu et al., 2011b] discovered neutral Fe layers with fast gravity wave signatures from 110 to 155 km in the thermosphere, using an Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar on 28 May 2011 at McMurdо (77.83°S, 166.66°E), Antarctica (see Figure 2.1). This is the first report of neutral Fe layers up to 155 km and also the first observations of gravity waves observed in metal layers at such thermospheric altitudes. After that, the neutral metal layers up to 180 km have been observed by Fe Boltzmann lidar at McMurdо, Antarctica and range-resolved temperature profile up to 170 km has already been demonstrated (see Figure 2.2) [Chu et al., 2013, 2016]. New discoveries in recent years have radically changed our view on the range limit of neutral metal layers and have opened a new door to observing the neutral polar thermosphere with ground-based instruments. The neutral metal layers provide an excellent tracer for resonance-fluorescence lidars to directly measure the neutral temperatures and winds in the thermosphere. Using these layers as tracers, Chu et al. [2011, 2013] have demonstrated that neutral atmosphere temperatures can be derived from ~30 to ~170 km by combining the Fe Boltzmann technique with the Rayleigh integration technique.
Figure 2.1. Fe lidar measurements on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo: (a) Thermospheric Fe density contour, (b) MLT temperature contour, and (c) temperature from 30 to 150 km [Chu et al., 2011b].

The Fe layers above 110 km in Figure 2.1 possess apparent wave features. The thermospheric Fe layer is clear at the beginning of the observation (11.5 UT) with a distinguishable layer up to 133 km. The layer descends with time and merges with the main layer at ~110 km around 13.5 UT. In the meantime, another Fe layer develops at ~145 km and then descends downward. The third and highest Fe layer occurs around 14.7 UT at 155 km and then descends with time. The wave-like features repeat four more times before the termination of the observations due to clouds, but the starting altitudes of the Fe layers become lower as time progresses. Fe temperatures plotted in Figure 2.1b for the main Fe layers show apparent wave perturbations as well. The dominant wave has a period of ~8 h and vertical phase velocity of ~0.7 m/s. Shorter-period waves of ~1.5 h are clearly visible below 90 km (denoted by the red arrows in Figure 2.1b). According to the theory originally proposed by Chu et al. [2011b] and later modeling studied by Yu [2014], Yu and Chu, [2014], Chu et al. [2016], and Chu and Yu
[2016], the observed neutral Fe layers with clear gravity wave signatures are formed through the neutralization of vertically converged Fe\(^+\) ion layers, and the main neutralization channel is the direct electron-Fe\(^+\) recombination. These Fe\(^+\) ions are transported from their main deposition region (80–110 km) to the E–F regions by the polar electric field, and then vertically converged by gravity-wave-induced wind shears [Yu, 2014]. The converged Fe\(^+\) layers possess very high Fe\(^+\) ion densities and their recombination with electrons can produce the neutral Fe densities observed by the lidar. Wind shears descend with the downward phase velocities of the wave, thereby resulting in the downward transport of the Fe layers [Chu and Yu, 2016].

Figure 2.2. Measurements by an Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar at McMurdo, Antarctica have shown (a) neutral Fe layers extending as high as 170 km on 1 June 2013 and (b) the vertical profile from 30 to ~170 km of temperature at 9.46 UT [Chu et al. 2013].

Combining the Fe Boltzmann and Rayleigh integration techniques, temperatures are derived from 30 to 170 km using the Fe lidar (See Figure 2.1c and Figure 2.2b). Traditionally, very little is known about the neutral atmosphere in the altitude range of 100–200 km because observations of neutral winds, temperatures and densities in this region at any latitude are rare [CEDAR: Strategic Vision, 2011]. With the McMurdo Fe lidar observing Fe atoms, neutral Fe
temperatures and gravity waves well into the thermosphere, this issue is being addressed. The thermosphere Fe layers provide the potential tracers for modern Doppler lidars to measure neutral wind and temperature in the E-region between 100 km and at least 155 km. Furthermore, Fe atoms are the most abundant metal species in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, while Fe$^+$ ions are a major component of sporadic E layers [Plane, 2003].

In order to accurately model such thermospheric Fe layers and validate the proposed generation mechanism, truthfully extracting the wave perturbations from the raw observation and derive the wave parameters are essential in providing a direct comparison and necessary model parameters. My contributions to this work are to analyze the fast gravity waves exhibited in these thermospheric gravity-wave-induced Fe layer events and to extract them from the neutral temperatures from the stratosphere through the MLT region to the thermosphere.

2.2 Characterization of the Fast Thermospheric Gravity Waves

To extract the fast gravity waves in the thermosphere, we use the case on 28 May 2011 as an example to demonstrate our wave analysis methods. First, we calculate the wave period profile in the thermospheric Fe layer by applying a Morlet wavelet transform [Torrence and Compo, 1998] to the Fe density data for each altitude (from 69 to 154 km) to get the dominant period profile. The errors of the periods are calculated from the standard deviations of the peak periods in the wavelet power spectra at single altitude. The period profile and its error bars are plotted in Figure 2.3b. The dominant periods of the gravity waves in the thermospheric Fe layer are ~1.5 h. We then draw two lines along the rising and falling edge of the third (the highest) Fe peak to mark the envelope of the center phase of the Fe layer. Between the two marked edges, we track the peak of the Fe thermosphere layer and calculate the downward descending speed, i.e., the vertical phase speed. The vertical wavelengths are then calculated by multiplying the
phase speeds with the dominant periods. The results for the vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths are shown in Figure 2.3c. Both the vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths increase rapidly with altitude, reaching ~13 m/s and ~80 km, respectively.

Figure 2.3. (a) Gravity wave perturbations in the Fe densities (112-155 km) and relative perturbations of Fe (78-112 km) and Rayleigh temperatures (33-65 km) on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo. (b) Derived wave period, (c) vertical wavelength and phase speed.

To reveal the 1.5 h wave in the MLT region, we should remove the dominant 8-h wave in the raw data (see Figure 2.1b). The method to remove the dominant wave is as follows. First, a Morlet wavelet analysis is applied to the time series at each altitude in the Fe temperature data and then the dominant period is determined. If the dominant period is longer than 3 h, a sinusoidal wave fit with the dominant period is performed then subtracted from the original data. The same process is then applied to the residual for several times until the dominant period determined from the Morlet wavelet analysis falls within the 3-h limit. Usually, five to six rounds of subtraction processes are sufficient to remove the dominant longer period waves from the Fe temperatures. After removing the dominant waves, a Morlet wavelet analysis is performed
at each altitude to obtain the dominant period of the residual fast gravity waves in the MLT region (results shown in Figure 2.3b). We derive the wave phases by fitting a sinusoidal wave with the dominant period determined above to the residual Fe temperatures at each altitude. Then based on the rate of the wave phase changing with altitude, the phase speeds and the corresponding vertical wavelengths are derived (results shown in Figures 2.3c).

In order to extract the fast gravity waves in the stratosphere, the same process of removing the dominant longer period wave is also applied to the Rayleigh temperature data. However, due to the existence of the downward propagating waves (with upward phase progression) in the stratosphere, an additional step is adopted to further remove the interference from undesired waves. To remove the downward propagating waves, we apply a two-dimensional (2-D) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the Rayleigh temperature data, and then remove the first and the third quadrant, which represent the waves with upward phase progressions in a 2-D FFT spectrum. After that, we apply a 2-D Inverse FFT to reconstruct the Rayleigh temperature perturbations with only the second and the fourth quadrant of the 2-D FFT. Finally, the same procedures used for the temperature data in the MLT region are executed to derive the dominant periods, vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths from the reconstructed Rayleigh temperature data (results shown in Figures 2.3b and 2.3c).

Both the vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths of the fast gravity waves increase with altitude from the stratosphere to the thermosphere. This can be explained by the damping effect from the eddy and molecular diffusions and other wave dissipation mechanisms such as convective and dynamical instabilities. These processes can cause waves with slower vertical phase speeds and shorter vertical wavelengths to dissipate more rapidly than those with faster phase speeds and longer vertical wavelengths when propagating into the thermosphere.
Therefore, only the short period, long vertical wavelength waves that exhibit fast vertical phase speeds are able to propagate to the higher altitudes as we observed [Vadas, 2007]. This is the first time that a single instrument has been able to observe a wave over such a large altitude range. Waves generated in the lower atmosphere can propagate into the upper atmosphere and ionosphere, and produce significant disturbances in winds, temperature, constituents and electron densities [Vadas and Liu, 2009]. Our result provides a direct evidence of “wave communication” from the stratosphere, mesosphere to at least the F region in the ionosphere, showing that these regions are coupled through the propagation of the gravity waves. Although the wave source for the current observation is unknown, the region around McMurdo has been considered a gravity wave ‘hotspot’ [Baumgaertner and McDonald, 2007] because of enhanced orographic forcing of waves near the Trans-Antarctic Mountains [Hertzog et al., 2008]. Many more cases of thermospheric gravity waves have been observed at McMurdo and the wave parameters are analyzed using similar methods.

**Figure 2.4.** Lidar data on 23 May 2012 at McMurdo. Above 114 km, Fe density data are shown. Below 114 km, lidar temperature data are shown.
As another example, on 23 May 2012, a new case of thermospheric fast gravity wave is observed (see Figure 2.4). The first interesting feature of this case is that a long-period (~12 h) wave was observed in the thermospheric Fe layers. Diffusive neutral Fe layers are seen in the region between the main Fe layer and 150 km during the period of 6 UT to 9 UT, and then between 13 UT and 24 UT. Finally, another diffusive Fe layer reappeared after 25 UT. Superposed on the diffusive background between 13 and 24 UT, three highly concentrated Fe layers with period about 3 h were observed from 11 UT to 20 UT. These fast descending Fe layers were likely caused by gravity waves from the lower atmosphere as in the case observed on 28 May 2011. After removing the dominant wave using band-pass filters, the Fe density and neutral temperature perturbations, along with the derived periods, vertical phase speeds and wavelengths are shown in Figure 2.5. The 3-h wave is traced back from the thermosphere to the stratosphere. In general, the vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths are faster and longer respectively in the higher altitudes than the lower altitudes, except for the regions where signal-to-noise ratio is relatively lower.

![Figure 2.5.](image) (Left) Relative perturbations of fast gravity wave on 23 May 2012 at McMurdo. (Right) Ground-based gravity wave period, vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths derived for the event on 23 May 2012 at McMurdo.
2.3 Conclusions and Outlook

The discovery of the thermospheric neutral Fe layers by lidar at McMurdo allows the measurements of neutral temperatures (and wind) and waves well into the thermosphere. These neutral metal layers provide a unique tracer to study waves in the thermosphere. Gravity waves with 1–3 h periods are seen in the converged Fe layers, and downward phase progression is seen to be continuous from the lower atmosphere indicating that the waves observed in the thermosphere appear to originate from the stratosphere or troposphere. The phase line shape, period, vertical phase speed and vertical wavelength of these waves are comparable to TIDs observed by Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR). More and longer lidar observations in Antarctic winter are crucial to the better understanding of neutral temperatures and waves (GW and tide) from the stratosphere to the thermosphere. Characterizations of these waves are needed to better understand the behavior and sources of such waves.
CHAPTER 3

Discovery and Characteristics of Inertia-Gravity Waves in the Antarctic MLT with Simultaneous Lidar and Radar Observations

3.1 Introduction

Gravity waves are critically important in the middle and upper atmosphere because of their role in influencing the mean circulation, affecting thermal structure, and transporting energy, momentum and constituents [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. Unfortunately, the gravity wave parameterizations used in global models are poorly constrained, and information on the range of intrinsic wave properties observed in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) and on the sources of these waves is limited. Long-duration, large-altitude-range and high-resolution measurements of temperature and wind can be used to characterize the intrinsic properties of gravity waves, examine their propagation and infer the probable sources, thus providing important constraints for gravity wave parameterizations in global circulation models [Alexander and Rosenlof, 2003]. Here, we examine such temperature and wind perturbations that we believe are caused by inertia-gravity waves (IGWs). These waves have frequencies close to the inertial frequency and are affected by the rotation of the Earth. This class of gravity wave is often observed in the troposphere and lower stratosphere [Cot and Barat, 1986; Sato, 1994; Sato et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 1999; Guest et al., 2000; Vincent and Alexander, 2000; Hoffmann et al., 2006; Nastrom and Eaton, 2006; Vaughan and Worthington, 2007], but less frequently in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere [e.g., Nakamura et al., 1993; Hall et al., 1995; Li et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Nicolls et al., 2010]. The infrequent occurrence of these waves in the MLT
region was believed to occur because of their small vertical wavelengths and small horizontal phase speeds, which make these waves susceptible to critical level filtering by background winds as they propagate upward [Nicolls et al., 2010].

Although they are thought to contribute less to momentum flux transport than smaller-scale waves [Fritts and Vincent, 1987], IGWs can play an important role in the Earth’s atmosphere; for example, in constituent mixing via turbulence caused by convective and dynamical instability in the wave field [Fritts and Rastogi, 1985; O’sullivan and Dunkerton, 1995; Xu et al., 2000]. Recently, studies have shown that underestimated gravity wave drag (GWD), ascribed to both IGWs and higher-frequency gravity waves in the polar regions, may be responsible for the long-standing ‘cold pole’ problem in many general circulation and chemistry climate models [e.g., Tan et al., 2011; McLandress et al., 2012]. IGWs have been observed to induce the formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSC), which can cause enhanced ozone depletion in the polar regions [Dörnbrack et al., 2002; Shibata et al., 2003; McDonald et al., 2009]. In the polar mesosphere, recent observations by Chu et al. [2011a] have shown that the cold phase of large temperature oscillations induced by IGWs facilitate the formation of polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs). In spite of playing such an important role in the polar regions, information concerning the sources and properties of these gravity waves is still limited as compared to mid- and low-latitudes [e.g., Cot and Barat, 1986; Sato, 1994; Sato et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 1999; Guest et al., 2000; Vincent and Alexander, 2000; Hoffmann et al., 2006; Nastrom and Eaton, 2006; Vaughan and Worthington, 2007; Nakamura et al., 1993; Hall et al., 1995; Li et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009]. Therefore, investigations of IGWs in the mesopause region over the Antarctic are important, due to their potential influence on MLT temperatures and dynamics.
In the Antarctic MLT, there are a few observations of near-inertial frequency oscillations [e.g., Collins et al., 1992; Hernandez et al., 1992, 1993; Fritts et al., 1998]. Among these authors, Hernandez et al., [1993] have hinted these oscillations might be IGWs, while others indicate a tidal or planetary-wave origination. Characterization and climatology of the gravity wave motions observed in the Antarctic MLT were reported by Collins et al., [1994] and Collins and Gardner, [1995] using a sodium lidar, and by Vincent [1994] using an MF radar. However, the current report is the first study that derives the intrinsic properties of IGWs in the Antarctic MLT. A new lidar campaign at McMurdo, Antarctica, has begun to show an unexpectedly high occurrence of waves with periods of 4–9 h in the MLT temperatures [Chu et al., 2011a, 2011b], suggesting a significant gap in our understanding.

The University of Colorado lidar group deployed an Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar to Arrival Heights near McMurdo (77.8° S, 166.7° E) in December 2010, and has been collecting data since that time [Chu et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012]. This lidar has full diurnal coverage, and is capable of measuring temperatures at altitudes between 30 and 110 km. The Scott Base Medium Frequency (MF) radar is co-located with the Fe lidar at Arrival Heights. It provides continuous measurements of zonal and meridional winds from 75 to 100 km [Baumgaertner et al., 2005]. The simultaneous MLT temperature and wind data provide a unique opportunity for studying IGWs and their intrinsic properties at this high southern latitude. In this paper, we present a case study of two IGWs propagating over Arrival Heights simultaneously, and apply filtering and hodograph analyses to determine their intrinsic properties. Our results show that these two IGWs are propagating in two different directions that are nearly perpendicular to one another.
3.2 Observations of IGW events on 29 June 2011

McMurdo and Scott Base are located on Ross Island, east of the Trans-Antarctic Mountains. The coordinated lidar-radar observations at Arrival Heights (77.83°S, 166.67°E) are a collaboration between the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) and Antarctica New Zealand (AntNZ). The Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar consists of two independent channels probing respectively the 372 and 374 nm absorption lines of neutral Fe atoms. Temperatures can be inferred from the signal ratios between these two channels by employing the Fe Boltzmann technique \cite{Gelbwachs, 1994} in the MLT region with Fe distribution. Below the Fe layer and in the region free of aerosol scattering (usually between 30 and 70 km), temperatures are derived using the Rayleigh integration technique \cite{Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980}. Principles, capabilities and error analysis of the lidar are described in \textit{Chu et al.}, \cite{2002}, and its refurbishment and upgrade are discussed in \textit{Wang et al.}, \cite{2012}. Plotted in Figure 3.1a are the temperatures measured by the Fe lidar from below 35 km to 107 km over 25 h on 29–30 June 2011 at McMurdo. The lidar signal levels between 67 and 81 km are insufficient for reliable temperature derivation at required resolutions of better than 1 h, thus a data gap exists in the temperatures as shown in Figure 3.1. The raw lidar data (photon counts) were recorded with resolutions of 1 min and 48 m. Above this gap, the original Fe temperatures in the MLT are derived in resolutions of 0.25 h and 0.5 km, with the sampling window shifted at steps of 0.1 h and 0.1 km. The data are then temporally and vertically smoothed with a Hamming window of 0.5 h and 1 km full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) to further reduce the temperature errors. Therefore, waves with periods longer than 1 h and vertical wavelengths longer than 2 km are resolved. Below this gap the Rayleigh temperatures have resolutions of 1 h and 1 km. Figure
3.1a shows that on the dataset average the stratopause is ~45–48 km and the mesopause is ~100 km.

Figure 3.1. (a) Contours of raw temperature observations on 29–30 June 2011 at McMurdo by an Fe Boltzmann lidar in the MLT region (in the altitude range of 81–107 km), and from Rayleigh integration (in the altitude range of 33–67 km). The data gap between 67 and 81 km are due to insufficient signal levels for reliable temperature derivation at required resolutions of better than 1 h. (b) Contours of corresponding absolute temperature perturbations.

The temperature variations in Figure 3.1a are very large in the MLT region, and are also visible in the Rayleigh temperatures above 45 km. By subtracting the dataset-mean temperatures at each altitude, the temperature perturbations are derived and shown in Figure 3.1b, which exceed ±30 K in the MLT region around 100 km. Both Figures 3.1a and 3.1b exhibit clear wave structures with downward phase progression from the MLT to the lower mesosphere at ~50 km, indicating that the wave(s) is upward propagating. This implies that the wave source(s) is located in the lower atmosphere. In contrast to the lidar measurements of MLT temperatures at mid to
low latitudes that are commonly dominated by diurnal and semi-diurnal tides [e.g., States and Gardner, 2000; She et al., 2004; Chu et al., 2005; Friedman and Chu, 2007], the temperature variations at McMurdo in Figure 3.1a are dominated by wave oscillations with periods of 5–8 h during the entire observation period (~25 h) while diurnal or semi-diurnal tides are not apparent. Such wave oscillations with periods of 5–8 h are a common feature of the MLT temperatures at McMurdo. For example, Figure 4 in Chu et al., [2011a] exhibits a strong wave oscillation with a period of 6.5–7 h on 28–29 Jan 2011, while Figure 2 in Chu et al., [2011b] shows a strong wave oscillation with a period of ~8 h on 28 May 2011 at McMurdo. Therefore, it is intriguing to ask what causes such large-amplitude wave oscillations? We will argue in the rest of the paper that inertia-gravity waves are the most likely mechanism.

Figure 3.2. Contours of raw (a) zonal and (b) meridional wind observations on 29–30 June 2011 by the Scott Base MF radar in the MLT region (81–99 km). Data below 93 km may be considered reliable measurements of the neutral atmosphere wind.

To fully characterize gravity waves, simultaneous wind data are needed. Such wind data are obtained with the Scott Base MF radar whose receiver is co-located with the Fe lidar at Arrival Heights. This radar operates at 2.9 MHz with a FWHM field of view of 30°. It has near-
continuous temporal coverage, and has been collecting wind data at heights between 70 and 100 km since 1982 [Fraser, 1984]. The peak output power of the transmitter is 60 kW and the pulse repetition frequency is 8 Hz. By using the Full Correlation Analysis (FCA) technique, zonal and meridional winds can be calculated [Baumgaertner et al., 2005]. Illustrated in Figure 3.2 are the MF radar winds in zonal and meridional directions taken simultaneously with the lidar temperature measurements on 29–30 June 2011. The MF radar uses a pulse width of 30 μs, corresponding to a fundamental vertical resolution of 4.5 km, but the data are oversampled to have the display vertical resolution of 2 km in Figure 3.2. The temporal resolution of the MF radar wind is 0.5 h; therefore, the MF radar can resolve waves with periods longer than 1 h and vertical wavelengths longer than 9 km. In Figure 3.2, we see large wind perturbations in both the zonal and meridional directions; additionally, downward phase progression is clearly seen. The perturbation periods are shorter than diurnal or semi-diurnal tides, but are around 5–8 h, which is very similar to the wave periods deduced in the MLT temperatures measured by the lidar.

To combine the lidar and radar measurements for studies of the inertia-gravity waves, we derive the IGW-induced perturbations in the temperatures and winds by deriving relative temperature perturbations and absolute wind perturbations, in which the background temperatures/winds, and the perturbations induced by tides and planetary waves, are removed. Relative temperature perturbations are derived via subtracting the daily mean temperature at each altitude and then dividing by this mean. In order to minimize contamination of planetary wave oscillations, a linear trend in the time domain is removed from the original perturbations at each altitude, followed by a subtraction of a linear trend in the spatial domain as demonstrated in Lu et al., [2009]. To derive the wave-induced perturbations from the MF radar data, the tides are removed from the original wind observations by subtracting a temporal fitting of diurnal and
semi-diurnal period sinusoidal functions at each altitude. Figure 3.3 shows the derived wave perturbations in temperature, zonal and meridional winds, where the positive phase fronts of the waves are highlighted by black dotted-dashed lines. Clear downward phase progression is observed, implying upward propagation of gravity waves. Two different periods are seen in the perturbations. The wave perturbation with a period of \( \sim 5 \) h dominates the zonal wind and the first half of the temperature measurements, while the amplitude of the wave perturbation with a period of \( \sim 7\text{--}8 \) h is stronger in the meridional wind and in the second half of the temperature measurements. Figure 3.3 suggests that two inertia-gravity waves may have been observed at the same time over Arrival Heights. We perform detailed analyses in the next sections to confirm this hypothesis, and then derive the intrinsic properties of these two waves.

**Figure 3.3.** (a) Relative temperature perturbations (in the altitude range of 81–107 km), (b) zonal and (c) meridional wind perturbations (81–99 km) in the MLT region on 29–30 June 2011. Diurnal and semi-diurnal tides are removed from the raw perturbations. The black dashed-dotted lines highlight the positive phase fronts of the waves.
3.3 Wave Analysis Methodology

To verify whether two IGWs are present simultaneously, detailed spectral information on the waves is determined from the FFT spectra for the three fields, as shown in Figure 3.4. Large-amplitude ~8-h period peaks are seen in the temperature spectra at all altitudes, in the zonal wind spectra at \( z = 85–89 \) km and in the meridional wind spectra at \( z = 83–91 \) km. Distinct ~5-h period peaks are also seen in the temperature spectra at most altitudes, in the zonal wind spectra at \( z = 81–97 \) km, and in the meridional wind spectra but with a smaller amplitude at \( z = 81–85 \) km. For each of the three fields and at each altitude, if a spectral peak is found in-between periods of 4–6 h or 6–10 h for one of the two waves, the period corresponding to this spectral peak is taken to represent the observed period of this wave at this altitude. The mean observed periods \( (\tau) \) are obtained by averaging the results over all these altitudes; the results for both waves are summarized in all three fields in Table 1. In order to determine the errors in the period analysis, a nonlinear least-square fitting is applied to the time series using a sum-of-two-sine model; this is performed at each altitude and for each field of data. The model is written as follows,

\[
x(t) = A \cos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\tau_1} t + \phi_1\right) + B \cos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} t + \phi_2\right),
\]

where \( x(t) \) represents the time series of the perturbation, \( A, \tau_1 \) and \( \phi_1 \) are the amplitude, apparent period and phase for the first wave, while \( B, \tau_2 \) and \( \phi_2 \) are the parameters for the second wave. The results of the fitted periods in the two sine functions (not shown here) are in accordance with the results obtained from the FFT analysis. The errors of the periods are then determined from the 95% confidence levels of the fitted periods at each altitude. The mean values of these errors for each wave are given in Table 1 and are used later in this paper to estimate the errors in the
intrinsic periods and other wave properties derived from the gravity wave dispersion and polarization relations. Since the temperatures have better temporal resolutions and smaller errors, the periods derived from the temperature data are taken as the observed periods of the waves. Hereinafter, whenever the information of observed period or its error is needed, we use the values derived from the temperatures. These two waves are referred to as 7.7-h wave and 5-h wave, respectively.

Table 3.1. Observed wave properties\(^1\) for two IGWs derived from temperature and wind fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Data Field</th>
<th>(\tau) (h)</th>
<th>(\lambda_z) (km)</th>
<th>(c_z) (m/s)</th>
<th>(\theta) (deg)</th>
<th>(\bar{U}_h) (m/s)</th>
<th>(\frac{d\bar{U}_h}{dz}) (10(^4) s(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.7-h Wave</td>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(u)</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>22 ± 2</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11 ± 5</td>
<td>2 ± 3</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-h Wave</td>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(u)</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>23 ± 2</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>100 ± 4</td>
<td>−2 ± 4</td>
<td>3 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(v)</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Observed period (\(\tau\)), vertical wavelength (\(\lambda_z\)), vertical phase speed (\(c_z\)), azimuth angle of the wave horizontal propagation direction (\(\theta\)), horizontal background wind speed (\(\bar{U}_h\)) and its vertical shear (\(\frac{d\bar{U}_h}{dz}\)).

The two isolated spectral peaks shown in Figure 3.4 could be an indication of two independent waves propagating across the lidar/radar fields of view at the same time. Or, it could be due to a single wave that is Doppler-shifted from one period to another over time. To examine this, we use wavelet analysis that provides information about the time when each wave is present in the spectra. The Morlet wavelet spectra for each data field at two example altitudes of 85 and 87 km are shown in Figure 3.5. The cone of influence (COI) is denoted by the white dashed lines, outside of which is the region in the spectrum where the true peak magnitude is reduced,
and a false peak might appear [Torrence and Compo, 1998]. White crosses on the contours denote the local peak between the periods of 4 h and 10 h. Both the zonal and meridional wind wavelet spectra clearly show the 5-h wave and the 7.7-h wave present at the same time regardless of their location relative to the COI. This confirms that two independent waves were in the wind field at the same time. In the temperature wavelet spectrum, these two waves are clearly seen at the same time at 87 km. At 85 km, however, the two peaks almost merge together below the COI from 20~25 UT. Although two peaks are present above the COI at other times, they are subject to edge effects, and thus must be interpreted with care. We will come back to this issue after separating the two waves and investigating their intrinsic properties in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.4. FFT amplitudes of (a) relative temperature perturbations (81–107 km), (b) zonal wind and (c) meridional wind perturbations (81–99 km) in the MLT region on 29–30 June 2011.
Figure 3.5. Amplitudes of the Morlet wavelet spectra for (a) relative temperature perturbations, (b) zonal and (c) meridional wind perturbations at 85 km on 29–30 June 2011. The white crosses denote the local maximum power in the wavelet spectra with periods between 4 and 10 h. The white dashed line in each contour denotes the cone of influence (COI) for the wavelet analysis.

3.3.1 Band-pass Filtering to Separate Two Waves

To separate these two waves, all three fields are band-pass filtered by a 6th-order Butterworth filter with pass bands at 6–10 h and 3.5–5.5 h for the 7.7-h wave and 5-h wave, respectively. The choice of the cutoff frequencies is a tradeoff between minimizing the interference from the other wave and ensuring that the desired wave is not attenuated too
severely. Since the 7.7-h wave is generally stronger, its final results are not very sensitive to the choice of its cutoff frequency; thus, the pass band of 6–10 h is a good compromise such that little energy is lost. In contrast, the 5-h wave suffers spectral leakage from the 7.7-h wave (which has the larger amplitude). For this wave, a passband of 3.5–5.5 h greatly reduces the spectral leakage from the 7.7-h wave, but does not severely attenuate the 5-h wave. Figure 3.6 shows the results for the passband of 6-10 h, and Figure 3.7 shows the results for the passband of 3.5–5.5 h. The filtered data for each field display clear downward phase progressions. Additionally, both waves are quasi-monochromatic. It is apparent in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 that the filtered 7.7-h and 5-h waves have larger or smaller amplitudes simultaneously in the wind field, which will not be the case if a single wave is Doppler-shifted from one period to another. It is also noted that Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show clear wave structures in the zonal and meridional winds after 30 UT, even though the amplitudes of both waves become smaller; however, the original wind perturbations (Figure 3.3) do not show such clear wave signatures. By reconstructing time series from these two filtered perturbations only and comparing them with the raw wind fields, we find that this phenomenon is caused by the destructive interference of these two waves after 30 UT. The results of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 support our hypothesis that two independent waves were propagating across our observational field of view simultaneously.
Figure 3.6. (a) Relative temperature perturbations, (b) zonal and (c) meridional wind perturbations filtered by a 6th-order band-pass Butterworth filter with lower and upper cut off frequencies at 1/10 and 1/6 h$^{-1}$, respectively.

The vertical wavelength ($\lambda_z$) of each wave is then determined from the filtered temperature data because of its higher vertical resolution and larger altitude coverage than the wind data. A linear least-square fit is first performed to the phase lines of the filtered temperature data to obtain the derivative of the altitude of the phase line with respect to time, i.e., the vertical phase speed ($c_z$). The vertical wavelength $\lambda_z$ is then calculated by multiplying $c_z$ with the observed period ($\tau$). We obtain $\lambda_z = 22\pm2$ km for the 7.7-h wave and $\lambda_z = 23\pm2$ km for the 5-h wave. The uncertainties in $\lambda_z$ and $c_z$ are determined from the 95% confidence levels of the
fittings. The values and errors of $\lambda_z$ and $c_z$ are listed in Table 1. These results are generally comparable with the long-period oscillations observed by Collins et al. [1994] in the bottomside of the Na layer at the South Pole. They observed large-amplitude oscillations with periods around 5–12 h with a Na lidar. Their derived vertical wavelengths are close to 22 km for wave periods of 5 h, but are shorter (12–18 km) for periods of 7–8 h. Note that the IGW observed by Nicolls et al. [2010] in the Arctic had a long period of ~10.5 h, and a short vertical wavelength of ~4–10 km.

Figure 3.7. (a) Relative temperature perturbations, (b) zonal and (c) meridional wind perturbations filtered by a 6th-order band-pass frequency filter with lower and upper cut off frequencies at 1/5.5 and 1/3.5 h$^{-1}$, respectively.
3.3.2 Hodographs for Determining Wave Propagation Directions

We now treat each filtered wave as a quasi-monochromatic wave, and determine its propagation direction from a hodograph analysis. Hodograph analyses of wind data have been applied in altitude to study the intrinsic properties of gravity waves in the MLT [e.g., Hu et al., 2002; Li et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Nicolls et al., 2010]. In this study, we choose to make temporal hodograph analyses of the MF radar wind. First, we do this because the overlapping range between the lidar and radar observations (less than 20 km between 80 and 100 km) is shorter than the vertical wavelengths of the waves (i.e., 22–23 km from the previous section). This is insufficient to accurately resolve the observed IGWs. Second, the vertical resolution (4.5 km) of the radar wind is too coarse to determine the orientation of the hodograph ellipse accurately. In contrast, the overlapping time between the lidar and radar observations is long (~25 h), so sufficient data are available to make the hodographs in the temporal domain. From a theoretical standpoint, hodograph analyses in the temporal or altitudinal domains are equivalent for a monochromatic wave in a constant background wind and temperature, in terms of determining the wave parameters (such as horizontal propagation direction).

The hodograph analysis is based on the IGW polarization relation [e.g., Tsuda et al., 1990; Nakamura et al., 1993]:

$$\tilde{U}_\parallel = \frac{\hat{\omega}}{f} \tilde{U}_\perp$$

(3.2)

where $\tilde{U}_\parallel$ and $\tilde{U}_\perp$ are the complex representations of the horizontal wind perturbations parallel and perpendicular to the wave horizontal propagation direction, respectively, $\hat{\omega}$ is the intrinsic frequency of the wave, and $f$ is the Coriolis parameter. At McMurdo (77.8° S), the inertial period
is $2\pi/f = 12.24$ h. In deriving equation (3.2), we assume that the perturbations are induced by a monochromatic wave, and thus $\tilde{U}_\parallel$ and $\tilde{U}_\perp$ are written as follows,

$$
\tilde{U}_\parallel = |\tilde{U}_\parallel| \exp \left[ i(k_h x_h + mz - \omega t - \Phi_{\parallel}) + \frac{z}{2H} \right],
$$

(3.3)

$$
\tilde{U}_\perp = |\tilde{U}_\perp| \exp \left[ i(k_h x_h + mz - \omega t - \Phi_{\perp}) + \frac{z}{2H} \right],
$$

(3.4)

respectively. Here $k_h$ and $x_h$ are the horizontal wavenumber and distance, respectively; $m$ is the vertical wavenumber, and it is negative in the case of downward phase progression; $\omega$ is the observed (i.e., ground-based) frequency; $H = RT / g$ is the density scale height, calculated from the observed mean temperature $\bar{T}$, the gas constant of dry air $R$, and the gravitational acceleration $g$; $\Phi_{\parallel}$ and $\Phi_{\perp}$ are the initial phases of $\tilde{U}_\parallel$ and $\tilde{U}_\perp$, respectively. Equation (3.2) neglects background shear terms [e.g., Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. This is applicable in our case, because such shear terms (calculated from the background wind) are sufficiently small (see Table 1). Equation (3.2) is also derived under the Boussinesq approximation, which assumes that the wave phase speed is much less than the sound speed, and that $\lambda_z \ll 4\pi H$ [Kundu, 1990].

According to equation (3.2), the gravity-wave-induced $\tilde{U}_\parallel$ and $\tilde{U}_\perp$ exhibit elliptical or circular polarization. The major axes of the ellipses point in the direction of wave propagation, although with a 180° ambiguity.

This 180° ambiguity in the propagation direction is resolved by making use of the lidar temperature data. We derive the polarization relation between the relative temperature perturbation $\bar{T}$ and $\tilde{U}_\parallel$ for an IGW with $N >> \hat{\omega}$:

$$
\bar{T} = \frac{1}{g} \left( im + \frac{1}{2H} \hat{\omega}^2 - f^2 \right) \tilde{U}_\parallel
$$

(3.5)
where $\tilde{T}$ is the complex representation of the relative temperature perturbation $T'/\bar{T}$ given by,

$$\tilde{T} = |\tilde{T}| \exp\left[i(k_x x_h + m z - \omega t - \Phi_T) + \frac{z}{2H}\right]. \quad (3.6)$$

Here, $\Phi_T$ is the initial phase of $\tilde{T}$. Equation (3.5) agrees with [Vadas, 2013] (Equations (B8), (B9) and (B11)). The derivation of equation (3.5) assumes that $H$ and the background winds are constant in time and in the horizontal plane $x, y, t$, but can vary slowly in altitude. The phase relation between $\tilde{T}$ and $\tilde{U}_h$ can be derived from equation (3.5) as:

$$\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T = \arctan(m \cdot 2H). \quad (3.7)$$

Equation (3.7) poses a constraint on the wave propagation direction; only when $\tilde{U}_h$ is along the correct propagation direction of the wave, is $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ (extracted from the wind and temperature observations) close to $\arctan(m \cdot 2H)$. The opposite direction of the wave leads to $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ approaching $\arctan(m \cdot 2H) \pm 180^\circ$. Therefore, this extra constraint helps remove the $180^\circ$ ambiguity.

The actual $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ are derived from the temperature and wind perturbations, in which we first project the zonal and meridional wind perturbations to one of the two directions along the major axis inferred from the hodograph analyses, and derive the corresponding horizontal wind perturbations ($\tilde{U}'_h$). Then $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h}$ and $\Phi_T$ are extracted by performing a non-linear least square fitting to the wind and temperature perturbations using the real part of the monochromatic wave models as shown in equations (3.3) and (3.6). We then compare the derived $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ to $\arctan(m \cdot 2H)$. If $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ is close to $\arctan(m \cdot 2H)$, then the direction we chose is correct; otherwise, if $\Phi_{\tilde{U}_h} - \Phi_T$ is close to $\arctan(m \cdot 2H) \pm 180^\circ$, then the correct direction is $180^\circ$ opposite.
to the originally chosen direction. Thus, combining the wind and temperature data allows us to unambiguously identify the propagation directions from hodographs.

### 3.3.3 Derivations of Wave Intrinsic Properties

The absolute value of the intrinsic frequency $\hat{\omega}$ can be calculated from the amplitude ratio between $\hat{U}_h$ and $\hat{U}_\perp$ using equation (3.2). This has been a common approach used to derive the intrinsic properties of IGWs [e.g., Hu et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2009]. For the 7.7-h wave, we find that the amplitude ratios of the fitted ellipses vary dramatically with altitude (in the range of 1.2–3.3, giving an estimate of an intrinsic period of 3.5–10 h from equation (3.2)); however, the major axes of these ellipses are oriented similarly. If we use this method to determine the intrinsic periods directly, large errors result. This likely occurs because there are two IGWs; although the filtering works well, some spectral leakage occurs and appears to greatly impact the amplitudes of the wind perturbations (and thus the ratios). Therefore, we take a different approach instead. Since the horizontal wave propagation direction has been unambiguously determined, and the apparent period and background winds are known, the intrinsic properties can be determined from the gravity wave dispersion relation and the definition of the intrinsic frequency [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]:

$$k_h^2 = \frac{\hat{\omega}^2 - f^2}{N^2}(m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2})$$

(3.8)

$$\hat{\omega} = \omega - k_h \bar{U}_h$$

(3.9)

where $N$ is the buoyancy frequency computed from the dataset-mean lidar temperature profile $\bar{T}(z)$ as:

$$N = \sqrt{\frac{g}{\bar{T}(z)} \left( \frac{\partial \bar{T}(z)}{\partial z} + \frac{g}{C_p} \right)}.$$  

Note that equation (3.8) is a simplified form of equation
(3.24) in Fritts and Alexander, [2003], where we have used the fact that \( N >> \hat{\omega} \) for IGWs. In deriving equation (3.8), it is also assumed that \( N \) is constant in \( x, y \) and \( t \), but varies slowly in \( z \). Additionally, we assume that the speed of sound \( c_s \) is much larger than the wave horizontal phase speed (i.e., the Boussinesq approximation [Kundu, 1990]). From equation (3.9), we have \( k_h = (\omega - \hat{\omega})/\bar{U}_h \). Substituting \( k_h \) in equation (3.8) with this new expression, we obtain the following quadratic equations for \( \hat{\omega} \):

\[
\left( \frac{N^2}{\bar{U}_h^2} - m^2 - \frac{1}{4H^2} \right) \hat{\omega}^2 - \frac{2N^2\omega}{\bar{U}_h^2} \hat{\omega} + f^2 \left( m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right) + \frac{N^2\omega^2}{\bar{U}_h^2} = 0 .
\]  

(3.10)

Solving equation (3.10), we obtain the following solutions for \( \hat{\omega} \):

\[
\hat{\omega} = \frac{-N^2\omega \pm \sqrt{\left( \frac{N^2\omega}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{N^2}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} - \frac{\bar{U}_h^2}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} \right) \left( \frac{N^2\omega^2}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} + f^2\bar{U}_h^2 \right)}}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} .
\]  

(3.11)

The corresponding solutions for \( k_h \) are:

\[
k_h = \frac{-\omega\bar{U}_h + \frac{\bar{U}_h}{\bar{U}_h} \sqrt{\left( \omega\bar{U}_h \right)^2 + \left( \frac{N^2}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} - \bar{U}_h^2 \right) \left( \omega^2 - f^2 \right)}}{m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2}} .
\]  

(3.12)

These expressions are similar to those used by Liu and Meriwether [2004] and Li et al. [2007]. The intrinsic horizontal and vertical group velocities of the wave packet describe the energy propagation and they are derived by taking partial derivatives with respect to \( k_h \) and \( m \) on both sides of equation (3.8) [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]:
\[
\begin{align*}
\csh &= \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial k_h} = \frac{k_h(N^2 - \hat{\omega}^2)}{\hat{\omega} \left( k_h^2 + m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right)}, \\
\chc &= \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial m} = -\frac{m(\hat{\omega}^2 - f^2)}{\hat{\omega} \left( k_h^2 + m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right)}. 
\end{align*}
\]

We will utilize equations (3.11)–(3.14) to estimate the intrinsic properties of each wave.

## 3.4 Wave Analysis Results

### 3.4.1 The 7.7-h Inertia-Gravity Wave

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, band-pass filters are used to extract two quasi-monochromatic waves. We plot the filtered zonal and meridional wind perturbations of the 7.7-h wave as hodographs in Figure 3.8a. Each plot in Figure 3.8a shows the hodograph for a given altitude between 83 and 91 km over the time range from 10 UT to 30 UT. These particular temporal and spatial ranges are chosen to coincide with when and where the wave amplitudes are large in the wind data and have the highest signal-to-noise ratio. The start and end times are denoted by stars and triangles, respectively. All five hodographs show an anti-clockwise rotation in time. A least mean square (LMS) ellipse fitting is performed on each hodograph and is indicated by the dotted-dashed ellipse. All of the ellipses are primarily elongated in the meridional direction with a slight variation in the major axis between the different altitudes. A red arrow is plotted along the major axis of each fitted ellipse, indicating a possible propagation direction of the wave, but with a 180° ambiguity.

To resolve the 180° ambiguity for the 7.7-h gravity wave, we first assume that the wave propagates in the direction indicated by the red arrow in each hodograph in Figure 3.8a. Then we
project the zonal and meridional wind perturbations along this direction, and derive the corresponding horizontal wind perturbations ($\tilde{U}_h'$). After that, band-pass filtered perturbations $\tilde{U}_h'$ and $T'/T$ are fitted to the real part of the monochromatic wave models (see equations (3.3) and (3.6)). The deduced phase differences $\Phi_{\tilde{U}'} - \Phi_T'$ are shown in Figure 3.9a as red crosses for the altitudes from 83 to 91 km. The theoretical value ($\arctan(m \cdot 2H)$) is shown as the solid vertical line, which in this case is $286 \pm 0.7^\circ$. The dashed vertical line shows the value of $\arctan(m \cdot 2H) - 180^\circ$. The uncertainties caused by errors in obtaining the phase information, deriving the ellipse orientation, and determining the wave period (with temporal variation), are estimated to be $\pm 40^\circ$ at the 95% confidence level (denoted by grey error bars). The discrepancies between the crosses and the solid vertical line mostly fall within the error bars (except at 91 km), implying that the orientation indicated by the red arrows is the correct propagation direction of this wave. Thus, we conclude that the 7.7-h wave is propagating slightly east of north at the azimuth angle of $11^\circ \pm 5^\circ$. Note that the larger biases seen at 91 km may be caused by spectral leakage from the shorter-period wave, because that is the altitude where the 7.7-h wave amplitude is smallest relative to the 5-h wave (see Figure 3.4). Therefore, we find that the hodograph method works well at those altitudes where spectral leakage from another significant wave is minimal; we also find this to be true for the 5-h wave, as discussed later.

To calculate the intrinsic wave properties from equations (3.9) and (3.10), we need to compute $\tilde{U}_h$. We first low-pass filter the zonal and meridional winds to remove variations with periods shorter than or close to the wave being examined. The 6th-order Butterworth filters with a cut-off period of 7 h for the 5-h wave and of 10 h for the 7.7-h wave are used. The horizontal background winds along each wave’s propagation direction are then determined by projecting
the background winds onto the coordinate system that has been rotated to be along the wave’s propagation direction. $\bar{U}_h$ is then calculated as the dataset mean of the horizontal background winds at each altitude. The error of $\bar{U}_h$, $\Delta \bar{U}_h$, is calculated from the standard deviation of the horizontal background winds at each altitude. The mean values of $\bar{U}_h$ and $\Delta \bar{U}_h$ are given in Table 1. Notably, the mean background winds $\bar{U}_h$ are small for both waves, and their absolute values are $\sim 2$ m/s.

There are two pairs of solutions for $\hat{\omega}$ and $k_h$ (see equations (3.11) and (3.12)). For the current case when the denominators of the right hand side of equations (3.11) and (3.12) are positive, i.e., $\bar{U}_h < U_{lim} = N\sqrt{m^2 + \frac{1}{\frac{1}{4}H^2}}$, there exist two positive roots for $\hat{\omega}$ and one positive and one negative roots for $k_h$. Positive $k_h$ means that the wave is propagating in the positive x-direction of our reference frame. We retain the pair of solutions for $k_h > 0$, because the horizontal axes of the ground-based reference frame have been rotated towards the wave propagation direction determined from the hodograph analysis. The resulting intrinsic period $\tau_I = \frac{2\pi}{\hat{\omega}}$ and horizontal wavelength $\lambda_h = \frac{2\pi}{k_h}$ of the 7.7-h wave are shown in Figure 3.10 a. We find the average values of $\tau_I \sim 7.9$ h and $\lambda_h \sim 2.2 \times 10^3$ km. The intrinsic frequency is red-shifted relative to the observed frequency; however, because the horizontal wavelength is large, the frequency shift is relatively small. The derived horizontal group velocity $c_{gh}$ profile in Figure 3.10a has a mean of $\sim 48$ m/s, while the vertical group velocity $c_{gz}$ has an average value of $\sim 0.46$ m/s, i.e., $\sim 40$ km/day in the vertical direction. The elevation angle of the wave propagation direction is calculated from the ratio of the vertical and horizontal group velocities, and is found to be very shallow: $\sim 0.6^\circ$ from the horizon. Profiles of other properties of the 7.7-h wave, such as the
intrinsic horizontal phase speed \(c_{ih}\) and azimuth angle of propagation direction, are also shown in Figure 3.10a.

It is important to derive the errors of these intrinsic parameters using the error propagation law. The three major error sources are the uncertainties in the three observed variables: \(\omega\), \(m\) and \(\bar{U}_h\). The error of each intrinsic parameter is obtained via taking derivatives of each intrinsic variable with respect to \(\omega\), \(m\) and \(\bar{U}_h\), following the method developed by one of the authors Chu in [Chu and Papen, 2005] and in Wang et al., [2010] for lidar temperature and wind error analysis (see their equations (19) and (20)). Taking \(\hat{\omega}\) as an example, its errors are derived as

\[
\Delta \hat{\omega} = \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial \omega} \Delta \omega + \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial m} \Delta m + \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial \bar{U}_h} \Delta \bar{U}_h
\]  

(3.15)

Because the three error terms of \(\omega\), \(m\) and \(\bar{U}_h\) are not correlated, the final error is given by the square root of the sum of the squares of each derivative term. In the example of \(\hat{\omega}\), the final error is given by

\[
(\Delta \hat{\omega})_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial \omega} \Delta \omega\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial m} \Delta m\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial \bar{U}_h} \Delta \bar{U}_h\right)^2}
\]  

(3.16)

Similar error propagation equations are used for all of the intrinsic parameters we determine. Two approaches can be used to calculate the terms in equation (3.16). One is to take numerical derivatives, and the other is to employ a Monte Carlo method. For the latter, we compute the wave properties from equations (3.11)–(3.14) with varied input variables of \(\bar{U}_h\), \(\omega\) and \(m\). The computation is done with a three-loop iteration. For each loop, each variable takes 10 evenly spaced values from the mean \(\omega\), \(m\) and \(\bar{U}_h\) minus their errors to the means plus their errors. The final uncertainty for each calculated wave parameter is then determined by the
standard deviation of all the solutions in the iteration process. We have tried both approaches and obtained comparable results for each intrinsic parameter. The error bars derived from the Monte Carlo method are plotted in Figure 3.10a.

3.4.2 The 5-h Inertia-Gravity Wave

We investigate the intrinsic properties for the 5-h wave using the same procedure as the 7.7-h wave. The temporal hodographs for this wave are shown in Figure 3.8b for 89–93 km between 10 UT and 25 UT. Strong leakage from the 7.7-h wave at altitudes from 83 to 89 km (see Figure 3.4) makes it hard to obtain reliable results outside the limited spatial range of 89–93 km. Shown in Figure 3.9b are the calculated phase differences between the temperature and horizontal wind perturbations for \( z = 89, 91 \) and 93 km. The derived phase differences are close to the theoretical value. Therefore, we conclude that this wave propagates primarily from west to east with an average propagation azimuth angle of 100°±4° east of north, as illustrated by the red arrows in Figure 3.8b. The intrinsic properties for the 5-h wave are shown in Figure 3.10b. Notably, the average \( \tau_I \sim 4.5 \) h, which is blue-shifted relative to the observed periods, and the average \( \lambda_h \sim 1.1 \times 10^3 \) km. For this 5-h wave, the mean \( c_{gh} \) is calculated to be ~58 m/s, and \( c_{gz} \) is ~1.1 m/s, i.e., 95 km/day in the vertical direction. The elevation angle of this wave is determined to be ~1.1° from the horizon.

The results from the hodograph analysis support our hypothesis that there are two independent IGWs observed in the temperature and wind perturbations, because these two filtered waves were found to propagate in two different directions that are nearly perpendicular to each other. This is different from an alternate hypothesis that an IGW source can excite waves with different parameters that arrive at the observation altitude at different times; in this case, a
single wave’s period would steadily shift from one period to another over the 30-h observation window. Furthermore, the 5-h wave propagates at a steeper elevation angle than the 7.7-h wave, which means that the 5-h wave has a greater ability to induce vertical motions (and thus temperature oscillations) than the 7.7-h wave. This explains why the dominant periods in the temperature wavelet spectrum appear to transition from 5 h to 8 h in Figure 3.5. Since in the first half of the measurement the amplitude of the 5-h wave is comparable to that of the 7.7-h wave, the 5-h wave induces larger temperature oscillations than the 7.7-h wave. Thus, it would dominate the temperature wavelet spectrum in the first half of Figure 3.5. But as the 5-h wave amplitude reduces more quickly than the 7.7-h wave in the second half of the measurement (due, perhaps, to source changes in time), the 7.7-h wave would dominate the temperature spectrum during the second half of the measurement (see Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.8. Temporal hodographs of zonal and meridional wind perturbations (a) for the 7.7-h wave in the altitude range of 83–91 km, and (b) for the 5-h wave in the altitude range of 89–93 km. Stars and triangles denote the start and the end times, respectively. The dotted-dashed ellipse on each plot shows the LMS elliptical fit of the hodograph. Red arrow is plotted along the major axis of each fitted ellipse, indicating the propagation direction of the wave.
Figure 3.9. The deduced phase differences between $\tilde{U}_v$ and $\tilde{T}$ (red crosses) for (a) the 7.7-h wave and (b) the 5-h wave. The solid vertical line identifies the value of $\arctan(m \cdot 2H) \sim 286^\circ$, while the dashed vertical line shows the value of $\arctan(m \cdot 2H) - 180^\circ \sim 106^\circ$. The grey horizontal bars denote the errors at the 95% confidence level.
Figure 3. (a) Wave properties (crosses) and corresponding errors (horizontal bars) for (a) the 7.7-h wave and (b) the 5-h wave. From left to right, the properties are observed period, intrinsic period, horizontal wavelength ($\lambda_h$), horizontal intrinsic phase speed ($C_{Ih}$), horizontal group velocity ($C_{gh}$), vertical group velocity ($C_{gz}$), and azimuth angle of the wave horizontal propagation direction.
3.5 Discussion

Although both waves are treated as IGWs in this paper, the 7.7-h and 5-h wave periods are close to that of the terdiurnal (8-h) tide and 4.8-h tide. However, the 7.7-h wave in our study is unlikely to be a terdiurnal tide for the following reasons. First, the vertical wavelengths of terdiurnal tides are generally much larger than that computed for the 7.7-h wave in our case. Du and Ward [2010] investigated the global structure of the terdiurnal tide, including migrating and nonmigrating components, using the extended Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM). Their study shows the vertical phase profile of the total terdiurnal tide superposed from the 11 components in June at 60°S, 130°E (Figure 6b in Du and Ward, [2010]), from which the vertical wavelength is inferred to be ~65 km, a factor of three greater than the observed value in our study. Model simulations of the migrating terdiurnal tide performed by Smith and Ortland, [2001] also support this point, since they indicate that the shortest vertical wavelength for all of the modes is 47 km, nearly twice as large as that in the current observation. Second, as shown in Figure 3.10, we observed large variations of the dominant periods with altitude, which does not satisfy the definition of a tidal wave, i.e., a harmonic of the Earth’s rotation period. A notable feature of each wave is that the observed wave period decreases with increasing altitude. In Figure 3.10, the observed period of 7.7-h wave decreases from $\tau_1 = 7.7 \pm 0.3$ h at $z = 83$ km to $\tau_1 = 7.2 \pm 0.2$ h at $z = 91$ km, and the 5-h wave period decreases from $\tau_2 = 4.9 \pm 0.2$ h at $z = 89$ km to $\tau_2 = 4.5 \pm 0.1$ h at $z = 93$ km. According to Nicolls et al., [2010], such a feature can be explained by a spectrum of IGWs generated by a geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream. However, we note that these variations may be within our error bars. Third, modeling work by Du and Ward [2010] shows that the largest amplitude of the terdiurnal tides is given by the
migrating component. Examination of wind and temperature data from the MERRA reanalysis at the highest-pressure level (0.1 hPa, ~59 km) shows no evidence of a significant zonal wavenumber 3 pattern; this is also suggestive that the terdiurnal tide cannot explain the current observations.

Both the background temperature and winds play a role in wave propagation through the atmosphere, the latter typically being much more important in allowing (or disallowing) the gravity wave propagation. Unfortunately, the lack of extensive middle atmospheric wind and temperature measurements up to the MLT prohibit detailed studies involving ray tracing such slow waves through realistic atmosphere [e.g., Nielsen et al., 2012]. Such work is therefore outside the scope of this study. We now roughly identify the sources of the observed IGWs by making a number of simple assumptions. For both waves, the vertical group velocities (calculated above) are significantly slower than the horizontal group velocities. This implies that it would take ~1–2 days for each wave to propagate to the MLT (assuming that the vertical wind is negligible). Assuming that the horizontal background wind along the wave propagation path is also negligible, the wave would have propagated several thousands of kilometers in the horizontal plane prior to our observation. However, if the horizontal background winds at lower altitudes were opposite to the wave propagation direction, the horizontal distance and time taken to reach the mesopause would be shorter [Nicolls et al., 2010].

The 7.7-h wave propagates approximately northward, which suggests the wave source is located across the Antarctica continent. As Nicolls et al. [2010] argued in analyzing the IGWs observed in the Arctic, a possible mechanism of IGW generation is geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream. In general, any “bulk” change to the background wind (at any altitude) will excite gravity waves [Zhu and Holton, 1987; Vadas and Fritts, 2001]; if this change takes more than a
few hours and the horizontal scales are large, then IGWs will be excited. We can speculate (similar to Nicolls et al. [2010]) that the 7.7-h IGW observed at McMurdo was excited by geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream or unbalanced flow on the opposite side of the Antarctic continent. Work by Sato et al., [2012] utilized a high-resolution, middle-atmosphere, general circulation model to examine the gravity wave field in the Southern Hemisphere polar region. They found significant downward energy flux in the stratosphere during the winter. Their work suggests that at least some proportion of this field is linked to the in-situ production of waves within the stratosphere. The existence of in-situ wave sources in the stratosphere is also supported by Sato and Yoshiki [2008], Yamashita et al. [2009] and Yamashita [2011]. From intensive radiosonde observations performed at Syowa Station (69.0°S, 39.6°E), Sato and Yoshiki [2008] demonstrated that the IGWs observed in June were generated by spontaneous geostrophic adjustment of the unbalanced polar night jet located in the stratosphere. Yamashita et al. [2009] characterized gravity waves in the altitude range of 30–45 km at the South Pole (90°S) and Rothera (67.5°S, 68.0°W) with lidar data. They found that ~44% of the observed waves had upward phase progression, indicating downward wave propagation from the stratosphere or above. Using ECMWF data, Yamashita [2011] demonstrated that the wave excitation occurs in the stratosphere from in-situ energy sources.

Using a similar heuristic approach as in Nicolls et al. [2010] (that is, assuming constant horizontal and vertical group velocities and zero background wind), we can estimate approximate locations of the wave along its propagation path. We can then compare these locations with the structure of the background winds (at the appropriate locations and altitudes) from the MERRA reanalysis data. This will enable us to identify regions for which the background winds have significantly changed direction or speed in time over the period of 6–12
h and over scales of several hundreds of km. In such regions, the air likely goes out of geostrophic balance, leading to the generation of inertia-gravity waves [Zhu and Holton, 1987; Fritts and Luo, 1992; Luo and Fritts, 1993; Vadas and Fritts, 2001]. These waves are generated because the air in those regions strives to regain geostrophic balance. Therefore, identifying regions of significant wind changes in the MERRA data allows us to identify regions where the IGWs could have been generated. (The MERRA data are available from the GES DISC website.)

We examined the MERRA winds from 60 km (the approximate altitude of the highest MERRA pressure level output) to the surface at the times that the wave intersects that level. Inspection of the winds at the different altitude levels linked to the 7.7-h wave shows no features suggestive of unbalanced flow until the 0.7 and 1 hPa levels (43–46 km), as illustrated in Figure 3.11. In Figures 3.11a–3.11c, the stratospheric wind speeds are shown at 0.7 hPa (~46 km) on 28 June 2011 for 9, 12, and 15 UT, respectively. The open magenta circles show the estimated wave location of the 7.7-h wave at 12 UT. This location is ~(67°S, 3°E), a distance of ~3900 km from McMurdo. (Note that these magenta circles are in identical locations.) Figures 3.11d–3.11f show the stratospheric wind speeds at 1 hPa on 28 June 2011 for 6, 9, and 12 UT, respectively. Here, the open magenta circles show the estimated wave location for the earlier time of 9 UT and at the slightly lower altitude of ~43 km. This location is ~(65°S, 2°E), ~4100 km away from McMurdo. (Again, the magenta circles are in identical locations in Figures 3.11d–3.11f.) In the vicinity of each estimated wave position at the 0.7 and 1 hPa levels, we see what appears to be a jet stream exit region. In these regions and for both levels, the background winds change dramatically over a relatively short period of time. For 0.7 hPa, the background winds \((u, v)\) are (74, 8) m/s at 9 UT on 28 June 2011, (79, 8) m/s at 12 UT, and then change significantly to (67, -13) m/s at 15 UT. The variations of the background winds are \((\Delta u, \Delta v) = (−7, −21)\) m/s over a period of 6 h. At 1
hPa, the variations of the background winds are \((\Delta u, \Delta v) = (28, -13)\) m/s over the same length of time (but from 6–12 UT on 28 June 2011). These relatively rapid changes in the background winds can be modeled as an external body force, which excites IGWs that propagate in most directions (except those perpendicular to the body force) \([\text{e.g., Vadas and Fritts, 2001}]\). Studies by \textit{O’sullivan and Dunkerton [1995]} and \textit{Thomas et al. [1999]} have also identified such regions as potential areas of active wave formation. Therefore, we hypothesize that the jet stream exit region at the level between 0.7 and 1 hPa, as indicated by the magenta open circles, may be the source of the 7.7-h wave. The large horizontal distance (~3900–4100 km) traveled by this wave is similar to that obtained by \textit{Nicolls et al. [2010]} of ~4500–5500 km for the Arctic IGW. Note that the IGW observed by \textit{Nicolls et al. [2010]} propagated southward over Alaska, and was traced back to northern Russia. Therefore, the IGW in their case likely propagated over the Arctic, which is comparable to our case that the IGW propagated across the Antarctic continent to reach McMurdo. It is worth pointing out that the IGW in the Arctic case may have originated from a jet stream adjustment at \(z \sim 10\) km near the tropopause \([\text{Nicolls et al., 2010}]\), while the stratosphere jet stream near 1 hPa (~43 km) is indicated in our Antarctic case as the wave source. Given the approximate north-south propagation direction of this 7.7-h wave, and that the southward component of the background wind along the wave propagation path was smaller than the wave’s phase velocity (not shown), we believe that this wave could have originated from this altitude range, and could have followed this trajectory without being removed by critical level filtering.
**Figure 3.11.** Horizontal winds over the Southern Hemisphere from the MERRA reanalysis data. Arrows are wind vectors; colors denote wind speeds. The magenta solid square indicates McMurdo. (b) The 0.7 hPa winds (~46 km) at 12 UT on 28 June. Open magenta circle shows the approximate source location for the 7.7-h wave. (a, c) Same as in (b), except for 3 h earlier and later, respectively. (e) The 1 hPa winds (~43 km) at 9 UT on 28 June. Open magenta circle shows the approximate source location for the 7.7-h wave. (d, f) Same as in (e), except for 3 h earlier and later, respectively. White dashed line shows the estimated horizontal trajectory of the 5-h wave.

The 5-h wave propagates nearly zonally from west to east. A similar analysis for the 5-h wave does not display a similarly convincing coincidence between the potential wave source and a region of unbalanced flow within the region observable by the MERRA reanalysis. However, given the zonal direction of wave propagation (denoted by white lines in Figure 3.11) and the high likelihood of critical level filtering, we suggest that its source was more likely above the upper boundary of MERRA (z~60 km).
3.6 Conclusions

Combined Fe lidar/MF radar measurements have shown the presence of two independent IGWs observed simultaneously above Arrival Heights during 29–30 June 2011 for over 20 h in the Antarctic MLT. The two IGWs have ground-based observed periods of 7.7±0.2 h and 5.0±0.1 h, respectively. Temporal filtering and hodograph analysis are applied to the temperature and wind data to determine the propagation directions of these IGWs. To resolve the ambiguity in the hodograph analysis, the phase difference between the temperature and horizontal wind perturbation (parallel to the horizontal wave propagation direction) is derived; this serves as a constraint for the extracted azimuth angle of the propagation direction. The analysis results show that the 7.7-h wave propagates approximately northward, while the 5-h wave propagates approximately eastward; these directions are approximately perpendicular to each other. The intrinsic frequency and horizontal wavenumber of each wave are calculated via solving a quadratic equation derived from the linear dispersion and polarization relations. The intrinsic periods are estimated to be 7.9±0.3 h and 4.5±0.3 h, and the corresponding horizontal wavelengths are 2.2±0.2×10^3 and 1.1±0.1×10^3 km, respectively. We have performed robust error analyses that have allowed us to derive the uncertainty in each IGW parameter.

To our knowledge, this is the first known observation of two simultaneous IGWs in the MLT at the same location. It is also the first report of the coincident observations of IGWs by an MF radar and lidar in the Antarctic MLT region. The intrinsic horizontal phase speeds are determined to be 80±4 and 68±5 m/s for the 7.7-h and 5-h waves, respectively. For the 7.7-h IGW, its horizontal and vertical group velocities are 48±3 and 0.5±0.1 m/s, respectively. For the 5-h IGW, the horizontal and vertical group velocities are 58±5 and 1.1±0.1 m/s, respectively. Therefore, both waves propagate with very shallow elevation angles from the horizon: ~0.6° and
1.1° for the longer- and shorter-period waves, respectively. This implies that it would take 1–2 days for the waves to propagate to the MLT after traveling several thousands of kilometers in the horizontal plane prior to our observations. This would have placed the source of the 7.7-h wave (propagating meridionally) on the opposite side of the Antarctic continent. As Nicolls et al. [2010] proposed, we speculate that both IGWs observed at McMurdo were generated from similar mechanisms, i.e., the geostrophic adjustments of the jet stream or unbalanced flow, but from different sources around Antarctica. A simple analysis of MERRA reanalysis data shows strong circumstantial evidence for the 7.7-h IGW to be associated with a source in the stratosphere linked to a region of unbalanced flow. A complete investigation of the wave sources and generation mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper, but is a subject for future work. Observation of two simultaneous IGWs is unusual, but single IGW events have been frequently observed in the lidar temperatures at McMurdo. For example, an IGW event was identified with an intrinsic period of 7.5 h on 11 July 2011 at McMurdo [Chen et al., 2012] (This case study is included in Appendix A). The lidar campaign in the last two years has revealed an unexpectedly high occurrence of IGWs in the Antarctic MLT region. Due to the expected low likelihood of IGWs propagating to the MLT region, the observed high occurrence rate indicates that Antarctica may have favorable conditions for the upward propagation of IGWs. Statistical studies and numerical modeling are crucial for improving our understanding of the sources and impacts of IGWs on the polar middle and upper atmosphere.
CHAPTER 4

Lidar Observations of Persistent Inertia-Gravity Waves at McMurdo

(77.83°S, 166.67°E)

4.1 Introduction

Owing to the high-resolution, long-duration, large-altitude-range temperature measurements provided by the Fe Boltzmann lidar at McMurdo [Chu et al., 2011a, 2011b; Chen et al., 2013], a new wave phenomenon in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere has been discovered. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the raw temperature data from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere (about 30–115 km) exhibit persistent, dominant, large-amplitude waves with non-tidal periods of ~3–10 h and vertical wavelengths of ~20–30 km. Here, the word “persistent” is used to describe the fact that these waves continue for a prolonged period, e.g., a single wave event (see Section 4.2) may last at least 10 h, and sometimes over 50 h, in the small field of view (FOV, 1 mrad) of the lidar beams. If we do not separate the observed wave variations into individual wave events with individual periods, but regard these waves as a group of waves with periods ranging between 3 and 10 h, then this wave group is perpetual. That is, these waves occur on every lidar run, spanning sufficient duration, and occur frequently enough as to appear endless and uninterrupted. There has not been any single lidar run that does not show the signature of this 3–10 h wave group during 5 years of lidar observations at McMurdo, and so far we have not seen any inactive wave gap epoch in observed temperature data. The word “dominant”, as used above, is to describe the fact that the temperature variations in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) are dominated by these non-tidal, short period
Figure 4.1. Contours of typical raw temperature observations in June from 2011 to 2015 at McMurdo by an Fe Boltzmann lidar in the MLT region (in the altitude range of 81–115 km) and from Rayleigh integration (in the altitude range of 30–72 km).

(a) 23–24 June 2011
(b) 12–14 June 2012
(c) 11 June 2013
(d) 18–20 June 2014
(e) 28–30 June 2014
(f) 11–13 June 2015
waves, while the diurnal and semidiurnal tides in temperature are very minimal (up to 1–3 K amplitude) below 100 km [Fong et al., 2014, 2015]. Because planetary waves dominate the temperature variations in the polar winter stratosphere as studied by Lu et al. [2013], the 3–10 h waves are not as obvious in the stratosphere as in the MLT (Figure 4.1). Nevertheless, Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the 3–10 h waves are still persistent in the stratosphere and mesosphere once planetary waves are filtered out from the Rayleigh temperature perturbations.

**Figure 4.2.** Relative temperature perturbations (unit: %) on 28–30 June 2014 at McMurdo. The Rayleigh temperature perturbations were high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of $1/12$ h$^{-1}$, in order to reveal the waves with periods <12 h.

These persistent 3–10 h waves were unknown before the McMurdo lidar campaign started providing high-resolution, range-resolved temperature, though observations in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere can be traced back to the 1980s or even earlier [Nomura et al., 1987]. Horizontal wind observations using medium frequency (MF) or meteor radars have
been used to characterize diurnal and semidiurnal tides [e.g., Forbes et al., 1995; Baumgaertner et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006], planetary waves [e.g., Dowdy, 2004; Espy et al., 2005], gravity waves [e.g., Vincent, 1994; Hibbins et al., 2007] and lamb waves [e.g., Forbes et al., 1999; Portnyagin et al., 2000; Kovalam and Vincent, 2003]. However, none of these works noted the persistent 3–10 h waves, except Forbes et al., [1999] who described intradiurnal wave oscillations with periods of ~7.5–10.5 h. However, no information was provided on the vertical wavelengths. There have been observational studies of gravity waves, tides and planetary waves in Antarctica using OH airglow intensities by all sky imagers [e.g., Espy et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2012], wind and temperature measured by Michelson interferometers [e.g., Sivjee and Walterscheid, 1994; Azeem and Sivjee, 2009] and Fabry-Perot interferometers [e.g., Hernandez et al., 1992; Wu et al., 2005], but these instruments do not have vertical range resolution, and necessarily average over the altitude range of the emission. Na and Fe densities measured by broadband resonance fluorescence lidars were also used to observe wave dynamics in the Antarctic mesopause region [Nomura et al., 1987; Collins and Gardner, 1995; Diettrich et al., 2006], but none of them depicted persistent 3–10 h waves. Gravity waves and large-scale global waves such as tides and planetary waves in the Antarctic MLT have also been studied by satellite observations [e.g., Iimura et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2009; McDonald et al., 2010]. There are several explanations for the lack of evidence for persistent 3–10 h waves in the observations mentioned above: 1) Horizontal winds are usually dominated by tides, thereby obscuring these wave signatures; 2) non-range-resolved temperature, wind and airglow data would have easily mistaken these phenomena as tides because no vertical wavelength information was available; and 3) most observations in the past did not have sufficient temporal resolution or time span to reveal these waves deterministically. It is worth mentioning that an
Advanced Mesospheric Temperature Mapper (AMTM) operating at the South Pole in the same years as our observations at McMurdo has revealed wave oscillations in the OH layer temperatures with similar periods as the lidar findings (Mike Taylor, Utah State University, private communication).

It is surprising that these waves are so dominant and so strong in range-resolved temperature data, as shown in Figure 4.1. Temperature perturbations can easily reach ±10–30 K in the mesopause region, but tidal signatures are essentially invisible. This is very different from observations in sub-polar, mid- and low-latitude regions wherein tidal signatures usually dominate temperature variations while gravity wave perturbations are relatively minor [e.g., States and Gardner, 2000; She et al., 2004; Chu et al., 2005; Friedman and Chu, 2007]. Chen et al. [2013] conducted a case study for McMurdo waves on 29–30 June 2011, combining the Fe Boltzmann lidar temperature with MF radar horizontal wind data. Although tides are obvious in the winds, 3–10 h waves were found in the range-resolved wind data for the first time. Besides temperature and wind, the 372 and 374 nm Fe density data at McMurdo have also revealed these persistent 3–10 h waves. Chu et al. [2011a] presented such a case for summer in January 2011 (see their Figure 4). The downward phase progression in the density data is comparable to that in the temperature data and, interestingly, the cold phase of these waves helps polar mesospheric clouds to form in the summer, as demonstrated in Chu et al. [2011a]. A winter case is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The 3–10 h waves show nicely on the Fe density contours.

There are significant merits of studying these persistent 3–10 h waves. An intriguing question concerns wave sources and the generation mechanisms for such persistent, year-round waves. The waves would have a strong impact on composition and chemistry in the mesopause region because the large temperature perturbations induced by waves can alter the rates of
chemical reactions and, therefore, the concentrations of minor species in the region. Consequently, they are important to the correct modeling of metal layers, polar mesospheric clouds, and other species in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere. Because such strong waves cannot continue propagating upward forever, it is important to know where they break and how they impact the upper atmosphere. The implications of these waves on general circulation models (GCMs) and chemical climate models (CCMs) are also significant, particularly with regard to the “cold pole” problem. The “cold pole” problem refers to the cold bias in modeled winter temperatures in the southern polar stratosphere when compared to observations [Garcia and Boville, 1994; Eyring et al., 2006]. Numerical simulations have indicated missing wave drag in the southern stratosphere as a possible cause. Mountain waves generated by small islands around 60°S [Alexander et al., 2008; McLandress et al., 2012] or inertia-gravity waves (IGWs) [Tan et al., 2011] may provide the missing wave drag. However, the persistent occurrence of 3–10 h waves in the Antarctic mesopause region complicates the picture. If these IGWs survive into the mesopause, then it is unlikely that these waves break or severely dissipate in the stratosphere, so they may not produce sufficient wave drag in the stratosphere. On the other hand, could the unknown sources that persistently generate such waves be responsible for the missing wave drag?

None of the above questions can be answered before these 3–10 h waves are well characterized and documented in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere. Therefore, the major goals of this study are to establish the observational fact that the 3–10 h waves are persistent and dominant in the MLT region at McMurdo and to characterize the wave properties using the temperature perturbations. In addition to sophisticated analyses of an individual case demonstrating our new wave analysis methods, we perform a statistical study on the extensive
lidar data collected in June through five Antarctic winters from 2011 to 2015. Although these single-location observations cannot resolve the wave nature and source, they do provide the observational basis for future research on answering the important questions listed above.

4.2 Observations

Since December 2010, the McMurdo lidar observational campaign, conducted by the University of Colorado lidar group, has been in progress for 5 years as of this writing. The upgraded Fe Boltzmann/Rayleigh temperature lidar [Chu et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2012] has been operated at Arrival Heights observatory (77.83°S, 166.67°E) through a collaborative effort between the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) and Antarctica New Zealand (AntNZ). The observations are year round, weather permitting. Due to the Antarctic darkness, the winter lidar observations experience very low solar background. Combined with a higher Fe layer abundance in winter [Yu et al., 2012], the lidar data in winter months (i.e., May through August) provides the highest resolution and largest range of temperature measurements. Among the winter months, the data quantity is highest in June, primarily due to superior weather conditions. June data have been collected in five consecutive years, from 2011 to 2015. Therefore, this study focuses on the June data analysis, not only because very long datasets can be utilized to inspect wave activity, but also because good statistics can be achieved. These five years of data also allow investigation of year-to-year variability.

Several representative lidar runs are plotted in Figure 4.1 to illustrate the temperature data quality and length during the month of June. The temperatures in the MLT region (~80–115 km) are derived from the 372 and 374 nm channels of Fe lidar data using the Boltzmann technique [Gelbwachs, 1994; Chu et al., 2002], while the temperatures in the mesosphere and stratosphere (~28–73 km) are derived from the Rayleigh scattering obtained by the same Fe lidar with the
Rayleigh integration technique [Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980]. Fe temperatures in the MLT are derived with resolutions of 0.25 h and 0.5 km and oversampled to 0.1 h and 0.1 km [Chu et al., 2011b]. The data are then temporally and vertically smoothed with a Hamming window of 0.5 h and 1 km full width at half maximum (FWHM) to further reduce the temperature error. The Rayleigh temperatures have resolutions of 1 h and 1 km and are plotted with steps of 1 h and 1 km. A gap exists between the Fe and Rayleigh temperature regions because the signals obtained from this gap region are too weak to derive reliable temperatures.

Chen et al. [2013] reported two simultaneous inertia-gravity wave events on 29–30 June 2011 at McMurdo, with apparent periods of 7.7±0.2 and 5.0±0.1 h and vertical wavelengths of 22±2 and 23±2 km, respectively. The data on 23–24 June 2011 are shown in Figure 4.1a, exhibiting similar wave patterns as those in Chen et al. [2013]. The case in 2012 covers nearly two days, while the case in 2013 is relatively short (~20 h). However, the wave patterns and periods are similar to each other and to the 2011 data. Two long datasets in 2014 are illustrated in Figure 4.1d and 4.1e, with ~50 and 65 h of data, respectively. The case in 2015 is again long, covering ~50 h. As mentioned above, weather conditions dictated the dataset lengths. Despite the differing lengths of the datasets in each year, the wave patterns, with periods falling between 3 and 10 h, are very similar in each case and similar to many cases that are not shown here. No obvious year-to-year variability is observed and, for this reason, such variability will not be a focus of this study. So far we have not seen any days of data without signatures of such 3–10 h waves. In fact, author Cao Chen was motivated to take nearly three days of continuous lidar data in 2014 to investigate whether these waves ever paused. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 clearly show that the 3–10 h waves were persistent for three entire days.
The 3–10 h wave signatures also show up clearly in all of the Fe density contours. An example is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the Fe densities in 372-nm and 374-nm channels are plotted in direct comparison to the Fe temperatures for 28–30 June 2014. Note the large differences in the absolute Fe densities between two channels. These differences are determined by the Boltzmann distribution of populations on two different energy levels of atomic Fe, in which the 372 nm signals originate from the lowest ground state a^3D_4, and the 374 nm signals originate from a lower excited state a^3D_3. The Boltzmann distribution is temperature dependent and, therefore, the Fe temperatures are derived from the ratio of the signals from these two channels [Gelbwachs, 1994; Chu et al., 2002]. Figure 4.3 reveals periodic variations of Fe densities in both channels that are consistent with the Fe temperature variations through the three days of observations. As illustrated in the figure, eight white, dashed lines are overlaid with the downward-progressing phase lines of the local minimum of Fe density. The density phase lines closely match the cold temperature phase lines, especially when a nearly monochromatic wave dominates. The dashed line at around 20 UT marks a time when multiple waves were present in the Fe temperature contour with no dominant wave. Consequently, this phase line is an average. Though the 374-nm Fe density has the best phase match with Fe temperature, the phase match between the 372-nm Fe density and Fe temperature is reasonable as well. This is consistent with summer observational results by the same lidar at McMurdo (see Figure 4 in Chu et al. [2011a]). One implication of this observed phase correlation is that 3–10 h waves may be studied using the 372-nm Fe density data during the summer, when the Fe temperature data and 374-nm Fe density data are of lower quality.

For this study, we will only use the June Fe temperatures for wave analyses because of the very high quality of this data. Since the wind data from the MF radar at Scott Base and
Arrival Heights are not available for many days in June, we will focus on the lidar data, conducting a case study in Section 4.3 and then statistical studies in Section 4.4 to characterize the properties and occurrence rate of the 3–10 h waves.

4.3 Wave Analysis of a Case on 28–30 June 2014

Long, continuous lidar temperature data are essential for understanding these persistent 3–10 h waves. On 28–30 June 2014 (Figure 4.1e), about 65 h of high quality lidar data were taken—the longest winter-time observational run in all five years of this campaign. By subtracting the dataset-mean temperatures at each altitude and dividing by the mean, relative temperature perturbations in the MLT are derived and shown in Figure 4.2. Note that no filters are applied to the Fe temperature data. The perturbation data provides strong evidence for the persistency of these 3–10 h waves. During nearly 65 h of observations, clear wave structures with a downward phase progression persist in the MLT region, the amplitudes of which can exceed 25 K at 100 km. The temperature variations are dominated by wave oscillations with periods of 3–10 h throughout the observation while diurnal- and semidiurnal-period waves appear minor. In the lower mesosphere and stratosphere, after the long-period (>1 day) waves are high-pass filtered using a sixth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/12 h⁻¹, the 3–10 h waves are clearly shown. Several different periods emerge from analysis of the MLT perturbations apparent in Figure 4.2. We perform detailed wavelet analyses to characterize the properties of each wave packet.
Figure 4.3. Wintertime Fe densities measured by the (a) 372 and (b) 374 nm channels along with the (c) Fe temperature perturbations (unit: K) in the MLT region on 28–30 June 2014 at McMurdo.

4.3.1 Wavelet Analysis Method

For separating each wave packet according to its dominant period, amplitude and life span, wavelet analysis is a very effective technique [Nappo, 2002]. By decomposing the time series into time–frequency space, wavelet analysis allows us to determine not only the dominant modes of variability, but also how those modes evolve with time [Torrence and Compo, 1998]. Many studies on gravity waves have used this technique to determine the locations of wave
events [Sato and Yamada, 1994; Zhang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2015a] and to extract monochromatic wave packets [e.g., Zink and Vincent, 2001a, 2001b; Werner et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2014]. The ability to analyze non-stationary signals gives the wavelet technique advantages over traditional Fourier spectrum analysis, which assumes constant amplitudes of oscillation over the data series.

In this study, we perform a wavelet analysis on the relative temperature perturbations. Since the wavelet transform prefers gap-less data, the original data gap between 46 UT and 48 UT was filled by means of a Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram, which is a method first proposed by Scargle [1989], and then described in detail by Hocke and Kämpfer [2009]. The power spectral density $P(\omega)$, amplitude $A_{FT}(\omega)$ and phase $\varphi_{FT}$ of the LS periodogram were first calculated from the gapped data series using equations (3–10) in Hocke and Kämpfer [2009]. Then, the corresponding complex FFT vector $F(\omega)$ was calculated as

$$F(\omega) = A_{FT}(\omega)\exp(i\varphi_{FT})$$

(4.1)

An inverse Fast Fourier transform was then applied to $F(\omega)$ to provide a non-gapped data series. Since the new data series shares the same LS spectrum with the gapped one, this method has the advantage of preserving the spectral features of the original gapped data series [Hocke and Kämpfer, 2009].

After the data gap was filled, we then applied a Morlet wavelet transform to the relative temperature perturbations and calculated their amplitude spectra $|W(t, T)|$ as a function of time ($t$) and period ($T$) following Torrence and Compo [1998]. It is known that wavelet power spectra calculated using the code provided by Torrence and Compo [1998] are distorted or biased in favor of large scales or low frequencies oscillations [see Liu et al., 2007]. To overcome the bias
of higher amplitudes for longer period waves, we constructed a new Morlet wavelet function that was modified from \( \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \) given by equation (6) and Table 1 in Torrence and Compo [1998],

\[
\hat{\psi}_{\text{mod}}(s\omega) = \left( \frac{\delta t}{2\pi^{1/2}} \right)^{1/2} \hat{\psi}(s\omega) = H(\omega)e^{-(s\omega-\omega_0)^2/2}
\] (4.2)

where \( s \) is the wavelet scale, which is almost equivalent to period \( T \) [Torrence and Compo, 1998], \( \delta t \) is the data sample interval, \( \omega_0 \) is the nondimensional frequency, which is taken to be 6 [Torrence and Compo, 1998], and \( H(\omega) \) is the Heaviside step function: \( H(\omega)=1 \) if \( \omega>0 \), \( H(\omega)=0 \) otherwise. Using this “corrected” wavelet function, our forward-modeling tests show that the amplitude of the wavelet transform no longer biases towards the longer period features. This correction is very important for our purpose because it will prevent any bias towards the larger scale oscillations when extracting the dominant waves. Two more advantages of this corrected wavelet function are: First, the wavelet amplitude does not depend on the resolution of the data \( (\delta t) \) because \( \delta t \) has been cancelled out in Equation (4.2). This resolution independency allows comparison of the wavelet amplitude between data sets with different resolutions. Second, the wavelet amplitude is equivalent to the amplitude given by Fourier transform. Essentially, the new wavelet transform can give an accurate estimate of the wave amplitude. As an example, the wavelet amplitude spectra of the temperature relative perturbation time series at 90 km on 28–30 June 2014 are shown in Figure 4.4a. Several peaks are clearly shown: A dominant one with a period of 7.5 h and another two with periods of 6.5 h and 3.4 h. The value of each peak in the spectrum correctly represents the peak amplitude of each corresponding oscillation. The peak amplitude of the 7.5-h wave is 7.0%, while the peak amplitude of the 6.5-h and 3.4-h waves are 4.8% and 5.0%, respectively. It also demonstrates that the 6.5-h wave dominates in the first ~10 h of the temperature measurements, after which the 3.4-h wave dominates for the next ~20 h and
the 7.5-h wave becomes dominant for the remainder of the temperature measurements. This result agrees with the observations in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.4. Example of the Morlet wavelet amplitude spectra of relative temperature perturbations at 90 km obtained on 28–30 June 2014 and extractions of wave packets. (a) Amplitude of wavelet spectrum. (b)-(d) Three identified peaks (at ~7.5, ~6.5, and ~3.4 h) and their extensions in the wavelet amplitude spectrum. (e) Reconstructed relative perturbations from each peak extensions around ~7.5 h (red), ~6.5 h (black), and ~3.4 h (magenta). Each line plot is
offset by 10%. (f) Comparison between the sum of three reconstructed perturbations (red) and the original temperature perturbation (blue).

To extract the perturbations induced by individual waves and characterize their wave parameters, we first search for local maxima $|W(t_{\text{max}}, T_{\text{max}})|$ in the amplitude spectrum. Then, for each of these maxima, we scan the surface of $|W(t, T)|$ around $(t_{\text{max}}, T_{\text{max}})$ to identify an extended region about the peak. This extended region about the peak is defined as the region in which the amplitude $|W(t,T)|$ monotonically descends from $|W(t_{\text{max}}, T_{\text{max}})|$ to where the amplitude either drops below a threshold $(W_{\text{th}})$ or begins to increase. For this study, we define a threshold of $W_{\text{th}} = 2\%$. Using this method, the major peaks at periods $T\sim7.5$ h, $T\sim6.5$ h, and $T\sim3.4$ h and their corresponding extensions were identified in the wavelet amplitude spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.4b–4.4d. Then, the complex wavelet transform coefficients $(W(t_n, T_j))$ within each peak extension were recorded and reconstructed back to the time domain by summing the real part of the wavelet transform over all scales [Torrence and Compo, 1998]:

$$x_n = \frac{\delta j \delta t^{1/2}}{C_\delta \pi^{3/4}} \sum_j \Re \{W(t_n, s_j)\} s_j^{1/2} j, \quad (4.3)$$

where $x_n$ is the reconstructed time series at $t_n$, $C_\delta = 0.776$ for Morlet ($\omega_0 = 6$), and $\delta j$ represents the sampling spacing of the scales. The reconstructed, relative temperature perturbations from each wavelet peak extension are shown in Figure 4.4e. As can be seen, each reconstructed time series is quasi-monochromatic, and their peak amplitudes agree well with the wavelet spectra. Another feature of the reconstructed time series is that they have wave packet-like shapes in the time domain, which matches a character of gravity waves, i.e., being intermittent. This will be further discussed in section 4.4.1. Finally, in order to further validate this method, these three reconstructed time-series are summed to compare with the original data in Figure 4.4f. The results show good agreement with the original time series in general, and better agreement can be
achieved if more peak extensions are included in the reconstruction (not shown here). These extra peak extensions include the 10.6-h wave shown in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.5e and waves with periods longer than 15 h not shown in Figure 4.4a.

**Figure 4.5.** Wavelet reconstructed relative temperature perturbations of five wave events with periods of (a) 3.4 h, (b) 3.9 h, (c) 6.5 h, (d) 7.5 h, and (e) 10.6 h during 28–30 June 2014. Black asterisks on each contour plot mark the derived average hot phase line for each wave event.
4.3.2 Periods and Life Span of Five Wave Events

The above method can only be used to extract wave packets from a 1-D time series. However, since atmospheric waves propagate in both time and space, we need to extract the dominant waves in the 2-D (both time and altitude) domain. In order to do this, 1-D wave packets with similar periods (within ±0.5 h), but detected at different altitudes, are grouped into one 2-D wave packet. For each lidar observation, we can extract several dominant 2-D wave packets, each of which is called a “wave event”. Only the wave events with vertical coverage larger than 4 km were selected for future analysis. We make this selection for the following two reasons. First, oscillations with no vertical coherence, perhaps due to noise or false detection by the wavelet transform, will be excluded from the analysis. This spatial scrutiny ensures that each wave event is a real atmospheric wave that travels in both time and space. Second, the spatial examination also helps us to study how wave characteristics change in a relatively large range of altitudes.

Using the above method, five wave events are identified for the ~65 h lidar run during 28–30 June 2014 and the extracted 2-D perturbations are shown in Figure 4.5. The mean period of each wave event is obtained by averaging the peak periods over the height range where the event is present. These five wave events have mean periods of $T \sim 7.5$ h, $T \sim 6.5$ h, $T \sim 3.4$ h, $T \sim 10.6$ h and $T \sim 3.9$ h, respectively. Each wave event shows coherent, downward phase lines and a consistent period across altitude—the characteristics of quasi-monochromatic gravity waves. These wave events all show ‘come-and-go’ features (with a wave-packet-like ‘envelope’ of amplitudes), instead of constant amplitudes. Their occurrences also overlap with each other. As stated in Section 4.1, if we regard these wave events as a group of waves with periods ranging between 3 and 10 h, then this wave group is perpetual. The total life span of each major wave
event is defined as the span from the start of the appearance of the wave at any altitude until the last disappearance of the wave at any altitude. The results for the life spans of five wave events during this case are shown in Figure 4.6. The wave packet of period $T \approx 7.5$ h is the most persistent wave event and its life span is nearly 60 hours in our observation, ~90% of the entire observation period. The other dominant wave events also last long (>30 h).

![Figure 4.6](image)

**Figure 4.6.** Life spans (in hours) of five wave packets identified from the wavelet analysis are plotted against their observed periods for 28–30 June 2014.

The presence of such persistent and long duration waves in the lidar data is astonishing. We may be able to make several inferences from this. Either the horizontal wavelengths of the waves are very long, or the sources producing these 3–10 h waves are persistent, or both. Future searches for wave sources should keep this observational fact in mind. Another interesting result is that four waves with periods of 7.5, 6.5, 3.4 and 10.6 h occur simultaneously around 20–30 UT in Figure 4.4a with comparable wave amplitudes. This explains why the second white dashed line from the left in Figure 4.3 does not follow any single wave, but is an average over multiple waves.
4.3.3 Phase, Vertical Wavelength and Vertical Phase Speed

Phases and vertical wavelengths are important for understanding the nature of waves. For example, if the waves are of tidal origin then they should have a relatively fixed phase. If the waves are normal modes, their vertical wavelengths may be very long. After wave events were identified, we derived phases and vertical wavelengths for each wave event using the method described by Chu et al. [2011b]. The mean phase is defined as the universal time of maximum temperature perturbation and the derived phase profile for each wave event is plotted on each contour in Figure 4.5 as black asterisks. The same phase profile, modulo 24 h, is shown in Figure 4.7a. The derived phases are quite smooth with the obvious downward progression. The phases of the five events occur at different local/universal times.

![Graphs showing vertical profiles of derived phase, vertical wavelength, and vertical phase speed for each wave event.](image)

**Figure 4.7.** Vertical profiles of derived phase (a), vertical wavelength (b) and vertical phase speed (c) for each wave event on 28–30 June 2014. Results for each event are denoted in different colors and markers as indicated in the legend.

The vertical wavelength $\lambda_z$ is derived as below

$$\lambda_z = T / (d\Phi / dz)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where $T$ is the wave period, $\Phi$ is the phase expressed in universal time, and $z$ is the altitude. Even though the periods of individual wave events are quite different, the vertical wavelengths,
as shown in Figure 4.7b, are mostly between 20–30 km, except at lower altitudes for the 6.5-h and 10.6-h waves. It appears that the 3–10 h waves in the MLT region exhibit a preference in vertical wavelength of 20–30 km. Such a result is surprising as we are not aware of any mechanisms that would limit, or select for, vertical wavelengths in the MLT region. The vertical phase speed ($c_z$) profiles derived from the wavelet analyses are shown in Figure 4.7c. The observed $c_z$ of each wave is mostly around 1 m/s, comparable to the two IGWs studied by Chen et al. [2013] in which $c_z=0.8$ m/s and $c_z=1.2$ m/s for the 7.7-h and 5-h waves, respectively. This common $c_z$ is also comparable to the summer case reported in Chu et al. [2011a] where the downward phase speed is $\sim 0.7$ m/s. We did not find any obvious or consistent trends in the $c_z$ variations with altitude.

### 4.4 Statistical Studies of Wave Characteristics in June

Although several case studies have identified the 3–10 h waves as IGWs [Chen et al., 2012, 2013], case studies cannot provide an estimate on the occurrence frequency or representativeness of particular cases, and the results could be biased by sample selections. Moreover, it is quite difficult to make comparisons of case study results with other datasets, such as observations using different instruments at different locations and time, and with assimilated or forecast model data. Therefore, a statistical study is crucial to establish an observational basis of the properties of these 3–10 h waves that would serve as a foundation for future studies. In this section, the temperature data in June from 2011 to 2015 are used to derive several statistical wave properties. We select observation episodes longer than 12 h for the study because this allows us to accurately determine the wave periods. A total of $\sim 323$ hours of data are used in this study, and a list of the data is given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Number of observations and hours of June data used in the analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Observations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1 Statistical Results

Applying the same wave analysis technique as that described in Section 4.3 to the five years of June data, we identify a total of 35 wave events. Periods, life spans, phases, vertical wavelengths and phase speeds are calculated and recorded for all these wave events. We then categorize each wave event by its period. The proportion of time spans for identified wave events as a fraction of the complete observation time, plotted against the wave period, is shown in the histogram (Figure 4.8a). Figure 4.8a suggests that waves with periods of ~3.5, 5, 6, 6.5 and 7.5 h have the highest occurrence frequency, each occurring ~25–30% of the time in 323-h data examined. If we do not separate each wave event, but treat all of them as a group, the 3–10 h waves can be considered persistent. The percentage of the spectral power between periods of 3–10 h over the total spectral power was calculated. Then, the total time that this percentage exceeds 50% was counted. The results for altitudes from 80–110 km are shown in Figure 4.8b. Between 80–110 km, the 3–10 h waves have more than half of the entire spectral power for ~93% of the time. This result confirms our intuition that these waves are persistent and dominant and exhibit long lifetimes.
Figure 4.8. (a) Ratio of time span of a wave event over entire observation time (323.2 h) plotted against the wave period in June from 2011 to 2015. Each bin is 0.5 h wide. (b) Ratio of the time length over entire observation length when the spectral energy of the 3-10 h waves exceeds 50% of the total spectral energy. The results at different altitudes were shown. Each bin is 1 km wide.

It is worth pointing out that the persistence of these 3–10 h waves does not contradict a consensus that gravity waves are inherently intermittent. In the wave dynamics field, waves are considered to be intermittent when the amplitude of wave-induced disturbances is not constant, but varies with time scales comparable to those of the wave packets [Hertzog et al., 2012]. Many observational studies have shown that gravity waves are generally observed as wave packets [e.g., Pfister et al., 1993; Alexander and Pfister, 1995; Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Plougonven et al., 2008]. This wave-packet behavior implies that the amplitudes of gravity waves vary in time and space, and that therefore, by nature, gravity waves are inherently (at least to some extent) intermittent [see Fritts, 1984; Nappo, 2002; Vadas, 2005; Vadas and Fritts, 2006; Alexander et al., 2010, Hertzog et al., 2012]. This concept of intermittency is not in
opposition to the definition of persistency in our analyses. Here, the persistency ignores variations in wave amplitude over time. In fact, our wavelet analysis and reconstruction have shown these waves to exhibit a packet-like shape in the time domain (see Figure 4.4 and 4.5 as examples), suggesting that the highly persistent 3–10 h waves we observed are intermittent as well.

![Figure 4.9](image_url)

**Figure 4.9.** Vertical profiles of (a) phase, (b) vertical wavelength, and (c) vertical phase speed for each wave event in June from 2011 to 2015. The results are categorized in three different groups, i.e., 3–5 h, 5–7 h and 7–10 h, based on their mean wave periods, and are denoted in three different colors.

For each wave event, profiles of wave phases (defined as the UT time when the maximum temperature perturbations occurs at each altitude), vertical wavelengths and vertical
phase speeds are derived using the method described in Section 4.3.3. The wave phase modulo the corresponding wave period at each altitude is calculated and shown for five years of data in Figure 4.9a. The phases are categorized in three different groups, i.e., 3–5 h, 5–7 h and 7–10 h, based on their mean wave period, and are denoted in three different colors in order to show if there is any consistency within each group. These three groups of waves are chosen because their periods are close to some harmonics of Earth’s rotational period (4, 6, and 8 h), which are also tidal wave periods. As can be seen from the figure, all of the extracted wave phases show a downward phase progression. Within each group, wave phases at each altitude are random. Figures 4.9b and 4.9c show the derived $\lambda_z$ and $c_z$ profiles, respectively. Even though the periods of the wave events are quite different, the vertical wavelengths $\lambda_z$ remain around 20–30 km while the vertical phase speeds $c_z$ remain around 0.8–2 m/s. Both $\lambda_z$ and $c_z$ profiles do not exhibit any obvious dependence on altitude, but are rather uniform throughout the MLT region. These statistical studies on the 3–10 h waves illustrate the randomness of the phases, yet uniform vertical wavelengths and phase speeds. Such information will be useful in studies of the nature of the waves and their possible sources.

4.4.2 Frequency Power Spectra and 2-D Wave Spectra of the MLT Temperatures

Even though there are numerous lidar studies on frequency power spectra in the MLT region based on Na densities [Senft and Gardner, 1991; Beatty et al., 1992; Senft et al., 1993; Collins et al., 1994, 1996; Yang et al., 2006], there are few studies based on temperature data in this region. One study that covers such a topic was performed by Gardner and Yang [1998] based on 65 hours (eight nights) of observations at a mid-latitude site in New Mexico. However, no information was given on how the spectra change with height and the length of each observation limited their study. To calculate the power spectral density (PSD), we first derive the
relative temperature perturbations from raw temperature data. Then, for each episode, the PSD is calculated at each altitude using a pre-whitening and post-coloring method. This method has been widely used and has been shown to reduce sidelobe leakage from the finite length of the rectangular window [e.g., Tsuda et al., 1990; Nakamura et al., 1993a; Allen and Vincent, 1995; Dewan and Grossbard, 2000; Yang et al., 2010]. However, all of the above studies have used the first-order autoregressive (AR) model (first-order differencing) with a fixed coefficient of $\phi=0.95$ or $\phi=1$. Among them, Dewan and Grossbard [2000] found the first order AR model sufficient for the data under consideration, but without giving any detailed comparison. There are many ways to pre-whiten data, all of which involve fitting an AR model to the data and transforming the signal to zero-mean white noise with a small variance and a small model estimation error [Percival and Walden, 1993]. In general, an $n$th-order AR model can be used to pre-whiten the relative temperature perturbations time series ($x(t)$).

$$w(t) = x(t) + \sum_{n} \phi_n x(t-n),$$

where $\phi_n$ are estimated by solving the Yule-Walker equations, and $w(t)$ is very close to white noise with variance $\sigma_w^2$ [Brockwell and Davis, 2013]. The order ($n$) of the AR model, which is proportional to the number of spectral peaks in the data, is chosen based on the final prediction error (FPE) criterion.

$$FPE = \sigma_w^2 \left( \frac{N+n}{N-n} \right),$$

where $N$ is the length of the time series [Brockwell and Davis, 2013]. We have tested different orders (from first to seventh) of the AR model and found that the FPE decreases significantly from order 1 to order 4, but does not significantly decrease at higher orders. Therefore, we chose the fourth-order AR model to pre-whiten our data. The power spectral density ($PSD_w(\omega)$) of the
pre-whitened data is then calculated using the periodogram method [Gardner and Voelz, 1987; Beatty et al., 1992; Dewan and Grossbard, 2000].

\[ PSD_w(\omega) = \frac{2\delta t}{N} \left| F_w(\omega) \right|^2, \]  

(4.7)

where \( F_w(\omega) \) is the Fourier transform of \( w(t) \). Periodogram of each episode must be calculated at the same frequency grids in order to average results of all episodes. However, each observation length is different in our datasets: the shortest length of all episodes is 12.7 h, while the longest is 64 h. Therefore, we zero-pad the shorter data to 64 h before calculating periodogram. To reduce the variability in the spectral slope estimation, Dewan and Grossbard [2000] suggest smoothing the raw \( PSD_w(\omega) \). We use a Hamming window with FWHM of 0.25 h\(^{-1}\) to smooth \( PSD_w(\omega) \). However, such smoothed spectra are not ideal for identifying spectral peaks. Therefore, in order for both peak identification and spectral slope estimation, both raw and smoothed \( PSD_w(\omega) \) are post-colored to obtain the PSD of \( x(t) \).

\[ PSD(\omega) = \frac{PSD_w(\omega)}{1 + \sum_{n=1}^{4} \phi_n \exp(-i\omega n\delta t)}^2, \]  

(4.8)

The PSD at each altitude was then vertically averaged every 5 km in order to reduce the variance in the spectra and improve accuracy [see Gardner et al., 1989; Beatty et al., 1992]. Finally, the results for each episode in June were weighted by their observation time lengths to obtain weighted-average frequency spectra. The mean raw and smoothed frequency spectra are plotted at increments of 5 km from 85–110 km for June in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b, respectively.
Figure 4.10. (a) Averaged raw frequency PSDs of relative temperature perturbations in June over the five years of 2011–2015 at different altitudes. Dotted lines are fittings of the power law shapes in the range of ~1–10 h. The fitted slopes are indicated in the legend. (b) Same as (a) but for smoothed frequency PSDs. (c) Averaged 2-D power spectrum of relative temperature perturbations (dimensionless) in June over the years of 2011–2015. Each black dot line on the contour marks the averaged vertical wavelength and period for each major wave event.

Results at different altitudes are denoted by different colors and are indicated in the legends of Figures 4.10a and 4.10b. In general, the magnitudes of the power spectra increase with increasing altitudes, with the PSD at 110 km being more than one order of magnitude larger than the PSD at 85 km. The absolute magnitudes of the PSDs are comparable to those in the study by Gardner and Yang [1998]. We must be aware that the spectra at periods longer than the
total lengths of the original data are less reliable. Because the shortest dataset is 12.7 h, spectra longer than 12 h must be interpreted with caution. The raw spectra in Figure 4.10a show many peaks in the range of 3–10 h, but no consistent peaks at the same periods through 85–110 km. Even though the calculated spectra of the shorter data (<64 h) appear to have high frequency resolution (Δf = 1/64 h⁻¹), the true frequency resolution is lower and is limited by the shorter data length. Therefore, it is not meaningful to discuss these local peaks here. Least-square fittings of the power law spectral shape were done in the period range of 1–10 h, and dashed lines in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b denote the fitted spectra. The fitted slopes and their uncertainties at each altitude are also indicated in the legends. The fittings show the same slopes for the raw and smoothed spectra in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b, respectively. The slopes are all much steeper at lower altitudes around 85 to 100 km with an average of -2.7. However, from 95 km to 110 km, there is a clear trend in which the slopes gradually become shallower with altitude. At 110 km, the fitted slope becomes -1.6, comparable to the results in previous MLT region GW studies in which the slope was found to be either -5/3 or -2 [e.g., Vincent, 1984; Senft and Gardner, 1991; Beatty et al., 1992; Nakamura et al., 1993b; Senft et al., 1993; Collins et al., 1994, 1996; Gao et al., 1998; Gardner and Yang, 1998; Yang et al., 2006; Sivakumar et al., 2006]. However, below 110 km, the fitted slopes are significantly steeper than the results shown in previous MLT GW studies which means that, below 110 km, the 3–10 h waves at McMurdo have more excess energy than GWs of the same period band shown in other studies. Another interesting feature is that the transition frequency between the positive and negative slope regions, called the characteristic frequency ω*, increases with increasing altitude. This trend is more obviously shown in Figure 4.10b. At 85 km, the corresponding transition period T* = 2π/ω* is ~6.7 h, gradually shifting to shorter periods with increasing altitude until T* is ~4.5 h at 110 km. This
shift in $T^*$ could be explained by atmospheric dissipation, since GWs with higher frequencies and, thus, larger vertical phase speeds (presuming vertical wavelengths are the same) are less susceptible to dissipation than those with the same vertical wavelengths, but lower frequencies [Vadas and Fritts, 2005; Vadas, 2007]. Processes such as wave-induced diffusion, molecular viscosity and thermal diffusion can all cause dissipation of GWs, and dissipation becomes even stronger when waves propagate above the turbopause (located at ~110 km) [Weinstock, 1990; Vadas and Fritts, 2005]. Therefore, the dominant periods of the waves become shorter as altitude increases. Finally, below $\omega^*$, where PSD slopes are usually positive, the spectra gradually flatten as altitude increases. This is especially evident at and above 105 km in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b. Spectral leakage from the diurnal and semidiurnal “tides” with fast amplitude growth above 100 km caused by in-situ heating/cooling [see Fong et al., 2014, 2015] could have contributed to the flattening.

Vertical spatial spectra of GWs with $\lambda_z<10$ km in the MLT at McMurdo have been examined by Lu et al. [2015b]. They found that the spectra follow the power law for $\lambda_z<10$ km and that the mean spectral slope ($-p$) is approximately $-2.26$ in the winter MLT region at McMurdo. Since the 3–10 h waves tend to have longer vertical wavelengths ($\lambda_z\geq20$ km), in order to study their vertical spatial spectra we focus on a larger vertical wavelength range. Furthermore, inspired by Collins et al., [1996], we examine the wavenumber and frequency dependence of the wave energy simultaneously by calculating the 2-D Fourier transform for each episode in June. The results for each episode are weighted by their observational time lengths and shown in Figure 4.10c. In order to average the spectra of episodes with different lengths and be consistent with the 1-D frequency spectra shown in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b, we use the same zero-padding method in the time domain so that padded data are 64-h long. Furthermore, for
sufficient spectral resolution in the long-wavelength part of the spectra, we also zero-pad the data to 1024 points in the vertical domain prior to the transform. Again, we must be aware that the long-wavelength parts ($\lambda_z > 35$ km) of the spectra approach our vertical observation range (80-115 km). As can be seen in Figure 4.10c, generally, 2-D power spectrum has high powers at $\lambda_z \sim 20-30$ km across periods $\sim 3.5-10$ h. Two local peaks appear at $T = 5.3$ h and $T = 6.4$ h; however, since frequency resolution of this averaged spectrum is limited by the shortest data, these peaks should be interpreted with caution. Each black dot on top of the 2-D power spectrum in Figure 4.10c is the averaged $\lambda_z$ and period derived for each major wave event. Most of the derived individual wave parameters coincide well in the higher-power region of the 2-D spectrum. There is a weak positive correlation between period and $\lambda_z$, i.e., $\lambda_z$ tends to increase with increasing period.

4.5 Discussion

Although several case studies, using simultaneous lidar and MF radar observations, identified some 3–10 h waves as IGWs [Chen et al., 2012, 2013], this is the first report to show that the 3–10 h waves are so persistent that they exist in all lidar observations, and that these waves occur year round at McMurdo. The vertical wavelengths of the 3–10 h waves we observed are quite close to that (~25 km) of the ‘planetary-scale inertio gravity waves’ generated by a Numerical Spectral Model [Mayr, 2003; Mayr et al., 2004]. These inertio gravity waves appear to have the largest amplitudes from late winter to spring in the polar MLT with periods between 9 and 11 h [Mayr, 2003; Mayr et al., 2004]. They are essentially the gravity mode (Class I) solutions to the classical Laplace tidal equations for the Earth’s atmosphere, as discussed in the classical literature [Longuet-Higgins, 1968]. These simulated features capture some of the observed wave properties, but are not consistent with the larger period span (3–10 h) and all-
year-round occurrence at McMurdo. Possible identities of the 3–10 h waves, other than gravity waves, include short-period Atmospheric Normal Modes (ANMs), short-period tidal waves, and wave-wave interactions. ANMs, also called Lamb waves, were observed at the South Pole [see Forbes et al., 1999], and can have periods around 3–10 h and a long life span (up to several days) [Lindzen and Blake, 1972]. However, theoretically, ANMs have infinite $\lambda z$ in an isothermal atmosphere, or a long $\lambda z$ (at least ~80 km) in a simulated realistic atmosphere [see Lindzen and Blake, 1972; Forbes et al., 1999; Kovalam and Vincent, 2003]. As the predicted $\lambda z$ of ANMs are much longer than our observed results, the 3–10 h waves are unlikely to be ANMs.

As for tidal waves, the vertical wavelengths of sub-diurnal tides are generally much larger than those of the 3–10 h waves. Theoretical calculations and model simulations performed by Smith and Ortland [2001] indicate that the 8-h tides have a long $\lambda z$ (>47 km). Other shorter-period (6-h, 4.8-h, etc.) tidal waves have an even longer $\lambda z$ [Smith, 2004]. Furthermore, from Figure 4.9a, there is no phase coherence among different wave events, indicating that the 3–10 h waves are not likely of tidal origin. The observed 3–10 h waves could be the result of wave-wave interactions. For example, based on the measurements from an array of instruments at northern high latitudes, Wu et al., [2002] presented revealing observations of a 10-h oscillation in the temperatures and winds in the MLT. By comparing the wave phases at different stations, a zonal wave number $s = 5$ was inferred. These wave properties led to the conclusion that nonlinear coupling between a semidiurnal tide and a 2-day planetary wave was likely the wave origin. However, without observations at different longitudes, we cannot explore the possibilities of such mechanisms.

As the observed 3–10 h waves are unlikely to be ANMs or tides, our current judgment is that they should be regarded as gravity waves, though we cannot rule out the possibility of wave-
wave interactions. A challenging question is then—what sources can generate such persistent gravity waves all year round? Although the winter cases may be attributed to unbalanced flow caused by the polar night jet, such a jet is unlikely to exist during the polar summer. Mayr et al. [2004] suggest that the planetary-scale inertio gravity waves are excited by instabilities that arise in the zonal mean circulation. Similarly, we may speculate the wave source to be an instability, but there are no clues as to the type of instability. Here we discuss what information on the source can be delineated from the statistical results.

Our frequency spectral analysis of the 3–10 h waves shows differences with the “canonical” wave spectrum, i.e., when waves are regarded as being fully damped or saturated, the PSD follows a form of $m^p$ (m is vertical wavenumber, p=3 usually) and $\omega^q$ [e.g., VanZandt, 1982; Dewan and Good, 1986; Smith et al., 1987; Gardner, 1994]. Many different theories have been proposed to explain the universal wavenumber spectrum [e.g., Dewan and Good, 1986; Weinstock, 1990; Hines, 1991; Gardner, 1994], but fewer theories have been proposed to explain the universal frequency spectrum. Among these are saturated-cascade theory (SCT) [Dewan, 1994] and diffusive filtering theory (DFT) [Gardner, 1994]. Despite the differences in their mechanisms, SCT and DFT both agree that atmospheric dissipation processes, whether arising from molecular viscosity or eddy diffusion [Weinstock, 1990; Gardner, 1994], or instability and a turbulent cascade [Dewan, 1994], will transfer (diffuse) excess energy from the larger period waves to smaller temporal scale motions (either waves or turbulence). Therefore, it is expected that the slope of the frequency spectrum becomes shallower as it propagates away from the source region where the slope is steepest [Gardner, 1994]. When GWs are saturated, or fully damped, frequency spectra with a $\omega^2$ or $\omega^{5/3}$ trend are predicted from theory [Dewan, 1994; Gardner, 1994], which is supported by observations in the region where GWs were assumed
saturated or fully damped [e.g., Senft and Gardner, 1991; Beatty et al., 1992; Senft et al., 1993; Gardner and Yang, 1998]. On the other hand, a steeper slope implies that the observed wave spectrum still bears some resemblance to the source spectrum, which means that the dissipation effects have not yet changed the shape of the spectrum to a fully damped or saturated shape. This is likely the case for our data below 105 km. As the wave field propagates upward, atmospheric dissipation processes remove low frequency energy and, therefore, the observed spectrum becomes increasingly shallower than the source. This prediction matches our observation that the slopes gradually become shallower with increasing altitude. The phenomena observed at McMurdo imply that the wave source(s) of these 3–10 h wave may not be far from the MLT region, unlike at mid-low latitudes where major sources of the MLT gravity waves, such as convection, topography or tropospheric jet streams, are located in the troposphere [see Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Alexander et al., 2010]. Our results likely point to a wave source in the stratosphere, which is consistent with the speculation of the wave source for the 7.7-h wave (unbalanced flow in the polar vortex ~40 km) by Chen et al. [2013] in a case study. In fact, it is known that stratospheric sources are important for Antarctic gravity waves, as supported by many gravity wave studies [e.g., Yoshiki and Sato, 2000; Sato and Yoshiki, 2008; Yamashita et al., 2009; Yamashita, 2011; Moffat-Griffin et al., 2013; Murphy et al., 2014]

The universal peaks at $\lambda_z \sim 20$–30 km across periods $\sim$3.5–10 h shown in the 2D-FFT results are “characteristic vertical wavelengths” that mark the transition between the source and the so-called “saturated” regimes of the spectrum [Smith et al., 1987]. These uniform, dominant vertical wavelengths could provide a hint as to the vertical scale of the sources because the strongest GW response tends to occur at a vertical wavelength about twice the depth of the forcing region [Vadas and Fritts, 2001; Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Alexander and Holton,
2004]. Using a similar heuristic argument as *Fritts and Alexander* [2003], we can estimate the approximate vertical scale of the wave sources. Since the vertical wavelength is inversely proportional to the buoyancy frequency \( N \) (equation (33) in *Fritts and Alexander*, 2003), and \( N \) in the Antarctic winter mesosphere is about \( \frac{2}{3} \) of its value in the stratosphere [Lu et al., 2015b], the \( \lambda_z \) of the 3–10 h wave in the stratosphere should, by the above argument, be \( \sim \frac{2}{3} \) of its MLT value, or \( \sim 16 \) km. Therefore, if it were a stratospheric source, the vertical scale of the forcing region might be \( \sim 8 \) km. This information might be useful in future studies on the wave source location, though we are aware that it is only a speculation for now.

### 4.6 Conclusions and Outlooks

To our knowledge, this study is the first to report the persistence of the 3–10 h gravity waves in the polar MLT region. During the last 5 years of lidar observations at McMurdo, the group of 3–10 h waves has been perpetual. That is, such waves occur on every lidar run spanning a sufficient duration, and so far we have not seen any inactive wave gap epoch in the lidar temperature data. In order to accurately quantify the lifetime and occurrence of these 3–10 h waves, we have demonstrated a new wave analysis method in a case study using \( \sim 65 \) h of lidar data from 28–30 June 2014 at McMurdo. A rectified wavelet function is used in a wavelet transform of relative temperature perturbations to give an accurate, unbiased estimate of the wave amplitudes for all periods in a 1-D time series. Dominant wave packets are identified through searching the amplitude contours on the wavelet power spectrum for each altitude. Vertical coherence of waves at multiple altitudes is then examined to determine the major wave events. Following this, the major wave perturbations are extracted using wavelet reconstruction. This improved wavelet function, in combination with the temporal wavelet reconstruction and some spatial scrutiny, enables us to quantify the life span, occurrence rate, and many other
properties of the waves in a systematic manner. Applying this new analysis method to all of the lidar data recorded during the month of June in the years of 2011–2015, the statistical results of wave properties, such as occurrence frequencies, periods, phases, vertical wavelengths, and vertical phase speeds, are obtained for McMurdo (77.8°S, 166.7°E), Antarctica. In general, these waves have periods of 3–10 h, vertical wavelengths of 20–30 km, and vertical phase speeds of ~0.8–2 m/s. These waves have dominant amplitudes in the MLT and extremely long lifetimes (sometimes ~60 h observed). The occurrence frequencies of these 3–10 h waves are high. Waves with periods of ~3.5, 5, 6–6.5 and 7.5 h, have the highest occurrence frequencies each occurring more than 25% of the time in 323-h of data examined. Furthermore, on average, 93% of time, the 3–10 h waves possess more than half of the spectral energy. The relatively slow vertical phase speeds and short vertical wavelengths make these 3–10 h waves very susceptible to damping in thermosphere diffusions. Therefore, the momentum flux, heat flux and atmospheric constituent flux associated with these waves have the potential to alter the mean flow, temperature structure and constituent concentrations in the Antarctic lower thermosphere.

The frequency spectra of these 3–10 h waves have also been examined using a rigorous method of “pre-whitening and post-coloring”. To our knowledge, this study is the first to show how GW temperature frequency spectra evolve with altitude in the MLT region. By fitting the spectra with a power law spectral shape in the period range of 1–10 h, we find an interesting phenomenon for the 3–10 h waves at McMurdo. That is, the spectral slopes are unusually steep, with an averaged value of $-2.7$, below 100 km, gradually becoming shallower to $-1.6$ at 110 km. From this, we speculate that the source region is close to the MLT region, which points to a possible stratospheric source. The characteristic periods in the spectra show a clear trend towards shorter periods with increasing altitude. Such a variation is expected, considering that the effect
of atmospheric dissipations is to remove waves with longer periods, especially around the turbopause region. From the 2-D FFT spectra, these waves have peak powers at vertical wavelengths of \( \sim 20–30 \) km across periods of \( \sim 3.5–10 \) h. This uniform peak \( \lambda_z \) across the different periods might shed some light on the vertical scale of the wave sources. Many features of the 3–10 h waves challenge our understanding of gravity waves and demand deeper investigation into the sources and mechanisms for their generation, the reasons for their persistence, and their impacts on general circulation and chemical climate models. We cannot answer these important questions without further studying our Rayleigh lidar data and investigating the high-resolution global models and assimilated data sets.
CHAPTER 5
Development of Two-Dimensional Morlet Wavelet Transform Methods

5.1 Introduction

Observing and characterizing the field of atmospheric waves across various temporal and spatial scales has been, and continues to be, one of the most challenging tasks in atmospheric and space science research. Waves are the dominant mechanism for energy and momentum transport in the middle and upper atmosphere. Characterizing them is critically important to the understanding of circulation in Earth’s atmosphere and ensuring the accuracy of numerical models that are used for climate prediction and weather forecasting. Advancements in remote sensing technologies in the last several decades have significantly improved observing capabilities, providing volumes of data with unprecedented coverage, precision, and temporal and spatial resolution. Efforts have been spent on analyzing the data to characterize the properties of various atmospheric waves, including gravity, tidal and planetary waves, by means of Fourier basis functions [e.g., Manson and Meek, 1986; Gardner and Voelz, 1987; Nakamura et al., 1993; Harris, 1994; Sato, 1994; Forbes, 1995; She et al., 2004; Chu et al., 2011b; Lu et al., 2015a]. However, because Fourier methods assume a time/space invariance of wave properties, more efforts are needed in the aspect of localization of these wave properties because, in reality, many waves are inherently intermittent and localized [Teitelbaum and Vial, 1991; Sato and Yamada, 1994; Forbes et al., 1995; Alexander and Dunkerton, 1999], i.e., wave properties such as amplitude, frequency and vertical wavenumber vary with both time and space as the wave propagates. Traditional Fourier analysis is not capable of resolving localized variations.
Windowed Fourier transforms are capable of localization, but use a fixed window width for all wave frequencies (or wavenumbers, same hereinafter) [Daubechies, 1992], which cannot dynamically adjust to lower or higher frequency phenomena. In contrast, the wavelet transform is able to adapt its window’s temporal width to the wave spectrum, i.e., automatically narrowing at high frequencies and widening at low frequencies [Chui, 1992]. Therefore, wavelet analysis methods are more suitable than Fourier transform methods for analyzing real atmospheric wave phenomena.

Wavelets are a relatively new concept in applied mathematics but have gained fast development and diverse application. The term originated in the field of geophysics in the early 1980s [Morlet et al., 1982a, 1982b] to describe seismic signals. Since then, significant advances in wavelet theory have been made. Wavelets have been used in quantum physics [Grossmann and Morlet, 1984; Paul, 1984], applied mathematics [Daubechies, 1988; Meyer and Salinger, 1993], signal processing [Mallat, 1989], image compression [Wickerhauser, 1994], atmospheric turbulence [Farge, 1992], ocean wind waves [Liu, 1994] and many other fields. Their advantage, in addition to the localization capability, is the existence of many compactly supported orthonormal wavelet bases which allow signal decomposition into a minimal number of coefficients, enabling data compression [Daubechies, 1988; Meyer, 1989]. The 1-D wavelet has been popular for middle and upper atmospheric data analysis [e.g., Sato and Yamada, 1994; Zhang et al., 2001; Zink and Vincent, 2001b; Pancheva et al., 2002]. Recent lidar observations in Antarctica, assisted with the 1-D Morlet wavelet data analysis technique, have led to the discoveries of persistent gravity waves in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) [Chen et al., 2016b]. These findings are significant, as they provide a rare insight into a poorly understood part of Earth’s atmosphere.
While the 1-D wavelet analysis applied in Chen et al. [2016b] was instrumental in characterizing these persistent waves from time series at each individual altitude, discerning each wave feature across both the time and space domains had to be performed manually; a situation that is not desirable when handling large amounts of observational data. In addition, wave packets may travel “obliquely” and exist in different regions at different times. Such intrinsic features require spectral analyses of waves in more than one dimension simultaneously. Many remote sensing instruments deliver two-dimensional (2-D) data. For example, ground-based lidars and radars record range-resolved atmospheric data over time at a fixed location, yielding 2-D data in the range-time domains. Ground-based imagers, and many satellite sensors, obtain 2-D spatial images. Unfortunately, extracting intermittent/localized 2-D wave packets is still a common technical challenge in analyzing atmospheric and space data. Therefore, the 2-D wavelet transform is recognized as an important tool for the autonomous processing of atmospheric data. Although some studies have used the 2-D wavelet transforms [Farge et al., 1990; Kumar, 1995; Wang and Lu, 2010; Kaifler et al., 2015], no 2-D Morlet wavelet code suitable for geophysical applications is publicly available, and the mathematical formalism to quantify the absolute power spectrum of the 2-D wavelet transforms is lacking due to arbitrary normalization.

The main goal of this study is to develop a 2-D wavelet transform methodology that can be made available to the public for the analysis of large amounts of atmospheric and space science datasets. The formalism of the 2-D wavelet transform is established with detailed mathematical derivations. During application of the 1-D wavelet technique in Chen et al. [2016b], problems were found in the publicly available 1-D wavelet code provided by Torrence and Compo [1998], i.e., wavelet power spectra are distorted or biased in favor of large scales or
low frequencies, as Liu et al. [2007] pointed out previously for atmosphere and ocean science applications. To overcome the issue, corrections were made to the code in Chen et al. [2016b], but no mathematical explanations were offered. In this study we provide the mathematical and physical basis for the correction to the 1-D wavelet in Section 5.2 to illustrate the procedure for constructing a wavelet mathematically and to offer physical meaning to the wavelet spectrum. We then expand this procedure to the development of 2-D wavelet transforms in Section 5.3. In order to apply the transform to real observational data, the continuous wavelet transforms must be discretized. This study provides equations for the discrete-time continuous wavelet transforms in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Two-dimensional wavelet reconstruction, important in extracting wave packets, is given in Section 5.4. To demonstrate the appropriateness of 2-D wavelet methods in Section 5.5, we apply the 2-D wavelet transform to real lidar data taken during 28–30 June 2014 at McMurdo Station and compare our results to the 1-D results shown in Chen et al. [2016b]. Application of the 2-D wavelet transform to lidar data from May and July 2014 is shown to help in the characterization of persistent gravity waves in Antarctica. Finally, we conclude this study by highlighting the scientific utility of the 2-D wavelet transforms.

5.2 Correction for commonly used one-dimensional power spectrum

The 1-D Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is commonly defined as [Mallat, 1999]

\[
W_{f\psi}(s,t) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi^* \left( \frac{t' - t}{s} \right) dt'
= f(t) \otimes \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi^* \left( \frac{-t}{s} \right)
= \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \sqrt{s} \left[ \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \right]^* e^{i\omega t} d\omega
\]

(5.1)
where \( f(t) \) is the function of interest, \( \psi(t) \) is a wavelet mother function, \( s \) is the wavelet scale (usually restricted to positive numbers), operator (\( \dagger \)) denotes complex conjugate, operator (\( \otimes \)) denotes convolution, and operator (\( \cdot \)) denotes Fourier transform, i.e., \( \hat{f}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t) e^{-i\omega t} dt \) and 

\[
\hat{\psi}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi(t) e^{-i\omega t} dt.
\]

The factor \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \) is to ensure wavelets \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi\left(\frac{t}{s}\right) \) are normalized, i.e.,

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi\left(\frac{t}{s}\right) \right|^2 dt = \text{a constant and does not depend on } s.
\]

Note that the second equality in Equation (5.1) is a result of the convolution theorem, i.e., the Fourier transform of a convolution is the pointwise product of Fourier transforms, applying the inverse Fourier transform 

\[
f \otimes g = F^{-1}\{F(f) \cdot F(g)\}.
\]

Full derivation of Equation (5.1) is provided in Appendix B.1. The wavelet scale \( s \) is proportional to the window width in a dilated wavelet \( \psi\left(\frac{t'-t}{s}\right) \). This property enables the wavelet “time-window” to dynamically adjust to higher or lower frequencies. The Morlet wavelet transform is provided to illustrate this feature and is defined as \([\text{Farge, 1992; Meyers et al., 1993; Weng and Lau, 1994}]\),

\[
\psi(t) = e^{i\omega_0 t} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2}}, \tag{5.2}
\]

where \( \omega_0 \geq 5 \) in order to fulfill the “admissibility condition” that will be shown later in Equation (5.3) \([\text{Farge, 1992}]\). Note that some literatures include a normalization constant of \( \pi^{-\frac{1}{4}} \) in their definition of Equation (5.2) in order that \( \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} |\psi(t)|^2 dt = 1 \) (e.g., Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997; Morlet et al., 1982b; Torrence and Compo, 1998). However, such constant is not a necessity in our definition here for two reasons. First, it is cancelled out if we do a forward
(Equation 5.1) and then an inverse wavelet transform (shown later in Equation (5.4)), so the value of this normalization constant will not affect the result of the reconstruction. Second, the effect of this constant to the forward wavelet transform will be accounted for later in our definition of wavelet power spectrum (Equation (5.11)). Evaluating the wavelet transform given by Equation (5.1), we have

\[ \psi^* \left( \frac{t' - t}{s} \right) = e^{-i\omega_0 t'} e^{-\frac{(t'-t)^2}{2s^2}}. \]

The Gaussian “window” in the Morlet wavelet, \( e^{-\frac{(t'-t)^2}{2s^2}} \), varies its width with the wavelet scale \( s \), so it is adaptive to both low and high frequency waves for wave localization.

The only constraint imposed on a real wavelet function \( \psi(t) \) is the so called “admissibility condition” [Farge, 1992],

\[
C_\psi = \int_0^{+\infty} \frac{\hat{\psi}(\omega)^2}{\omega} d\omega < +\infty. \tag{5.3}
\]

If \( \psi(t) \) is admissible and real, the inverse wavelet transform, or wavelet synthesis, exists and is given by [Equation (4.38) in Mallat, 1999],

\[
f(t) = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s^{-2} W_{\psi}(s,t') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t-t'}{s} \right) dt' ds
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t'') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t''-t'}{s} \right) dt'' \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t-t'}{s} \right) dt' ds. \tag{5.4}
\]

The derivation of Equation (5.4) is provided in Appendix B.2. If \( \psi(t) \) is complex and \( f(t) \) is real, e.g., Morlet wavelet, we should only take the real part of Equation (4) (See full derivations in Appendix B.3) [Daubechies, 1992]

\[
f(t) = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s^{-2} \text{Re} \left[ W_{\psi}(s,t') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t-t'}{s} \right) \right] dt' ds \tag{5.5}
\]

where the admissibility condition changes to
It is worth analyzing the physical meaning of the wavelet transform of Equation (5.1). If the variable \( t \) is time and \( \omega \) is the corresponding angular frequency, then Parseval’s theorem requires [Mallat, 1999]

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} |f(t)|^2 \, dt = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 \, d\omega.
\]  

(5.7)

Equation (5.7) expresses the equality of the total energy of the signal in both time and spectral representations. Energy conservation applies to the wavelet transforms as well. The equivalent Parseval’s theorem for the wavelet transform can be stated as (see full derivation in Appendix B.4)

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} |f(t)|^2 \, dt = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_{0}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| W_{\psi}(s,t) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s} \, dt \, ds.
\]  

(5.8)

Traditionally, the squared amplitude of the wavelet transform \( |W_{\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) has been used to describe the wavelet power spectrum, as in Torrence and Compo [1998]. However, this definition is troublesome from a physical perspective, which can be shown in the following dimensional analysis. If the integrals in Equation (5.7) and Equation (5.8) are regarded as the total energy of signal \( f(t) \), then \( |f(t)|^2 \) is the power, i.e., energy per unit time, while \( \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 \) is the energy spectral density, i.e., energy per unit frequency. Because the right hand side of Equation (5.8) is a double-integral, \( |W_{\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) is energy per unit time per unit frequency, which is power spectral density, equivalent to energy. Thus, \( |W_{\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) does not represent the mean power of \( f(t) \). The dimension of the signal’s power (\( |f(t)|^2 \)) equals the dimension of \( |W_{\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) divided by the scale \( s \). For a
periodic signal \( f(t) \), we can show mathematically that the squared amplitude of the Morlet wavelet transform \( |W_{f\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) is proportional to \( s \). Since \( f(t) \) can be written as the sum of a series of cosine functions, \( \hat{f}(\omega) \) can be written as a sum of Dirac delta functions.

\[
f(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_n \cos(\omega_n t + \varphi_n)
\]

\[
\hat{f}(\omega) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \pi A_n [\delta(\omega - \omega_n) e^{i\varphi_n} + \delta(\omega + \omega_n) e^{-i\varphi_n}]
\]

The squared amplitude of the Morlet wavelet transform for \( f(t) \) is then

\[
|W_{f\psi}(s,t)|^2 = \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \sqrt{s} \left[ \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \right]^* e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2
\]

\[
= s \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \sqrt{2\pi} e^{-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2
\]

\[
= s \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \pi A_n [\delta(\omega - \omega_n) e^{i\varphi_n} + \delta(\omega + \omega_n) e^{-i\varphi_n}] \sqrt{2\pi} e^{-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \quad (5.9)
\]

\[
= s \left| \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_n \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[ \delta(\omega - \omega_n) e^{i\varphi_n} + \delta(\omega + \omega_n) e^{-i\varphi_n} \right] e^{-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2
\]

Equation (5.10) shows that \( |W_{f\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) is proportional to \( s \) multiplied by an oscillating term. This explains why the wavelet power calculated in Torrence and Compo [1998] is distorted and biased in favor of large scales or low-frequency oscillations, as pointed out by Liu et al. [2007] and Chen et al. [2016b]. To correct this bias, we divide \( |W_{f\psi}(s,t)|^2 \) by \( s \) and define an unbiased Morlet power spectrum as below,
\[ P_f(s,t) = \frac{1}{C_\psi^{1/2}} \left| \frac{W_{f\psi}(s,t)}{s} \right|^2 \]

\[ = \frac{1}{C_\psi^{1/2}} \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \hat{\psi}(s\omega) e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \]

\[ = \frac{1}{C_\psi^{1/2}} \left| \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) e^{-\left(\frac{(s\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}\right)} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \]  

Note that this expression for the power spectrum was not rigorously derived from Equation (5.8). It is a practical expression that still has the dimension of power but does not exhibit bias towards large \( s \). Following the methods of Meyers et al. [1993], the relationship between the equivalent Fourier period and the wavelet scale can be derived. By substituting \( f(t) \) with a single cosine function \( A_1 \cos(\omega_1 t + \varphi) \) into Equation (11), we find that \( P_f(s,t) \) in Equation (5.11) reaches its maximum at \( s = \omega_0 / \omega_1 = \omega_0 T_1 / 2\pi \), where \( T_1 \) is the period of the cosine function (see full derivation in Appendix B.5). Therefore, \( s = \omega_0 / \omega_n \) describes the relationship between \( s \) and the Fourier frequency \( \omega \) of the wave. Further, \( C'_\psi \) in Equation (5.11) can be chosen such that the wavelet power at \( s = \omega_0 / \omega_1 \) equals the signal's mean power (averaged squared amplitude,

\[ \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T |f(t)|^2 dt = \frac{1}{2} A_1^2 \]. Therefore, we obtain \( C'_\psi = \sqrt{\pi} \).

For application to a real world signal that is sampled at discrete times, the continuous wavelet transform of such a discrete signal becomes,

\[ W_{f\psi}(s,n) = \sum_{n'=0}^{N-1} f[n'] \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \hat{\psi} \left[ \frac{n'-n}{s} \right] \Delta t \]

\[ = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} f \left( \frac{2\pi k}{N\Delta t} \right) \sqrt{s} \hat{\psi} \left[ \frac{2\pi k}{N\Delta t} \right] e^{-\frac{2\pi i k n}{N}} \]  

(5.12)
The discretization of \( t \) and \( \omega \) is as follows: 
\[ t = n \Delta t, \quad \text{where} \quad n = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1 \] 
and 
\[ \omega = \frac{2\pi k}{N \Delta t}, \quad \text{where} \quad k = 0, 1, 2 \ldots N-1. \]
Function \( f[n] \) is \( f(t) \) sampled at discrete times \( t = n \Delta t \). (Note that the brackets used in this study denote the discrete functions.) Once the wavelet is selected, we choose a set of scales \( s \). For convenience, we can write \( s \) at level \( j \) as base 2 exponentials [Torrence and Compo, 1998]:
\[ s_j = s_0 2^j, \quad j = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots \quad (5.13) \]
where \( s_0 \) is the smallest resolvable scale, usually \( 2 \Delta t \), \( j \) is an integer representing the level number, and \( J \) is the number of levels per octave. The discretized version of Equation (5.11) is
\[ P_j(j, n) = \left| \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \hat{f}[k] \frac{2\pi k}{N \Delta t} \sqrt{2 \pi \left( \frac{2\pi k}{N \Delta t} - \omega_0 \right)^2} e^{-\frac{2\pi i k n}{N}} \right|^2 \quad (5.14) \]
where the discrete Fourier transform is defined as \( \hat{f}[k] = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f[n] \exp\left(-\frac{i2\pi nk}{N}\right) \).

To demonstrate the improvements of our method, we compare the above defined wavelet power spectrum result with that using the method in Torrence and Compo (1998) and the Matlab wavelet toolbox program cwtft() using an arbitrary times. The input time series is a summation of three sine waves with same amplitude of 20 K but different periods (2 h, 8 h, 24 h, respectively). The input time series and the wavelet power spectra using different methods are shown in Figure 5.1. As a result, our method calculates the correct amplitude of 20 K for each wave without any bias. In contrast, Torrence and Compo’s method and the MATLAB program produce similar results, which are both biased in favor of the longer period waves.
5.3 Two-dimensional Morlet wavelet power spectrum

The 1-D wavelet can be extended to two or more dimensions by rotation, dilation and translation [Murenzi, 1989]. The 2-D continuous wavelet transform is defined as

\[
W_{f\psi}(s,\theta,\bar{\tau}) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(\bar{\tau}) \frac{1}{s} \psi^* \left( \frac{\Omega_0^{-1} \bar{\tau} - \tau}{s} \right) d\tau d\bar{\tau}
\]

\[
= f(\bar{\tau}) \otimes \frac{1}{s} \psi^* \left( \Omega_0^{-1} \bar{\tau} \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(\bar{\omega}) s \left[ \psi(s \Omega_0^{-1} \omega) \right]^* e^{i\bar{\omega} \tau} d\bar{\omega}
\]
where \( \vec{r} = (t, z) \), with \( t \) and \( z \) representing time and spatial coordinates, \( \vec{\omega} = (\omega, m) \), where \( \omega \) is angular frequency and \( m \) is wavenumber. Note that \( d\vec{r} = dtdz \) and \( d\vec{\omega} = d\omega dm \), and operator \( \otimes \) denotes the 2-D convolution defined as

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(x', y') \cdot g(x - x', y - y') dx' dy'.
\]

The rotation matrix \( \Omega_\theta \) is given below for a rotation parameter \( \theta \in [0, 2\pi] \)

\[
\Omega_\theta = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{pmatrix}.
\] (5.16)

Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) indicate that, in addition to expanding the dilations and translations used in the 1-D wavelet, rotations of \( \vec{r} \) and \( \vec{\omega} \) are introduced in the 2-D wavelet and \( \theta \) denotes the rotation angle. The 2-D Morlet wavelet function is defined as follows,

\[
\psi(\vec{r}) = e^{i\vec{\omega}_0 \cdot \vec{r}} e^{-\frac{\vec{r}^2}{2}}
\] (5.17)

where \( \vec{\omega}_0 = (\omega_0, 0) \) and, we choose \( \omega_0 = 6 \) for this implementation in order to fulfill the admissibility condition as in the 1-D case (Farge, 1992). \( \vec{\omega}_0 \cdot \vec{r} \) is the dot product of two vectors and \( \|\vec{r}\|^2 = t^2 + z^2 \) is the squared vector magnitude. The Fourier transform \( \hat{\psi}(\vec{\omega}) \) is,

\[
\hat{\psi}(\vec{\omega}) = 2\pi e^{-\frac{E - i\vec{\omega} \cdot \vec{r}}{2}}
\] (5.18)

If the 2-D wavelet function is admissible, then

\[
C_\psi = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\omega, m) \right|^2 d\omega dm < +\infty
\] (5.19)

The inverse 2-D wavelet transform is,

\[
f(\vec{r}) = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s^{-3} W_{\psi}(s, \theta, \vec{s}) \frac{1}{s} \hat{\psi}(\vec{\omega}) (s^{-1} \vec{r} - \vec{r}) dx' dy' d\theta
\] (5.20)
When \( f(t) \) is real, we take the real part of Equation (5.19) and restrict \( \theta \in [0, \pi] \):

\[
\hat{f}(t) = \frac{1}{C_{\psi}} \int_0^\pi \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} s^{-3} \Re \left[ W_{f_{\psi}}(s, \theta, t) \psi(\Omega_{\theta}^{\dagger} \frac{t - \tilde{t}}{s}) \right] \frac{1}{s} d\tilde{t} ds d\theta
\]  

(5.21)

where the admissibility condition becomes

\[
C_{\psi} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\omega, m) \right|^2 \frac{d\omega}{2(\omega^2 + m^2)} < \infty
\]  

(5.22)

The derivations of Equation (5.20) and Equation (5.21) are provided in Appendices B.6 and B.7, respectively. The equivalent Parseval’s theorem for the 2-D wavelet transform is (for derivation, see Appendix B.8),

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| f(t) \right|^2 dt = \frac{1}{C_{\psi}} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| W_{f_{\psi}}(s, \theta, t) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s^2} \frac{d\tilde{t}}{s} ds d\theta
\]  

(5.23)

Following the dimensional analysis of the 1-D case, we define the 2-D Morlet wavelet power spectrum as,

\[
P_f(s, \theta, \tilde{t}) = \frac{1}{C_{\psi}^2} \left| W_{f_{\psi}}(s, \theta, \tilde{t}) \right|^2
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_{\psi}^2} \left| \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(\tilde{\omega}) s \left[ \psi(s\Omega_{\theta} \tilde{\omega}) \right]^* e^{i\tilde{\omega} \tilde{t}} d\tilde{\omega} \right|^2
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_{\psi}^2} \left| \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(\tilde{\omega}) 2\pi e^{i\tilde{\omega} \tilde{t}} d\tilde{\omega} \right|^2
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_{\psi}^2} \left| \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(\tilde{\omega}) e^{i\tilde{\omega} \tilde{t}} d\tilde{\omega} \right|^2
\]

(5.24)

where \( \tilde{\omega}_0'(\theta) = (\omega_0 \cos \theta, -\omega_0 \sin \theta) \). Analytical relationships between parameters \( s, \theta \) and \( \tilde{\omega} = (\omega, m) \) of the Morlet wavelet can be derived using a similar method as for the 1-D case by
substituting \( f(\tilde{t}) \) with a 2-D cosine functions \( A_s \cos(\omega t + m z) \). The results show that \( P_j(s, \theta, \tilde{t}) \)
will reach its maximums where \( s = \sqrt{\omega_0^2/(m_1^2 + \omega_1^2)} \) and \( \theta = \tan^{-1}(-m_1/\omega_1) \), which describe the analytical relationships between parameters \((s, \theta)\) and \((\omega, m)\) (See full derivation in Appendix B.9). We calculate the coefficient \( C'_\psi \) by ensuring that the result of the 2-D Morlet wavelet power at corresponding peak \( s \) and \( \theta \) is equal to the signal's mean power \( \frac{1}{2} A_n^2 \). Doing so, we obtain \( C'_\psi = \sqrt{2\pi} \) for this 2-D Morlet wavelet.

For practical application to a 2-D sampled, discrete signal, the continuous 2-D Morlet wavelet transform becomes,

\[
W_{f\psi}[s, \theta, n_1, n_2] = \sum_{n'_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{n'_2=0}^{N_2-1} \frac{1}{s} e^{-\frac{i\omega_0\Delta t(n'_1-n_1)\cos\theta-\omega_0\Delta z(n'_2-n_2)\sin\theta}{s}} \left| \frac{\Delta t(n'_1-n_1)^2 + \Delta z(n'_2-n_2)^2}{2s^2} \right| \delta(t) \Delta z
\]

\[
= \frac{2\pi}{N_1N_2} \sum_{k_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{N_2-1} \left[ \frac{2\pi k_1}{N_1\Delta t}, \frac{2\pi k_2}{N_2\Delta z} \right] e^{-\frac{(s^2+\omega_0^2)\cos^2\theta+\omega_0^2\sin^2\theta}{2}} \left( \frac{k_1\omega_1 m_1}{N_1} + \frac{k_2\omega_1 m_2}{N_2} \right)
\]

(5.25)

The discretization is as follows: \( t = n_1 \Delta t \), where \( n_1 = 0, 1, 2...N_1-1, \) \( z = n_2 \Delta z \), where \( n_2 = 0, 1, 2...N_2-1 \). \( \omega = 2\pi k_1/N\Delta t \), where \( k_1 = 0, 1, 2... N_1-1 \), and \( m = 2\pi k_2/N\Delta z \), where \( k_2 = 0, 1, 2... N_2-1 \).

As with the 1-D wavelet, we need to choose a set of \( s \) and \( \theta \). For convenience, we use the same set of \( s \) as in the 1-D case but a uniform grid for \( \theta \) as below

\[
s_j = s_02^{\frac{j}{J}}, \quad j = 0, 1, 2,... \quad (5.26)
\]

\[
\theta_l = l\pi/L, \quad l = 0, 1, 2,..., L
\]

The discrete version of Equation (5.24) can now be written as
\[
P_{f}[j,l,n_1,n_2] = \left| \frac{\sqrt{2}}{N_1N_2} \sum_{k_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{N_2-1} \hat{f}[\frac{2\pi k_1}{N_1\Delta t}, \frac{2\pi k_2}{N_2\Delta t}] e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{N_1\Delta t} k_1 \omega_0 \cos (\frac{k_1 L}{N_1})} e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{N_2\Delta t} k_2 \omega_0 \sin (\frac{k_2 L}{N_2})} \right|^2
\]

(5.27)

5.4 Two-dimensional wavelet reconstruction

We can use the wavelet reconstruction to extract the original 2-D data within a desired frequency and wavenumber band. Reconstruction provides an opportunity to study the characteristics of a 2-D wave packet. Note that in mathematics the wavelet analysis and synthesis refer to the transform and inverse transform of wavelet, respectively. Farge [1992] has pointed out that the synthesizing wavelet function used in the inverse wavelet transform (the latter \(\psi(t)\) in Equation (5.4)) could be very different from the analyzing wavelet function (the first \(\psi^*(t)\) in Equation (5.4)). We can even choose a delta function \(\delta(t)\) to reconstruct the signal. In order to do so, the constant \(C_\psi\) needs to be redefined. In a 1-D wavelet, if \(f(t)\) is real and \(\psi(t)\) is a Hermitian function (i.e., its complex conjugate is equal to the original function \(\psi(t) = \psi^*(-t)\), as with the Morlet wavelet),

\[
f(t) = \frac{1}{C_\delta} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} s^{-2} \Re \left[ W_{\psi^*}(s,u) \right] \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \delta \left( \frac{t-u}{s} \right) du ds
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_\delta} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \Re \left[ W_{\psi^*}(s,t) \right] \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \frac{ds}{s}
\]

(5.28)

where
\[ C_\delta = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{\hat{\psi}(\omega)}{2|\omega|} d\omega < +\infty \quad (5.29) \]

For a 2-D wavelet as a Hermitian function, such as the 2-D Morlet wavelet,

\[
f(\vec{r}) = \frac{1}{C_\delta} \int_0^{\pi} \int_0^{+\infty} \int_0^{+\infty} s^{-3} \Re \left[ W_{f\psi}(s,\theta,\vec{u}) \right] \frac{1}{s} d\Omega \delta^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{r} - \vec{u}}{s} \right) d\vec{u} ds d\theta
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_\delta} \int_0^{+\infty} \Re \left[ W_{f\psi}(s,\theta,\vec{u}) \right] \frac{1}{s} ds d\theta
\]

where

\[ C_\delta = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \frac{\hat{\psi}(\omega,k)}{\sqrt{\omega^2 + k^2}} \right| d\omega dk < +\infty \quad (5.31) \]

The discretized versions of the 1-D wavelet reconstruction Equation (5.28) and the 2-D wavelet reconstruction Equation (5.30) are

\[
f[n] = \frac{1}{C_\delta} \sum_{j=0}^{J} \Re \left\{ W_{f\psi}[j,n] \right\} \cdot \frac{\ln 2}{J}
\]

\[
f[n_1,n_2] = \frac{1}{C_\delta} \sum_{j=0}^{L} \sum_{j=0}^{J} \Re \left\{ W_{f\psi}[j,l,n_1,n_2] \right\} \cdot \frac{\pi \ln 2}{2JL}
\]

To derive \( C_\delta \) for a discrete wavelet function, Torrence and Compo [1998] substituted \( f[n] \) in Equation (5.32) with a time series of a \( \delta \) function, such that \( \delta[n] = 1 \) at \( n = 0 \). Since the Fourier transform of \( \delta[n] \) has the uniform spectrum \( \hat{\delta}[k] = 1 \), we reconstruct Equation (5.32) at \( n = 0 \) to obtain \( C_\delta \) for the 1-D wavelet reconstruction.
\[ C_\delta = \frac{1}{\delta[0]} \sum_{j=0}^{J} \Re \left\{ W_{f2}(j,0) \right\} \cdot \ln 2 \frac{1}{J} = \sum_{j=0}^{J} \Re \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \sqrt{2} \pi e \frac{2^{j/2} k_1 2\pi k_2 \cos[\pi j L]}{N_1 \Delta t} \cdot \frac{2^{j/2} k_1 2\pi k_2 \sin[\pi j L]}{N_2 \Delta t} \right]^2 \cdot \ln 2 \left( \frac{1}{J} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.34)

By substituting a 2-D time series \( f[n_1, n_2] = \delta[n_1, n_2] \) into Equation (5.33), we obtain \( C_\delta \) for the 2-D wavelet reconstruction

\[ C_\delta = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{j=0}^{J} \Re \left[ \frac{1}{N_1 N_2} \sum_{k_1=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{N_2-1} 2 \pi e \left( \frac{2^{l/2} k_1 2\pi k_2 \cos[\pi j L]}{N_1 \Delta t} \cdot \frac{2^{l/2} k_1 2\pi k_2 \sin[\pi j L]}{N_2 \Delta t} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \pi \ln 2 \left( \frac{1}{JL} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.35)

5.5 Applications to extracting two-dimensional wave packets from lidar data

In this section, we apply our two-dimensional wavelet analysis and synthesis methods to the lidar data collected from McMurdo, Antarctica. Besides the wavelet transform, inverse wavelet transform, and reconstruction methods discussed above, we will also demonstrate how to identify the major wave peaks and determine their extension from the 2-D wavelet analysis results, a key step to extracting wave packets. The data used here were taken by the University of Colorado lidar group during the McMurdo lidar observational campaign that has been active since December 2010. An upgraded Fe Boltzmann/Rayleigh temperature lidar [Chu et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2012] is operated from Arrival Heights Observatory (77.83ºS, 166.67ºE) through a joint effort between the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) and Antarctica New Zealand (AntNZ) [Chu et al., 2011a]. The observations are year-round, weather permitting. Because of the Antarctic darkness, the winter lidar data contain very little solar background [Chu et al., 2011b]. Combined with the highest Fe layer abundance in winter [Yu et al., 2012], the winter months (i.e., May through August) provide the highest resolution temperature measurements
with the largest altitude coverage [Chu et al., 2011b; Chen et al., 2013]. In this paper we select three cases to demonstrate our methods. One dataset spans 28–30 June 2014 and was studied in detail by Chen et al. [2016b] using the 1-D wavelet analysis methods. Here, this case is used as the baseline for the comparison of the 2-D and 1-D wavelet methods. The second and third cases are from 23–24 May 2014 and 16–18 July 2014, respectively.

The raw lidar data (photon counts) were recorded with resolutions of 1 min and 48 m, from which Fe temperatures in the MLT are derived at resolutions of 0.25 h and 0.5 km, with the sampling window shifted in steps of 0.1 h and 0.1 km. Relative temperature perturbations are calculated from the raw temperature data by subtracting the dataset-mean temperature at each altitude and dividing by the mean, such that slow varying background atmosphere is removed. We then apply the 2-D Morlet wavelet transform to the relative temperature perturbations and calculate their power spectra using Equation (5.25). The result of the 2-D wavelet power spectrum is a four-dimensional (4-D) array, representing scale s, rotation angle θ, time t and altitudes z, respectively. Recall that in Section 5.3, we have derived relationships between (s, θ) and (ω, m) for a monochromatic 2-D cosine wave \( \cos(\omega t + mz) \), which are

\[
s = \frac{\omega_0^2}{m^2 + \omega^2},
\]

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1}(-m/\omega)
\]

and \( \omega_0 = 6 \). Thus, s and θ can be converted into period T and vertical wavelength \( \lambda_z \) using

\[
\lambda_z = \frac{2\pi s}{\omega_0 \sin \theta}
\]

(5.36)

\[
T = \frac{2\pi s}{\omega_0 \cos \theta}
\]

(5.37)

When the signs of T and \( \lambda_z \) are the same, the wave phase is downward progressing; when they are different, the wave phase is upward progressing. Since it is not possible to show the 4-D
array here, we fix one of the coordinates and present the resultant 3-D array in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2a shows the power spectrum at $\lambda_z = 25$ km, where the 3-D data is sliced by three orthogonal planes at $t = 55$ h in Universal Time (UT), $z = 90$ km, and $T = 7.6$ h, respectively. Note that the unit of the color bar is ($\%$)$^2$. Three major wave packets with periods $T \sim 7.6$ h, $T \sim 6.5$ h and $T \sim 3.4$ h, respectively, can be identified in Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b shows the power spectrum at $T = 7.6$ h, where the 3-D data is sliced by three planes at $t = 55$ UT, $z = 90$ km, and $\lambda_z = 25$ km, respectively. The peak $\lambda_z \sim 25$ km is clearly shown in Figure 5.2b. Here spectral leakage from the 6.5-h wave into this 7.5-h power spectrum is visible due to their closeness in period, but these two waves are clearly separated in time in the 2-D wavelet spectrum. Figure 5.2c is the 2-D top view of Figure 5.2a, in the unit of wave amplitude ($\%$) showing how the wave periods change with time at $z = 90$ km and $\lambda_z = 25$ km. This 2-D contour plot resembles the 1-D wavelet amplitude spectra shown in Figure 4a in Chen et al. [2016b], which is reproduced here in Figure 5.2d. Both plots exhibit quite similar patterns of wave period spectra at $z = 90$ km, which verifies the capability of the 2-D wavelet transform. The 2-D wavelet amplitude in Figure 5.2c is smaller than the 1-D wavelet amplitude in Figure 5.2d. This is because the amplitude of the 2-D wavelet spectrum represents only a finite vertical wavelength band ($\lambda_z = 25$ km), which is different from the 1-D wavelet spectrum that includes contributions from all vertical wavelengths. We use 71 levels for both scale $s$ and rotation angle $\theta$. More levels will yield higher resolution in period and vertical wavelength in the 2-D wavelet transform, but will increase computation time. Using 71 levels of $s$, 10 per octave scale, and 71 levels of $\theta$ (i.e., the maximum $j = 70$, $J = 10$, and $L = 70$ in Equation (5.26)), the resolutions in the wavelet period and vertical wavelength are respectively $\sim 0.5$ h and 2.5 km at $T \sim 7$ h and $\lambda_z \sim 22$ km.
Figure 5.2. Three-dimensional illustration of the 2-D Morlet wavelet power spectrum of the relative temperature perturbations during 28–30 June 2014 at (a) $\lambda_z = 25$ km and (b) $T = 7.6$ h. Three slice planes in (a) are at $t = 55$ UT, $z = 90$ km, and $T = 7.6$ h, respectively. Locations of the three major wave packets with periods $T \sim 7.6$ h, $T \sim 6.5$ h and $T \sim 3.4$ h are marked with red arrows. Three slice planes in (b) are at $t = 55$ UT, $z = 90$ km, and $\lambda_z = 25$ km, respectively. (c) Two-dimensional top view of (a) showing how the wave period changes with time at $z = 90$ km and $\lambda_z = 25$ km. (d) One-dimensional Morlet wavelet power spectrum of the relative temperature perturbations during 28–30 June 2014 at $z = 90$ km (reproduced from Figure 4a in Chen et al. [2016b]).

We utilize a MATLAB program “imregionalmax()” in the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox to search for regional maxima (local peaks), which have the highest value among their connected neighborhood elements. For such a 4-D array, we use 80-connected neighborhoods for the search. We sort the regional maxima according to their peak heights, then select the local peaks that have periods and vertical wavelengths within our range of interest. For this study,
these are downward phase progression waves ($T$ and $\lambda_z$ have the same sign) with periods of 3.15–12 h and vertical wavelengths of 5–100 km, respectively. We then set a threshold and select all of the local peaks that are above it. The threshold is set to one-fifth of the global maxima of the 4-D array. If two peaks occur in close proximity and have similar periods and vertical wavelengths, these two peaks are marked as one wave and their peak extensions will be combined later. After the selection of qualified local peaks in the 2-D wavelet spectrum, we then scan around those peaks for a contiguously extended region in all four dimensions that fully encapsulates the wave packet. This extended region about a peak is defined as the connected region in which the amplitude of the power spectrum monotonically descends from the peak to where the amplitude either drops below a threshold or begins to increase. In this study, we have used a threshold of 0.5% for the relative temperature perturbations. We confine each search within ±1/5 of each peak’s period so that the connected peak extensions will be quasi-monochromatic in the frequency domain. After each search, the complex wavelet transform coefficients within each peak extension are recorded and this corresponding wave is removed from the next search so that the same wave element will not be recorded twice. The recorded wavelet coefficients of each peak extension are used to reconstruct the 2-D wave matrix using Equation (5.33). Several wave properties can be inferred from the wavelet coefficients of the peak extensions. First, the total lifespan can be obtained from the earliest appearance of the peak extension at any altitude to the latest appearance at any altitude. Second, the vertical wavelength and vertical phase speed can be derived as follows. We derive the vertical profile of the phase line directly from calculating the phase of complex wavelet coefficients within each peak extension. A phase of $2\pi$ corresponds to a hot phase in the relative temperature perturbations. This phase line is then tracked as a function of time and altitude. The derivatives of the phase
line in time with respect to altitude are then used to derive the vertical phase speeds and vertical wavelengths.

**Figure 5.3.** (a) Original relative temperature perturbations during 28–30 June 2014 and the 2-D Morlet wavelet reconstruction of five major wave events with periods of (b) 3.4 h, (c) 3.9 h, (d) 6.5 h, (e) 7.6 h and (f) 10.0 h.

We applied the above methods to automatically identify and reconstruct the dominant 2-D wave packets for a ~65 h lidar run from 28–30 June 2014 (raw perturbations shown in Figure 5.3a). Five wave events were identified, with the wave periods of ~3.4 h, 3.9 h, 6.5 h, 7.6 h, and 10.0 h, respectively. The reconstructed 2-D perturbations are shown in Figures 5.3b–5.3f. The phase lines of the reconstructed 2-D waves show good agreement with those of the original temperature perturbations, indicating that the reconstructions of the 2-D waves are based on real atmospheric waves. Each reconstructed 2-D wave is quasi-monochromatic in frequency and, within each wave, all of the phase lines are oriented in a similar direction. The quasi-monochromatic feature of gravity waves is common in the middle atmosphere and has been confirmed many times through observations with lidars and radars in the stratosphere [Gardner
et al., 1989b; Sato, 1994; Sato et al., 1997; Zink and Vincent, 2001a; Nastrom and Eaton, 2006; Vaughan and Worthington, 2007] and with lidars, radars and airglow imagers in the MLT [Gardner and Voelz, 1987; Hall et al., 1995; Taylor et al., 1995; Collins et al., 1996; Walterscheid et al., 1999; Nicolls et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2015a]. Therefore, 2-D wavelet methods are suitable for the identification of quasi-monochromatic atmospheric gravity waves in the middle atmosphere. The wave packet nature of these reconstructed waves (i.e., amplitudes varying with time) matches a key character of gravity waves, i.e., they are intermittent. Using the 2-D wavelet transform can help handle this intermittency and use it to differentiate wave packets.

Compared with the results of the 1-D wavelet in Chen et al. [2016b], the periods of major wave events were found to be nearly identical, except for a 10.6-h wave that was revised to 10.0 h. This difference is not critical, considering the resolution in the wavelet spectral analysis (> 0.5 at T = 10 h). The amplitude of each 2-D wave is smaller than its counterpart in the 1-D case because the 2-D wavelet is not only selective in the frequency domain, but also the spatial domain. Therefore, the amplitudes contained in the 2-D wavelet represent only a finite vertical wavelength band for the selected period band, unlike the 1-D wavelet reconstruction that includes contributions from all vertical wavelengths and even waves with an upward phase progression. The selectivity in the spatial domain is an advantage of the 2-D wavelet and yields a more accurate reconstruction of the 2-D wave packet. The lifespan of each 2-D wave is shown in Figure 5.4a. Compared to Chen et al. [2016b], the lifespans of the 3.9 h and 7.6 h waves in this analysis are slightly longer, while lifespans of the 3.4 h, 6.5 h and 10.0 h waves are found to be marginally shorter. Due to the 2-D wavelet method’s selectivity in the spatial domain, we believe that the 2-D wavelet results are more accurate. Also, due to this selectivity, estimates of the vertical wavelengths are less biased than those from the 1-D case. The vertical wavelengths, as
shown in Figure 5.4b, range between 20 and 30 km, except for the 3.4 h wave at upper altitudes. Compared with the results in Chen et al. [2016b], the new results show significant improvement in the estimation of the vertical wavelengths for the 6.5 and 10.0 h waves. The vertical phase speeds shown in Figure 5.4c range mostly between 1–2 m/s, comparable to Chen et al. [2016b].

**Figure 5.4.** (a) Life span and vertical profile of (b) vertical wavelength and (c) vertical phase speed for each wave event on 28–30 June 2014 derived from the 2-D Morlet reconstruction. Results for each event are denoted in different colors and markers as indicated in the legend.

We also applied the 2-D wavelet analysis and reconstruction to the ~37 h and ~45 h lidar runs of 23–24 May 2014 and 16–18 July 2014 (raw relative temperature perturbations shown in Figures 5.5a and 5.7a, respectively). For both lidar datasets, three wave events were identified automatically and reconstructed using the above methods. Figures 5.5b–5.5d show the extracted wave packets of 23–24 May 2014, with periods of ~3.2 h, ~4.5 h and ~6.3 h, respectively. There are two types of temperature phase lines: two shorter-period (3.2-h and 4.5-h) waves show more vertical phase lines, while the 6.3-h wave shows more oblique phase lines. The derived lifespans, vertical wavelengths, and vertical phase speeds are shown in Figures 5.6a–5.6c. The vertical phase speed of the 6.3-h wave is < 0.5 m/s, indicating that it is more susceptible to atmospheric dissipation than the other two waves, which have shorter periods and faster phase speeds [Vadas
The phase speed of the 3.2-h wave exhibits a large variation with altitude, which could be the result of a more variable background wind condition. Figures 5.7b–5.7d show the extracted wave packets of 16–18 July 2014 with periods of ~3.6 h, ~4.8 h, and ~7.8 h, respectively. As with the May case, this case also shows two types of temperature phase lines, with the longer period wave exhibiting more oblique phase lines. The derived lifespans, vertical wavelengths, and vertical phase speeds for the July case are shown in Figures 5.8a–5.8c. The phase speeds, as with the June case, exhibit fewer variations with altitude. In both the May and July cases, the phase lines of the reconstructed 2-D waves generally show good agreement with the phase lines of the original temperature perturbations. May and July cases show more dynamical wave field structures than the June case. These results indicate that, even in the same winter season, there may be significant month-to-month variability in Antarctic MLT gravity wave activity.

Figure 5.5. (a) Original relative temperature perturbations during 23–24 May 2014 and the 2-D wavelet reconstruction of three major wave events with periods of (b) 3.2 h, (c) 4.5 h, (d) 6.3 h.
Figure 5.6. (a) Life span and vertical profile of (b) vertical wavelength and (c) vertical phase speed for each wave event on 23–24 May 2014 derived from the 2-D Morlet reconstruction. Results for each event are denoted in different colors and markers as indicated in the legend.

Figure 5.7. (a) Original relative temperature perturbations during 16–18 July 2014 and the 2-D wavelet reconstruction of three major wave events with periods of (b) 3.6 h, (c) 4.8 h, (d) 7.8 h.
5.6 Conclusions and Outlook

We have developed a 2-D Morlet wavelet transform methodology for automatic extraction of quasi-monochromatic 2-D wave packets from 2-D datasets. The mathematical formalism of the 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis and synthesis is established with a detailed mathematical derivation. Discretization of the transform is provided so that the 2-D Morlet wavelet transform methodology can be realized in computer codes for applications to analyzing large amounts of atmospheric and space science data. The steps of the methodology are summarized as follows. The 2-D Morlet wavelet transform is applied to 2-D data by computing the wavelet convolution in the frequency domain, as in Equation (5.25). The amplitude of the transform is used to calculate the power spectrum, as in Equation (5.27). Local maxima in the power spectrum are then automatically identified and are selected based on their periods and vertical wavelengths. The transform coefficients that are the contagious extensions of the selected local peaks are used to reconstruct the 2-D wave packets, as in Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35). The time span of the contagious extension is the lifespan of the wave packet. Vertical
wavelengths and vertical phase speeds of each wave are derived from the phase, which is calculated from the complex wavelet transform coefficients.

The 2-D Morlet wavelet methods have been applied to three lidar datasets obtained in the winter of 2014 at McMurdo, Antarctica. The results in the June case are largely similar to those obtained using the 1-D wavelet transform in Chen et al. [2016b], but show significant improvement on the estimates of vertical wavelengths and phase speeds. This agreement verifies the validity and capability of the 2-D wavelet methods. The results in May and July provide additional evidence to confirm our conclusions in Chen et al. [2016b] that these inertia-gravity waves are persistent and dominant, and exhibit lifetimes of multiple days in winter. If we regard these wave events as a group of waves with periods ranging between 3 and 10 h, then this wave group is perpetual. The three cases in the same winter show different gravity wave features, suggesting the month-to-month variability in gravity wave activity in the Antarctic MLT. As a future work, the 2-D wavelet methods will be used to analyze large amounts of lidar data to further explore this month-to-month variability. Our results demonstrate that the 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis and reconstruction methods can faithfully extract wave packets with the desired quasi-monochromatic features. We have demonstrated the utility of 2-D wavelet methods to extracting gravity waves that are inherently intermittent. The advantage of using the Morlet wavelet, compared to other wavelets (such as the Halo and Mexican hat wavelets), lies in the straightforward relationship between $s$, $\theta$ and $\lambda_z$, $T$, and the capability of providing phase information that can be used to derive wave properties such as vertical wavelength and phase speed.

Despite the success of the 2-D wavelet transform and reconstruction as demonstrated above, there is still room for improvement. First, it is necessary to investigate the sensitivity of
the 2-D wavelet to measurement uncertainties. For example, when using Fe as a tracer to measure temperature, the errors are largest at the upper and lower boundaries of Fe layers due to the lower signal to noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, measurement uncertainties at upper and lower boundaries can cause false detection of a 2-D wave packet. One solution to this is to weight the raw data by the inverse of their errors prior to the wavelet transform. Nevertheless, effects induced by the measurement uncertainty are not significant since, in the current study, we have selected lidar data with high SNRs. Further efforts are also needed in the analysis regarding errors induced by the wavelet transform itself. The second issue with extracting atmospheric waves from the relative temperature perturbations using the 2-D wavelet transform is that it favors waves occurring at higher altitudes. The exponential decay of atmospheric density with altitude causes the atmospheric wave amplitude to increase with altitude. This feature makes the extraction of wave packets biased towards the waves at higher altitudes since their amplitudes are larger than those at lower altitudes. This bias can be resolved if the raw data are weighted by the square root of the atmospheric density at each altitude.

There are many more potential applications in various science topics and fields for the 2-D Morlet wavelet methods that we have developed. For example, such methods could be used to analyze satellite images [e.g., Gong et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015], or airglow imager or temperature mapper data to identify 2-D gravity wave packets and estimate their momentum flux [e.g., Bossert et al., 2015; Pautet et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016a; Yuan et al., 2016]. Furthermore, the Morlet wavelet is anisotropic and is therefore suitable to identifying quasi-plane-wave packets. However, by implementing an isotropic wavelet function such as the Halo wavelet [e.g., Wang and Lu, 2010], 2-D wavelet analysis and reconstruction can be used to
identify and extract ring structures in concentric gravity waves (see details in Yue et al., 2009) on a horizontal 2-D dataset. This is left as future work.
CHAPTER 6

Exploration of the Possible Sources of the 3–10 h Waves

6.1 Introduction

In previous chapters we have qualitatively discussed the nature of the 3-10 h waves, and we conclude that these waves are most likely to be inertia-gravity waves. Besides inertia-gravity waves, there are other possibilities existing: tidal waves, atmospheric normal modes (Lamb waves), or the planetary scale inertia-gravity waves. Since different types of waves will usually have different types of generation mechanisms and wave sources, unraveling the nature of the persistent 3-10 h waves will guide us in searching the wave sources.

Large-scale waves such as tides, planetary waves, or atmospheric normal modes usually dominate and appear endless in the temperature and wind measurements the MLT region at mid-to low-latitudes. These waves are dominant because their wave sources are the strongest driven forces in the atmosphere such as solar radiation, instability and topography, or their modes are in resonance with Earth’s atmosphere. The forcings of these large-scale waves are usually continuous and coherent, and therefore these waves often appear to be endless. On the other hand, for gravity waves (including inertia-gravity waves), since their driven forces are often smaller than those large-scale waves, their appearances are usually buried beneath their counterparts. However, our observations of the dominant and persistent gravity waves in the Antarctic MLT cause a mystery. What is the strong forcing that generates these dominant gravity waves? What are the inexhaustible wave sources for these persistent waves? These two questions are indeed mysteries if these waves are gravity waves. However, if they are not gravity waves,
then both of the previous questions are no longer mysterious. Therefore, a more fundamental question to ask is – what is the nature of these persistent 3-10 h waves? Therefore, we need to investigate how likely they can be tides, normal modes, or planetary-scale inertio gravity waves before exploring on the wave sources. We start by investigating such possibilities using an idealized atmospheric model based on classical theory. Then, we explore the wave sources by analyzing lidar temperature data, reanalysis and global circulation model data over McMurdo.

### 6.2 Investigation of the Wave Nature Based on the Classical Theory

Linear tidal theory begins with primitive equations in spherical coordinates that are linearized for perturbations in an isothermal atmosphere with no background winds. By assuming plane wave solutions to the primitive equations, two separated equations are deduced. One is vertical structure equation,

\[
\frac{d^2 G_n'}{dx^2} + \alpha^2 G_n' = F(x)
\]

\[
\alpha^2 = \frac{\kappa H}{h_n} - \frac{1}{4}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( h_n \) is called the equivalent depth which arises as the separation constant from the separation of variables, \( H \) is scale height, \( \kappa = R/c_p \approx 7/2 \), \( R \) is ideal gas constant and \( c_p \) is specific heat capacity at constant pressure. As the name implies, this equation controls the vertical structure of the wave. Note that all the symbols used hereinafter are in line with [Forbes, 1995] and details of the derivations are out of the scope of this thesis. \( F(x) \) is the forcing term. When \( F(x) \neq 0 \), solutions to this equation are “forced” solutions, whose vertical wavelengths depend on \( h_n \). When \( F(x) = 0 \), we obtain “free” solutions, where a single value of \( h_n \) is obtained for all free solutions.
The other equation is Laplace’s tidal equation, which determines the latitudinal structure of the large-scale wave,

\[
F_{s,\sigma} [\Theta_n] = \varepsilon_n \Theta_n \approx \frac{88\text{km}}{h_n} \Theta_n
\]  

(6.2)

For each wavenumber \( s \), we can solve for \( h_n \) and frequency \( \sigma \) as the eigenvalues. The most popular approach is that outlined by Chapman and Lindzen [1970]. Those who are interested in solar and lunar tides often use this method. Basically, this method determines the equivalent depths as eigenvalues for a given forcing frequency [Talaat, 1999]. An opposite approach to Chapman and Lindzen’s approach is to solve for frequencies after specifying a fixed \( h_n \) as presented by Swarztrauber and Kasahara [1985]. This is a more appropriate method for the 3-10 h wave since the 3-10 h waves’ periods vary but they have similar 20–30 km vertical wavelengths. The code developed by Swarztrauber and Kasahara takes \( s \) and Lamb’s parameter \( \varepsilon_n \) as input. We use the code (courtesy of Drs. Gustav Shved and Jeffrey M. Forbes) to calculate the eigenfrequencies of the Laplace’s tidal equation as a function of Lamb’s parameter \( \varepsilon_n \) and mode number \( n \). Figures 6.1a–6.1c present the eigenfrequencies for zonal wavenumber \( s = 1, 2 \) and 6. The eigenfrequencies are separated in two directions (eastward and westward), which are represented by positive and negative values, respectively.
Figure 6.1. The first 10 modes ($|n|=1–10$) of normalized eigenfrequencies $\sigma/\Omega$ vs. Lamb’s parameter $\varepsilon_n$ ($\varepsilon_n > 1$) for (a) $s = 1$, (b) $s = 2$, (c) $s = 6$. 
Normal modes are the free oscillation solutions of the atmosphere, which are the solutions for \( h_n = 10.5 \text{ km} \) or \( \varepsilon_n = 8.4 \) of the classical Laplace tidal equations. When the period of the normal mode is shorter than diurnal period, it is often called Lamb wave. Under ideal conditions, Lamb waves have no phase change with height. However, after the effects of the nonisothermality, surface friction, eddy and molecular dissipation and ion drag are considered, *Lindzen* and *Blake* [1972] found that Lamb waves can have internal wave behavior, i.e., phase progression with height and finite lifetime (~4 days). Planetary scale inertio-gravity waves are gravity mode (Class I) solutions of the classical Laplace tidal equations. These waves propagate in both eastward and westward directions.

As we have discussed in previous chapter, the properties of the 3–10 h waves we observed are quite close to that (~25 km) of the ‘planetary-scale inertio gravity waves’ generated by a Numerical Spectral Model [Mayr, 2003; Mayr et al., 2004]. In their simulations, these inertio gravity waves appear to have the largest amplitudes from late winter to spring in the polar MLT with periods between 9 and 11 h, which are at the longer end of the period range of the 3–10 h waves. These waves are treated as the gravity mode solutions to the classical Laplace tidal equations. However, by carefully checking the solutions for \( \lambda_z = 20 \) to 30 km and periods of 3–10 h, we found that the 3–10 h waves are unlikely to have planetary scales. Figure 6.2 shows the solutions of the classical Laplace tidal equations with periods between 3–12 h, \( \lambda_z = 20 \) to 30 km (\( \varepsilon_n = \sim 110 \text{ to } \sim 240 \)), \( s = 1 \) and \( s = 6 \). The solutions with such properties are all gravity mode solutions, which can propagate both eastward and westward. The period of the gravity mode decreases as the meridional wavenumber \( n \) increases and as \( s \) increases. Therefore, in order to yield a solution that has period ~6 h, high values of \( s \) (at least 6) and \( n \) (at least 20) are required.
The combination of high zonal and meridional wavenumbers hints that such gravity modes have localized scales rather than planetary scales (Dr. Jeffrey Forbes, private communication, 2015).

Figure 6.2. Normalized eigenfrequencies $\sigma/\Omega$ vs. Lamb’s parameter $\epsilon_n$, up to $n = 20$ with zonal wavenumber (a) $s = 1$, (b) $s = 6$.

Figure 6.3 shows the Hough functions of the gravity mode solution with period $\sim 6–7$ h, $\epsilon_n = 156$ ($\lambda_z \sim 25$ km) and $n = 20$. The latitudinal structure suggests that the wave has larger amplitudes in temperature and winds at the Polar Regions. Since tides and normal modes are large-scale waves that are usually dominated by the lowest three or four modes (Dr. Jeffrey Forbes, private communication, 2015), our calculations using classical tidal theory have once again demonstrated that the wave nature of the 3–10 h waves is unlikely to be atmospheric tides or normal modes. The high wavenumber required to reproduce the wave properties of the 3–10 h
waves is also different from that of the planetary-scale inertio-gravity waves studied by Mayr et al.

![Figure 6.3](image-url)

**Figure 6.3.** Hough functions for the geopotential (black), zonal wind (blue) and meridional wind (red) with $\varepsilon_n = 156$ ($\lambda_z \sim 25$ km) for (a) $s = 1$ (period $\sim 7$ h) and (b) $s = 6$ (period $\sim 6$ h).

### 6.3 Analysis of the wave sources

#### 6.3.1 Wave propagation directions in lidar temperatures at McMurdo

The source region of the 3–10 h waves can be inferred from the vertical energy propagation direction of the wave. For an upward propagating wave, the vertical energy propagation direction is positive after it leaves the source region. However, below the source region, the same wave source generates downward propagating waves at the same time [Vadas et al., 2003]. Therefore, from observational point of view, above a wave source region, the wave energy propagates upward, and below that, the wave energy propagates downward. Usually, the
energy propagation direction is hard to retrieve directly from observations. Such information is often inferred from the vertical phase progression direction of the wave since the direction of the phase is usually perpendicular to that of the energy propagation. Note that the relationship between the vertical phase progression and energy propagation is not valid if the intrinsic frequency of the wave is negative, which happens when the background horizontal wind speed is high and in the same direction as the horizontal wave propagation direction.

The 2-D FFT spectral analysis allows us to distinguish gravity waves with different directions of vertical phase progression. We then use it to infer the energy propagation directions and the altitude range of the wave source(s). Using the data on 16–18 June 2014 as an example, we first calculate the relative perturbations in the Rayleigh temperature data by first subtracting the temporal mean at each altitude and divided the mean (shown in Figure 6.4a). Since the atmospheric density decreases exponentially with height, the squared amplitude of the atmospheric waves also increases exponentially although often not as fast if there is dissipation. This feature makes the spectral analysis results biased towards the waves at higher altitudes since their amplitudes are larger than those at lower altitudes. To resolve this bias, we weight the relative perturbations at each altitude by their standard deviation at that altitude. Then 2-D FFT are performed to the weighted data within a sliding vertical window with a width of 10 km. The window was then shifted every 1 km. In the 2-D FFT spectra, positive periods correspond to downward phase progression waves while negative period represents upward phase progression. The total power of the waves with downward (upward) phase progression can be calculated by summing the 2-D spectral power falling in the positive (negative) period range. The ratio of the downward phase progression power to the total power integrated over the entire period and vertical wavelength range is then calculated. Since we are more interested in the period range of
3–10 h, only the power that falls in such period range is counted for both upward and downward phase progressions. Figure 6.4b shows downward phase ratio as a function of altitude. In general, the downward phase ratio is high, which is about 70–80%. Two local minima at ~ 40 km and ~50 km can be seen, which correspond to the heights where upward phase ratios are maximum. In a statistical sense, under the assumption of positive intrinsic frequencies these two heights have higher possibilities to be wave source regions. However, whether these regions are responsible for the 3-10 h waves observed in the MLT is still a question since atmospheric waves not only propagate vertically but also horizontally. The 2-D FFT spectrum calculated from the entire dataset is shown in Figure 6.4c. Note that a significant peak is seen at $T = -30$ h and $\lambda_z = 30$ km.
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**Figure 6.4.** (a) Rayleigh temperatures observed at McMurdo on 16–18 June 2014. (b) Ratio of the downward phase progression to total (c) 2-D FFT spectrum of the Rayleigh temperatures.

We performed the analysis to the Rayleigh temperature data over McMurdo in the winter months (May to July) of 2011–2014. The results are then averaged and shown in Figure 6.5a. The minimum at 50–55 km suggests a potential wave source region over McMurdo. The downward phase ratios increase at above and below this region. Similar analyses are then applied to the high-resolution assimilated meteorological analyses from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) (data courtesy of Dr. Andreas Dörnbrack). We select the data over McMurdo in ECMWF data at the same time periods when there are lidar observations.
to do the analysis. The data have 1-h temporal resolution and ~3 km vertical resolution at z = 50 km. Figure 6.5b shows the averaged result from the ECMWF data. While the general trend in the ECMWF result is similar to the lidar result at below 50 km. At above 50 km, the downward progression ratio continues to decrease with altitude, which is inconsistent with the lidar result. This is probably due to the sponge layer at the upper boundary of the ECMWF data.

Figure 6.5. (a) Ratio of the downward phase progression to total in the Rayleigh temperatures in the winter months (May to July) of 2011–2014. (b) Results derived from the ECMWF reanalysis data.

6.3.2 Vertical Energy Flux directions in ECMWF at McMurdo

The sign of the vertical energy flux \( \overline{w'p'} \) directly determines the vertical energy propagation direction of the gravity waves, where \( p' \), \( w' \) are wave perturbations in pressure and vertical winds induced by gravity waves. Positive (negative) vertical energy flux means upward (downward) wave propagation, and increase (decrease) in the magnitude of the vertical energy flux over height suggests a possible wave source (sink). Using the high-resolution ECMWF data, we calculated the vertical energy flux over McMurdo from May through August in 2014. Results
are shown in Figure 6.6b, 6.7b, 6.8b, and 6.9b, respectively. The pressure and vertical wind perturbations are calculated by high-pass filtering pressures and vertical winds at each altitude with a cutoff period at 12 h. Results show significant increases in the vertical energy fluxes in all of these winter months at above 40 km. This suggests an active wave source region at above in the upper Antarctic stratosphere in winter months. On the other hand, zonal energy flux ($u'p'$) determines the energy propagation in the zonal direction. Positive (negative) zonal energy flux means the wave propagate eastward (westward) relative to the background winds. Results of the zonal energy flux are shown in Figure 6.6a, 6.7a, 6.8a, and 6.9a, respectively. Similar to the calculation of the vertical energy flux. The perturbations are calculated by high-pass filtering pressures and zonal winds at each altitude with a cutoff period at 12 h.

**Figure 6.6.** (a) Energy flux in zonal direction (b) Energy flux in vertical direction calculated using ECMWF data over McMurdo in May 2014.
Figure 6.7. (a) Energy flux in zonal direction (b) Energy flux in vertical direction calculated using ECMWF data over McMurdo in June 2014.

Figure 6.8. (a) Energy flux in zonal direction (b) Energy flux in vertical direction calculated using ECMWF data over McMurdo in July 2014.
Figure 6.9. (a) Energy flux in zonal direction (b) Energy flux in vertical direction calculated using ECMWF data over McMurdo in August 2014.

6.4 Summary

By comparing the periods and vertical wavelengths of the solutions from the classical Laplace equations with those of the 3-10 h waves obtained from lidar observations, we show that in order for the theoretical solutions comparable to our observations, both the zonal wavenumbers $s$ and meridional wavenumbers $n$ of the waves need to be high ($s > 6$ and $n > 20$). The combination of high zonal and meridional wavenumbers hints that these waves are unlikely to be tides, normal modes or planetary-scale inertia gravity waves, supporting our inference of persistent inertia-gravity waves.

The statistical average of the ratio of downward phase progression power to the total power derived from the lidar Rayleigh temperatures shows a minimum at 50–55 km, which suggests a potential wave source region over McMurdo. Same ratio derived from ECMWF
reanalysis data is similar to that from lidar at below 50 km. However, at above 50 km, the
downward progression ratio continues to decrease with altitude, which is inconsistent with lidar.
This is probably due to the sponge layer at the upper boundary of the ECMWF data. The vertical
energy flux over McMurdo is calculated from the ECMWF data from May through August in
2014. The upward vertical energy fluxes significantly increase at above 40 km in all of these
winter months. This is a direct evidence of potential wave sources over McMurdo. However,
whether these active source regions are linked to the persistent gravity waves cannot be
unraveled before performing sophisticated ray-tracing analysis to identify the real wave sources.
This is left as future work.
CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

The McMurdo lidar campaign has led to intriguing new science discoveries and advanced our understandings of the polar space atmosphere interaction region (SAIR) where atmospheric neutral gases entwine with the dynamic plasma of space. The SAIR is one of the key factors enabling our Earth to harbor life. By absorbing extreme solar radiation, ablating meteoric materials, regulating gaseous escape, dissipating energetic particles and fields from space, while balancing influences from the planet itself in the form of wave transport and dissipation of energy and momentum, the fundamental processes in the Earth’s SAIR are believed to be universal and applicable to the atmospheres of Earth-like planets throughout our galaxy. However, SAIR remains one of the least observed and understood regions. This thesis aims to advance the observations and characterizations of the atmospheric waves that are fundamental to shaping the SAIR. Currently, large-scale terrestrial atmospheric waves such as tides and planetary waves are reasonably well understood, and have been incorporated into global circulation models (GCMs). However, small-scale atmospheric waves, such as gravity waves, are difficult to observe but are essential to the modeling work of the global atmosphere because of their critical role in the momentum and energy transport through the whole atmosphere. At Polar Regions, there are many wind measurements that are typically dominated by tides, thereby obscuring gravity wave signatures. There are also a few non-range-resolved temperature, wind and airglow observations at Polar Regions but they cannot provide vertical wavelength
information, which is crucial in determining the wave nature. It was only until the Fe Boltzmann lidar at McMurdo provided high-resolution, long-duration, large-altitude-range temperature measurements, did we discover the mystery of the persistent inertia-gravity waves. This discovery provides a unique opportunity to study how different regions of the atmosphere “communicate” via gravity waves that have smaller scales but are more variable than the better understood tides, planetary waves and normal modes.

This thesis discovers a new wave phenomenon in the Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere, namely the persistent inertia-gravity waves with periods of 3-10 h. This group of waves is persistent and dominates the temperature perturbations from the stratosphere to the lower thermosphere (about 30-115 km). These waves occur on every lidar run, so frequently as to appear endless and uninterrupted. The large-amplitude perturbations caused by these waves certainly impact the composition, chemistry and thermodynamics of SAIR.

This thesis reports the first simultaneous lidar/radar observations of inertia-gravity waves in Antarctica. Two waves with periods of 5.0±0.1 h and 7.7±0.2 h are observed and characterized in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. These waves have horizontal wavelengths of 1000–2000 km and horizontal group speeds of 50–60 m/s, and are roughly traced back to an unbalanced region in the polar night jet in the upper stratosphere.

This thesis establishes the observational facts that the 3–10 h waves are persistent and dominant in the MLT region at McMurdo. Then utilizing five years of lidar temperature data collected in June through five Antarctic winters from 2011 to 2015, this thesis characterizes the persistent wave properties for the first time. These waves exhibit a uniform dominant vertical wavelength of 20–30 km across periods of 3.5–10 h and vertical phase speeds of 0.8–2 m/s. These 3–10 h waves possess more than half of the spectral energy for ~93% of the time. A
detailed analysis of the 65-h lidar data on 28–30 June 2014 demonstrates multiple wave packets spanning as long as 60 h. The spectral slopes of these waves are unusually steep, with an averaged value of −2.7, below 100 km, gradually becoming shallower to −1.6 at 110 km. From this, we speculate that the source region is close to the MLT region, which points to a possible stratospheric source. This uniform peak $\lambda_z$ (20–30 km) shown in the 2-D FFT spectrum across different periods might shed some light on the vertical scale of the wave sources.

Further analysis of May and July data with nearly automated methods confirm the persistence and dominance of these waves but reveal a month-to-month variability. While in the June case, all the waves show similar quasi-monochromatic and quasi-plane wave features, both May and July cases show two types of temperature phase lines, with the longer period wave exhibiting more oblique phase lines and shorter-period waves having more vertical phase lines. In general, May and July cases show more dynamical wave field structures than the June case, which could be a result of a more variable background wind condition during these two months.

The discovery of the thermospheric neutral Fe layers and fast gravity waves by Chu et al. [2011b] opens a new pathway to observing the neutral thermosphere with ground-based instruments, and also has triggered several observations of thermospheric events at other lidar stations. The contribution of this thesis to this discovery is to characterize the gravity waves from 30 km to 155 km. The fast gravity wave patterns are extracted from both the thermospheric Fe layers (110 to 155 km) and the Rayleigh and Fe temperatures (30 to 110 km). This work shows for the first time that a single instrument is able to “trace” gravity waves over such a large altitude range in the neutral atmosphere. It is a direct evidence of “wave communication” from the stratosphere, mesosphere to at least the F region in the ionosphere. The properties of the fast thermospheric gravity waves in these thermospheric Fe layers are derived.
As another major theme, this thesis develops a system of wave analysis methods. The methodologies include:

(1) Methods of repeatedly subtraction of the more dominant, longer-period waves to extraction of shorter-period fast gravity waves from the Rayleigh and Fe temperatures (30 to 110 km) and development of ridge tracking algorithm in the Fe layers at thermospheric altitudes (110-155 km) to extract the fast gravity waves. Using these methods, we show for the first time that a single instrument is able to “trace” gravity waves from ~30 km to 155 km in the neutral atmosphere.

(2) A temporal hodograph method is then developed to derive the intrinsic properties of inertia-gravity waves from lidar and radar data, in which lidar temperature helps remove the ambiguity of wave propagation direction. The resulting intrinsic properties of the waves are then used in tracing the wave source(s) using a simple ray tracing method.

(3) We discover a problem in the commonly used 1-D Morlet wavelet transform, and then provide the correction and establish the mathematical formalism of 1-D wavelet transform. Such improved 1-D Morlet transform is used to identify major wave events enabling us to quantify the life span, occurrence rate and many other properties of the waves in a systematic manner.

(4) A rigorous pre-whitening and post-coloring spectral analysis technique is introduced for the first investigation of how temperature frequency spectra of gravity waves evolve with altitude in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.

(5) The reliance on human intervention of the 1-D wavelet method motivates our development of the 2-D Morlet wavelet analysis and synthesis methods for automated extraction of wave packets from two-dimensional data. We provide the detailed mathematical formalism of
the 2-D wavelet analysis and synthesis. The successful application to McMurdo lidar data demonstrates the utility of this 2-D wavelet transform in extracting gravity waves that are inherently intermittent. This 2-D wavelet method enables the automated analysis of large amounts of 2-D scientific data in a standardized manner.

Efforts are also spent on exploring the nature of the persistent waves and searching the wave source(s). By solving the classical Laplace equations and comparing the solutions of periods and vertical wavelengths with lidar observations, we conclude that these waves are unlikely to be tides, normal modes or planetary-scale inertio gravity waves, supporting our inference of persistent inertia-gravity waves. The lidar Rayleigh temperatures and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis data are used to derive the statistical average of the ratio of downward phase progression power to the total power, and the results suggest an active wave source region existing above 40 km over McMurdo in winter. Follow-up studies are necessary in the future to investigate whether this region is linked to the persistent gravity waves and what generation mechanisms are in action. Sophisticated ray-tracing, in combination with automated 2-D wavelet analysis of lidar, radar, imager, ECMWF, and high-resolution general circulation model data, will likely provide new insight into the wave sources and their impacts on the whole atmosphere and space.

7.2 Outlook

In this thesis, we characterized the properties of the persistent inertia-gravity waves primarily in winter months. As a future work, it is necessary to characterize the wave properties of these persistent waves in other months in a year (especially in summer) and at all altitudes (30 to 110 km). This work will advance our understanding and help in the search of the wave source and generation mechanisms. In this thesis, we have attempted to explore the possible waves
sources of the persistent 3-10 h waves using the lidar and reanalysis data right over McMurdo. Since atmospheric waves propagate horizontally as well, further efforts are also needed in doing ray-tracing analysis of the waves in the high-resolution global models and assimilated data sets.

Many features of the 3–10 h waves challenge our understanding of gravity waves and demand deeper investigation into the sources and mechanisms for their generation, the reasons for their persistence, and their impacts on general circulation and chemical climate models. We cannot answer these important questions without further investigating more ground-based data, high-resolution global models, and assimilated data sets.

The wave analysis methods developed in this thesis have many more potential applications in various science topics. In particular, the 2-D Morlet wavelet methods that we have developed could be used to detect and reconstruct quasi-plane wave structures in satellite images, airglow imager or temperature mapper data. By implementing an isotropic wavelet function such as the Halo wavelet such methods can be used to identify and extract ring structures in concentric gravity waves. Despite the success of the 2-D wavelet transform and reconstruction as demonstrated above, there is still room for improvement. For example, the error analysis on the 2-D wavelet method needs to be explored. Optimization on the algorithm should be implemented, which will improve the computing speed and facilitate the application of this method to large volume data. Such developments on automated pattern analysis, detection, recognition, tracking, and reconstruction techniques are greatly needed by the CEDAR community. The emerging technology breakthroughs in fields such as artificial intelligence, robotics, and autonomous vehicles will soon have an impact in the science field as well. In time, we will enter the era of the fourth industrial revolution.
Appendix A

Lidar and Radar Investigation of an Inertia Gravity Wave Event on 11 July 2011 at Mcmurdo, Antarctica

A.1 Introduction

Gravity waves have been recognized to be important because of their major impacts in driving the mean meridional circulations, affecting thermal structure and constituent transport. Long-duration, large-altitude-range and high-resolution measurements of gravity waves are essential to provide constraints for gravity wave parameterizations. The long-standing "cold pole" problem in many models can be attributed in large part to underestimated wave drag induced by IGWs or short period waves. IGWs are long-period waves that are influenced by the rotation of the Earth. They are often observed in the troposphere and stratosphere [e.g., Sato et al., 1997]. It has been demonstrated that the horizontal wavelengths of IGWs can be thousands of kilometers, while the vertical group velocity just a few centimeters per second. In the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region, there have been observations of IGWs using lidars [e.g., Li et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009] and incoherent scatter radar [4]. Similarly, large horizontal wavelengths were retrieved in these studies. Investigations of IGW in the mesopause region over Antarctica are rare yet important due to its potential influence on MLT temperatures and dynamics [e.g., Nicolls et al., 2010].

The University of Colorado lidar group deployed an Fe Boltzmann lidar to McMurdo since Dec 2010 [Chu et al., 2011a]. This lidar has full diurnal coverage and is capable of measuring temperatures at altitudes between 30 and 110 km [Chu et al., 2012]. The Scott Base
MF radar is co-located with the Fe lidar at Arrival Heights. This radar has near-continuous temporal coverage and has been collecting MLT wind data at heights between 70 and 100 km since 1982 [Baumgaertner et al., 2005]. The simultaneous MLT temperature and wind data provide a unique opportunity for studying the IGWs and their intrinsic properties at this high southern latitude.

A.2 Data Analysis

A.2.1 Derivation of Wave Perturbations

As shown in Chu et al. [2012], the temperatures in the McMurdo MLT observed by the lidar show strong wave activity. In particular, wave oscillations with periods of 5–8 h dominate the temperature variations, especially in the winter months. These dominant waves are likely inertia gravity waves.

![Relative temperature perturbations after removing tides and high-frequency perturbations on 11 July 2011](image)

**Figure A.1.** Relative temperature perturbations after removing tides and high-frequency perturbations on 11 July 2011
The MLT temperature data we used have resolutions of 0.1 h and 0.1 km, and MF radar data have resolutions of 0.5 h and 2 km. The Fe lidar data were smoothed temporally and vertically with Hamming windows of 0.5 h and 1 km FWHM. Therefore, only the waves with periods longer than 1 h, and vertical wavelength $\lambda_z$ longer than 2 km were resolved.

Relative temperature perturbations were derived by subtracting the mean temperature at each altitude and then divided by the mean. In order to minimize the contamination of tidal oscillations in the temperature perturbations, a linear trend in the time domain at each altitude is removed, followed by a subtraction of a linear trend in the spatial domain at each moment [Lu et al., 2009]. Figure A.1 shows the relative temperature perturbations from 35 to 105 km on 11 July 2011. A clear downward phase progression shows a vertical wavelength of 20 km around MLT region. To derive the gravity-wave-induced wind perturbations from MF radar data, the tidal effect was removed by subtracting a temporal fitting of diurnal and semi-diurnal–period sinusoidal functions at each altitude from the original wind observations.

A.2.2 Hodograph Method

Hodograph methods have been used to study gravity wave intrinsic properties in MLT regions by many analyses using wind and temperature data, such as in Lu et al. [2009]. Most of the studies apply hodograph analysis over height. However, for this study, we chose temporal hodograph instead for the following two main reasons. Firstly, the radar wind measurements only have a 2 km vertical resolution, so that there are usually not enough sequential height data to obtain a significant result, especially when the vertical wavelength is short. Secondly, the overlapping observation range between lidar and MF radar is usually confined to 20 km (from 80 to 100 km), which is not long enough to accurately resolve gravity waves with longer vertical wavelengths ($\geq$20 km). The lidar measurements in the last 15 months have revealed that gravity
waves with such wavelengths are common at McMurdo. Therefore, the subsequent analysis will be restricted to temporal hodograph.

In-phase wind perturbation and quadrature-phase wind perturbation amplitude are related by the equation below,

\[ \vec{U} = \frac{i \hat{\omega}}{f} \vec{V} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

where \( \vec{U} \) is the in-phase wind perturbation, \( \vec{V} \) is the quadrature-phase wind perturbation, \( \hat{\omega} \) is intrinsic frequency of the wave, and \( f \) is Coriolis parameter, corresponding to a 12.24-h inertial period at McMurdo (77.8° S). Equation (A.1) shows that gravity-wave-induced in-phase and quadrature-phase wind perturbations (\( \vec{U} , \vec{V} \)) exhibit elliptical polarization. In the Southern Hemisphere where \( f < 0 \), \( \vec{U} \) will lead \( \vec{V} \) and (\( \vec{U} , \vec{V} \)) will rotate counterclockwise with time if the wave propagates upward (\( \hat{\omega} > 0 \)). The relation between temperature perturbation and the in-phase wind perturbation amplitudes is given as follows,

\[ \tilde{T} = \frac{1}{g} \left( \frac{im}{2H} \right) \frac{\hat{\omega}^2 - f^2}{\hat{\omega}k_h} \vec{U} \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

where \( m \) is the vertical wave number, \( k_h \) is the horizontal wave number, \( H \) is scale height, and \( \tilde{T} \) is the relative temperature perturbation. Equation (A.2) shows that there is a fixed phase relationship between \( \tilde{T} \) and \( \vec{U} \). Specifically, if we fit relative temperature perturbation and in-phase wind perturbation to the quasi-monochromatic gravity wave model given below,

\[ \vec{U} = |\vec{U}| \cos(\omega t + \Phi_U) \]
\[ \tilde{T} = |\tilde{T}| \cos(\omega t + \Phi_T) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

the phase information deduced from the fitting will exhibit a relation as follows,

\[ \Phi_U - \Phi_T = \tan^{-1}(m \cdot 2H) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)
Consequently, Equation (A.4) can be used to determine the wave propagation direction in the horizontal plane.

The intrinsic frequency \( \hat{\omega} \) can be calculated from the amplitude ratio between \( \hat{U} \) and \( \hat{V} \) derived from the hodograph using Equation (A.1). However, our investigation shows that the amplitude ratio of the fitted ellipse varies dramatically with altitude but the major axis remains in similar directions. Therefore, we take a different approach that utilizes the major axis direction of the ellipse fitting, instead of amplitudes, to estimate intrinsic frequency. From the dispersion relationship, definition of intrinsic frequency, and by assuming small background wind shear [Fritts and Alexander, 2003],

\[
\begin{align*}
    k^2_h &= \frac{\hat{\omega}^2 - f^2}{N^2 - \hat{\omega}^2} \left( m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} - \frac{\hat{\omega}^2}{c^2_s} \right), \\
    \hat{\omega} &= \omega - k_h \hat{U}
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.5)

Thus, \( \hat{\omega} \) can be solved from the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \left( \frac{1}{c^2_s} - \frac{1}{\hat{U}^2} \right) \hat{\omega}^4 + \frac{2\omega}{\hat{U}^2} \hat{\omega}^3 + \left( \frac{N^2 - \hat{\omega}^2}{\hat{U}^2} - m^2 - \frac{1}{4H^2} - \frac{f}{c^2_s} \right) \hat{\omega}^2 - \frac{2N^2\omega}{\hat{U}^2} - \hat{\omega} + \\
    f^2 \left( m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right) + \frac{N^2\omega^2}{\hat{U}^2} = 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.6)

where \( c_s \) is speed of sound, \( \hat{U} \) is the horizontal mean wind projected onto the wave propagation direction, \( N \) is the buoyancy frequency. Equation (A.6) has four roots, but only the meaningful solution will be selected. Details will be discussed in the next section.

A.3 Results and Discussion

On 11 July 2011, a coherent wave structure was observed in both lidar temperature and radar wind from 81 to 89 km as shown in Figure A.2, suggesting that these two instruments
observed the same gravity wave event. Therefore, temporal hodograph analysis was used to derive the intrinsic parameters.

**Figure A.2.** From top to bottom, relative temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind perturbations on 11 July 2011 at McMurdo, after tides and high-frequency waves are removed.

The procedure was to first determine the dominant observed period $T_0$ from the Lomb-Scargle spectrum analysis of the temperature, zonal wind, and meridional wind at each altitude. Then, all three datasets were band-pass filtered around the dominant observed frequency $\omega$ with cutoff periods at 10 and 5 h. The band-pass filtered wind perturbations were then plotted on a hodograph (see Figure A.3). As shown from the hodographs, all three ellipses at three altitudes are elongated in nearly northeast direction. The least mean square (LMS) fitting of all three ellipses showed that the azimuth angle was 62° or 62°+180°=242°. (The direction is defined to be 0° at north and increase clockwise). The 180° ambiguity was resolved by making use of
Equation (A.4). In doing so, we first chose the wave propagation direction as the bearing of the red arrow in Figure A.3. Zonal and meridional wind perturbations were then projected to the new x-axis to obtain the in-phase wind perturbations. Both in-phase wind perturbations and relative temperature perturbations were fitted to model Equation (A.3). The deduced phase difference $\Phi_u - \Phi_T$ is very close to the one calculated from Equation (A.4), with a discrepancy of $\sim -5\degree$, which indicates that the wave was propagating in the direction as shown by the red arrow in Figure A.3, i.e., 62° east of north. The in-phase background wind ($\mathcal{U}$) was then derived by projecting horizontal wind onto the propagation direction and fitting a mean value plus a sinusoidal wave. The period of the sinusoidal wave is set equal to the period of the observed gravity wave. In this case, the projected mean wind was calculated to be $3.3\pm1$ m/s by averaging the values in the altitude range.

![Temporal hodograph](image)

**Figure A.3.** Hodographs of zonal and meridional wind perturbations on 11 July 2011. Three hodographs (at 81, 83 and 85 km) are plotted together, where stars and triangles denote the beginning and end of the data.

Finally, the intrinsic frequency ($\hat{\omega}$) was solved from Equation (A.6). The calculated intrinsic periods are 7.47, 6.81, -0.09, and 0.09 h, corresponding solutions for horizontal wavelength are 1975, -1728, -1.1, and 1.08 km, respectively. The last two solutions are
unreasonable because the wavelengths are too small considering the MF radar field of view is \(~30^\circ\). Since the propagation direction of the wave has been determined, only the positive wavelengths would be acceptable. Therefore, the first pair of solutions was selected so that intrinsic period of the wave is 7.47 h and the horizontal wavelength is 1975 km. The apparent horizontal phase speed is 76.7 m/s, while the intrinsic horizontal phase speed is 73.4 m/s. The group velocity was also calculated using Eqs. (A.7–A.8),

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_{gh} &= \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial k_h} = \frac{k_h(N^2 - \hat{\omega}^2)}{\hat{\omega} \left( k_h^2 + m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right)}, \\
    c_{gz} &= \frac{\partial \hat{\omega}}{\partial m} = -\frac{m(\hat{\omega}^2 - f^2)}{\hat{\omega} \left( k_h^2 + m^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \right)}.
\end{align*}
\] (A.7)

Horizontal group velocity was found to be \(~39\) m/s, while the vertical group velocity was 0.44 m/s, i.e., 38 km/day in the vertical direction. The elevation angle of the energy propagation was \(~0.6^\circ\) from the horizon, which indicates that the wave source might be very far from the McMurdo station as discussed below.

The group velocities we calculated above indicate that the vertical group velocity was significantly slower than the horizontal group velocity. This implies that it would take \(~1–2\) days for the wave to propagate a vertical distance of \(~40–80\) km, if the vertical wind is negligible. During this period, the wave would have propagated \(~5500\) km in the horizontal plane, if we assume the background wind along the wave propagation path was negligible (although this may not be true). Certainly, if the background winds at lower altitudes were against the wave propagation direction, the horizontal distance and time needed to reach mesopause would be shorter [Nicolls et al., 2010].
The wave propagation direction derived from the hodograph is toward ~62° clockwise from the north. If we assume the wave propagating along this direction with nearly constant group velocity during the 1–2 days of period, the large horizontal propagation range would place the wave source on the opposite side of the Antarctic continent around 50–40°S and 55°E. This is close to the jet stream locations. As Nicolls et al. [2010] argued in analyzing the IGWs observed in the Arctic, a possible mechanism of generating IGWs is a geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream. Although the exact source location could not be pinpointed, Vadas’ wave modeling demonstrated such a generation mechanism (Dr. Sharon Vadas, private communication, 2012). Similarly, we speculate the IGW observed at McMurdo could be excited by a geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream on the opposite side of the Antarctic continent, located 5000–6000 km away from McMurdo. The wave may have propagated for 1-2 days prior to our observations.

A.4  Conclusions

The hodograph analysis has been applied to the combined Fe lidar/ MF radar data of temperature and wind. A dominant inertia-gravity wave has been observed. This is the first time that a coincident observation of an inertia-gravity wave by an MF radar and lidar is reported in Antarctica. Our further analysis has also indicated another IGW event with an intrinsic period of 7.5 h on 29 June 2011 [Chen et al., 2013]. This suggests that there could be active wave sources generating these large-scale inertia-waves during winter. Our lidar measurements indicate that the IGWs have significant impacts on the MLT temperature at McMurdo. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the roles of IGWs in the polar region.

Whether the geostrophic adjustment of the jet stream is responsible for the observed IGWs deserves further investigations with wave modeling and ray-tracing test. Background wind
information is crucial in tracing the waves to their source regions. Our temporal hodograph method also needs validation against other approaches and assessment of the possible influence by the background wind shear.
Appendix B

Derivations of the Selected Equations in Chapter 5

B.1 Derivation of Equation (5.1)

Derivation of Equation (5.1) is as follows.

\[
W_{f_0}(s,t) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi^* \left( t' - \frac{t}{s} \right) dt' = \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} f(t) \otimes \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right),
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \text{FT} \left[ \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) \right] e^{i\omega t} d\omega,
\]

where \( \otimes \) denotes convolution, \( f(t) \otimes h(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t') h(t-t') dt' = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \hat{h}(\omega) e^{i\omega t} d\omega \).

Operator (*) denotes complex conjugate, and both operator (*) and FT() denote the Fourier transform. Now we rewrite \( \text{FT} \left[ \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) \right] \) as

\[
\text{FT} \left[ \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) \right] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\omega t} dt = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\left( -\omega \right) \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right)} dt
\]

\[
= -s \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi^* \left( -\frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\omega t} \left| -\frac{t}{s} \right| dt = -s \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi^* \left( t' \right) e^{-i\omega t'} dt' = s \left[ \psi(s\omega) \right]^*.
\]

By substituting (B.2) into Equation (B.1), we can prove Equation (5.1).

\[
W_{f_0}(s,t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \left[ \psi(s\omega) \right]^* e^{i\omega t} d\omega = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) \sqrt{s} \left[ \psi(s\omega) \right]^* e^{i\omega t} d\omega.
\]
\[ \text{B.2 Derivation of Equation (5.4)} \]

We prove Equation (5.4) by showing that the Fourier transforms of the both sides of the Equation (5.4) are equal. The Fourier transform of the left hand side (LHS) with regard to \( t \) is

\[
\text{FT[LHS]} = \hat{f}(\omega), \tag{B.4}
\]

The Fourier transform of the right hand side (RHS) with regard to \( t \) is

\[
\text{FT[RHS]} = \frac{1}{C_v} \text{FT} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} W_{f_{\psi}}(s,t') \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t-t'}{s} \right) dt' ds \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_v} \text{FT} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t) \otimes \psi^* \left( \frac{-t}{s} \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t-t'}{s} \right) dt' ds \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_v} \text{FT} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} f(t) \otimes \psi^* \left( \frac{-t}{s} \right) \otimes \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) ds \right] \tag{B.5}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{C_v} \int_0^{+\infty} \frac{1}{s^3} \hat{f}(\omega) \text{FT} \left[ \psi^* \left( \frac{-t}{s} \right) \text{FT} \left[ \frac{t}{s} \right] \right] ds
\]

Now we rewrite \( \text{FT} \left[ \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) \right] \) as

\[
\text{FT} \left[ \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) \right] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\omega t} dt = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\omega t} dt
\]

\[
= s \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi \left( \frac{t}{s} \right) e^{-i\omega t} dt = s \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \psi(t) e^{-i(\omega s)t'} dt' = s \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \tag{B.6}
\]

Substituting (B.2) and (B.6) into Equation (B.5), we obtain,

\[
\text{FT[RHS]} = \frac{1}{C_v} \int_0^{+\infty} \frac{1}{s^3} \hat{f}(\omega) s \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \hat{\psi}(s\omega) ds
\]

\[
= \frac{\hat{f}(\omega)}{C_v} \int_0^{+\infty} |\hat{\psi}(s\omega)|^2 \frac{ds}{s} \tag{B.7}
\]
Equation (B.7) reduces to (B.4), if \( C_{\psi} = \int_0^{+\infty} |\hat{\psi}(s\omega)|^2 \frac{ds}{s} < +\infty \). We only need to prove that this equation is essentially Equation (5.3) for any real wavelet function \( \phi(t) \). Rewriting this equation, we have,

\[
C_{\psi} = \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \right|^2 \frac{\omega ds}{s\omega} = \begin{cases} \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\chi) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{\chi}, & \text{when } \omega \geq 0 \\ \int_{-\infty}^{0} \left| \hat{\psi}(\chi) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{\chi}, & \text{when } \omega < 0 \end{cases} = \begin{cases} \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\chi) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{\chi}, & \text{when } \omega \geq 0 \\ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(-\gamma) \right|^2 \frac{d\gamma}{\gamma}, & \text{when } \omega < 0 \end{cases}. \tag{B.8}
\]

Since the wavelet function \( \phi(t) \) is real, we have \( |\hat{\psi}(\omega)|^2 = |\hat{\psi}(-\omega)|^2 \). Then (B.6) becomes Equation (5.3),

\[
C_{\psi} = \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \frac{\hat{\psi}(\omega)}{\omega} \right|^2 d\omega < +\infty, \tag{B.9}
\]

Under such condition, \( \text{FT}[\text{LHS}] = \text{FT}[\text{RHS}] \), and therefore we have proved Equation (5.4).

### B.3 Derivation of Equation (5.5)

The derivation of Equation (5.5) is similar to that of (5.4), which is to show \( \text{FT}[\text{LHS}] = \text{FT}[\text{RHS}] \). Again, we have,

\[
\text{FT}[\text{LHS}] = \hat{f}(\omega). \tag{B.10}
\]

The Fourier transform of the right hand side (RHS) with regard to \( t \) is
Equation (5.5).

which is Equation (5.6). Under such condition, FT[RHS] = FT[LHS], and thus we have proven Equation (5.5).

B.4 Derivation of Equation (5.8)

Now we derive Equation (5.8).

\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int \int [W_{f\psi}(s,t)]^2 \frac{1}{s} \, dt \, ds = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int \int [W_{f\psi}(s,t)]^2 \frac{dt \, ds}{s^2} = \frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \int \int |\hat{W}_{f\psi}(s,\omega)|^2 \, ds \, d\omega \frac{ds}{s^2} = \frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \int \int |\hat{f}(\omega)|^2 |\hat{\psi}(s\omega)|^2 \, d\omega \, ds \, d\omega \frac{ds}{s^2}.
\]  

(B.13)
For a real wavelet function \( \phi(t) \), we have proven that \( C_\psi = \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(s\omega) \right|^2 \frac{ds}{s} < +\infty \). Therefore,

\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| f(t) \right|^2 dt = \text{LHS}.
\]

In the case of a complex wavelet function \( \phi(t) \) and a real \( f(t) \), we have

\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\omega) \right|^2 \frac{ds}{s} \right] d\omega \right] + \frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{0} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\omega) \right|^2 \frac{ds}{s} \right] d\omega \right].
\]

(A.14)  

(A.15)

Since \( \omega > 0 \) in (B.14), by substituting \( \chi = s \omega \geq 0 \), we can rewrite (B.14) as

\[
\frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\omega) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{\chi} \right] d\omega \right].
\]

(B.16)

However, \( \omega < 0 \) in (B.15), by substituting \( \gamma = s \omega \geq 0 \) and \( \zeta = -\omega \), we can rewrite (B.15) as

\[
\frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(-\zeta) \right|^2 \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(-\gamma) \right|^2 \frac{d\gamma}{\gamma} \right] d\zeta \right].
\]

(B.17)

Utilizing \( |\hat{f}(\omega)|^2 = |\hat{f}(-\omega)|^2 \) for real \( f(t) \), we have

\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{2\pi C_\psi} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega \right] \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\chi) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{\chi} + \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(-\gamma) \right|^2 \frac{d\gamma}{\gamma} \right].
\]

(B.18)

Substituting \( C_\psi = \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(\chi) \right|^2 + \left| \hat{\psi}(-\chi) \right|^2 \frac{d\chi}{2\chi} \) from Equation (5.6) to (B.18) yields,

\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ 2 \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega \right] = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \int_0^{+\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\omega) \right|^2 d\omega \right] = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \left| f(t) \right|^2 dt = \text{LHS}.
\]

(B.19)
B.5 Wavelet Scales and Fourier Periods

Substitute a cosine function

\[ f(t) = A_1 \cos(\omega_1 t + \varphi_1) \]

\[ \hat{f}(\omega) = \pi A_1 \left[ \delta(\omega - \omega_1) e^{i\omega_1} + \delta(\omega + \omega_1) e^{-i\omega_1} \right] \]

into Equation (5.11).

\[ P_f(s, t) = \frac{1}{C^{'2}_\psi} \left| \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \hat{f}(\omega) e^{-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \]

\[ = \frac{1}{C^{'2}_\psi} \left| \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \pi A_1 \left[ \delta(\omega - \omega_1) e^{i\omega_1} + \delta(\omega + \omega_1) e^{-i\omega_1} \right] e^{-\frac{(\omega - \omega_0)^2}{2}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \]

\[ = \frac{\pi A^2_1}{2C^{'2}_\psi} \left| e^{-\frac{(\omega_0 + \omega_1)^2}{2}} e^{i(\omega_1 t + \varphi_1)} + e^{-\frac{(\omega_0 - \omega_1)^2}{2}} e^{-i(\omega_1 t + \varphi_1)} \right|^2 \]

Since \( s > 0, \ \omega_0 = 6 \) and we can assume \( \omega_1 > 0 \) without losing generality, the second term on RHS can be neglected \( (e^{-\frac{(\omega_0 + \omega_1)^2}{2}} < e^{-\frac{s^2}{2}} \sim 1.5 \times 10^{-8}) \).

\[ P_f(s, t) = \frac{\pi A^2_1}{2C^{'2}_\psi} e^{-\frac{(\omega_0 - \omega_1)^2}{2}} \]

To find the maximum value of \( P_f(s, t) \), we set the derivative of (B.16) with respect to \( s \) to zero and obtain,

\[ \frac{\partial P_f(s, t)}{\partial s} = -\frac{\pi A^2_1}{C^{'2}_\psi} (s\omega_1 - \omega_0) \omega_1 e^{-\frac{(\omega_0 - \omega_1)^2}{2}} = 0 \]

The only solution is \( s = \omega_0 / \omega_1 = \omega_0 T_1 / 2\pi \), where \( T_1 \) is the Fourier period. The maximum value \( P_f(s, t) \) is then equal to \( \pi A^2_1 / 2C^{'2}_\psi \). By setting this maxima equal to the signal's mean power \( (A^2_1 / 2) \), we obtain \( C'_\psi = \sqrt{\pi} \).
B.6 Derivation of Equation (5.20)

Similar to the 1-D case, we prove Equation (5.20) by showing that the Fourier transforms of the both sides of the Equation (5.20) are equal. The Fourier transform of the LHS with regard to \( \vec{t} \) is

\[
\text{FT}[\text{LHS}] = \hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) ,
\]

(B.24)

The Fourier transform of the RHS with regard to \( \vec{t} \) is

\[
\text{FT}[\text{RHS}] = \frac{1}{C_v} \text{FT} \left[ \int \int \int \int \frac{1}{s} W_{f_0}(s, \theta, \vec{t}) \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t} - \vec{t}}{s} \right) \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) \right] ds \, dt \, d\theta.
\]

(B.25)

Now we rewrite \( \text{FT} \left[ \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{-\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) \right] \) as

\[
\text{FT} \left[ \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{-\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) \right] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{-\Omega_{\theta}^{-1} \vec{t}}{s} \right) e^{-i \omega t} e^{-i \omega z} dt \, dz.
\]

(B.26)

We change the variables \((t, z)\) to a new set of variables \((u, v)\),

\[
u = \frac{t \cos \theta + z \sin \theta}{s}, \quad u = \frac{t \sin \theta - z \cos \theta}{s}. \quad \text{(B.27)}
\]

Then, Equation (B.26) is rewritten as
Or equivalently, the transform is

\[ \text{FT} \left[ \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{-\Omega_\theta^{-1} \omega}{s} \right) \right] = \int \int_s^\infty \int_s^\infty \frac{1}{s} \psi^* (u, v) e^{-is(\sin \theta - u \cos \theta)} e^{im(\sin \theta + v \cos \theta)} \left| \frac{\partial(t,z)}{\partial(u,v)} \right| dudv \]

where \( \left| \frac{\partial(t,z)}{\partial(u,v)} \right| \) is the determinant of the Jacobian Matrix. Similarly, we have,

\[ \text{FT} \left[ \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \frac{\Omega_\theta^{-1} \omega}{s} \right) \right] = s \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right). \]  

Substituting (B.28) and (B.29) into Equation (B.25), we obtain,

\[ \text{FT} [\text{RHS}] = \frac{1}{C} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{s} \frac{1}{s} \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right) \left| \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right) \right|^2 dsd\theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{C} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{s} \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right) \left| \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right) \right|^2 dsd\theta. \] 

Equation (B.30) reduces to (B.24), if \( C = \int \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{s} \left| \hat{\psi} \left( s \Omega_\theta^{-1} \hat{\omega} \right) \right|^2 dsd\theta < +\infty. \) We only need to prove that this condition is essentially same as Equation (5.20) for any 2-D wavelet function \( \psi(i) \).

Rewriting the equation, by changing the variables \( (s, \theta) \) to a new set of variables \( (x, y) \),

\[ x = s(\omega \cos \theta + m \sin \theta), \]
\[ y = s(-\omega \sin \theta + m \cos \theta). \]

Or equivalently, the transform is
s = \sqrt{\frac{x^2 + y^2}{\omega^2 + m^2}}.

(B.32)

\theta = \arctan\left(\frac{m}{\omega}\right) - \arctan\left(\frac{y}{x}\right)

Changing the variables, we obtain

\[ C_\psi = \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^\infty \left| \hat{\psi}(s\Omega^{-1}\omega) \right|^2 \frac{ds}{s} d\theta \]

\[ = \int_\infty^\infty \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(x,y) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s} \left| \frac{\partial(s,\theta)}{\partial(x,y)} \right| dx dy \]

\[ = \int_\infty^\infty \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(x,y) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s} \frac{1}{s^2} dx dy \]

\[ = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \frac{\partial(s,\theta)}{\partial(x,y)} \right|^2 dx dy \]

(B.33)

Under condition \( C_\psi = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{\psi}(x,y) \right|^2 dx dy < +\infty \), \( \text{FT[LHS]} = \text{FT[RHS]} \), and therefore we have proved Equation (5.20).

\textbf{B.7 Derivation of Equation (5.21)}

The Fourier transform of the LHS of Equation (5.21) with regard to \( \vec{t} \) is \( \hat{f}(\vec{\omega}) \). The Fourier transform of the RHS with regard to \( \vec{t} \) is
\[ \text{FT}[\text{RHS}] = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \Re \left[ W_{\psi}(s, \theta, t) \frac{1}{s} \psi \left( \Omega^{-1}_\psi t \right) \right] d^3 \right] \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \text{FT} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{-\Omega^{-1}_\psi t}{s} \right) \right] d^3 \theta \]

Under condition \( C_\psi = \frac{1}{2C_\psi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2(x^2 + y^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}} dx dy < +\infty \), \( \text{FT}[\text{LHS}] = \text{FT}[\text{RHS}] \), and therefore we have proved Equation (5.21).

### B.8 Derivation of Equation (5.23)

Similar to the 1-D case, we rewrite the RHS of Equation (5.23) using the Parseval’s theorem in two dimensions,
\[
\text{RHS} = \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{W}_{\psi}(s, \theta, \tilde{t}) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s^2} d\tilde{t} \frac{ds}{s} d\theta \\
= \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{W}_{\psi}(s, \theta, \tilde{\omega}) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s^2} d\tilde{\omega} \frac{ds}{s} d\theta \\
= \frac{1}{C_\psi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) s \hat{\psi}^* (s\Omega_\theta^{-1} \tilde{\omega}) \right|^2 \frac{1}{s^2} d\tilde{\omega} \frac{ds}{s} d\theta \\
= \int \int \left| \hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) \right|^2 \left| \hat{\psi}(s\Omega_\theta^{-1} \tilde{\omega}) \right|^2 \frac{ds}{s} \frac{d\tilde{\omega}}{d\theta} \\
= \int \int \left| \hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) \right|^2 d\tilde{\omega} = \text{LHS}
\]

### B.9 2-D Wavelet Angles and Scales vs. Fourier Frequencies and Vertical Wavenumbers

Substitute a cosine function
\[
f(\tilde{\tau}) = A_i \cos(\omega_i t + m_i z) \\
\hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) = 2\pi^2 A_i \left[ \delta(\omega - \omega_1) \delta(m - m_i) + \delta(\omega + \omega_1) \delta(m + m_i) \right]
\]
into Equation (5.24).

\[
P_f(s, \theta, \tilde{t}) = \frac{1}{C_\psi^2} \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \hat{f}(\tilde{\omega}) e^{-i\tilde{\omega} \cdot \tilde{\tau}} e^{i\omega t} d\tilde{\omega} \right|^2 \\
= \frac{1}{C_\psi^2} \left| \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} 2\pi^2 A_i \left[ \delta(\omega - \omega_1) \delta(m - m_i) + \delta(\omega + \omega_1) \delta(m + m_i) \right] e^{-i\omega \cdot \tilde{\tau}} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \right|^2 \\
= \pi^2 A_i^2 e^{-\left( (s_{\omega_1} - \omega_0 \cos \theta)^2 + (m_i - \omega_0 \sin \theta)^2 \right)}
\]
\[ P_f(s, \theta, \tau) \text{ reaches its maximum value } \pi^2 A_i^2 / C_{\psi}^2 \text{ at } s = \sqrt{\omega_0^2 / (m_i^2 + \omega_1^2)} \text{ and } \theta = \tan^{-1} \left( m_i / \omega_1 \right). \]

By setting this maxima equal to the signal’s mean power \( A_i^2 / 2 \), we obtain \( C_{\psi}' = \sqrt{2\pi} \).

\[
P(\sqrt{\frac{\omega_0^2}{m^2 + \omega^2}}, \tan^{-1}(\frac{m}{\omega}), x, y) = \frac{1}{C_{\psi}^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} A \cos(\omega u + mv) \frac{1}{s^2} e^{\frac{-i\omega_s[(u-x)\sin\theta + (v-y)\cos\theta]}{s}} e^{\frac{(x-m)^2 + (y-m)^2}{2s^2}} \, du \, dv \\
= \frac{A^2}{C_{\psi}^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2} e^{-i(\omega u + mv)} + e^{i(\omega u + mv)} \frac{1}{s^2} e^{-\left(\omega(u-x) + m(y-v)\right) \frac{u}{s} + \frac{v}{s}} \, du \, dv \\
= \frac{A^2}{4C_{\psi}^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{s^2} e^{-\left(\omega(u-x) + m(y-v)\right) \frac{u}{s} + \frac{v}{s}} \, du \, dv \\
\quad + \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i(\omega u + mv)} \frac{1}{s^2} e^{-\left(\omega(u-x) + m(y-v)\right) \frac{u}{s} + \frac{v}{s}} \, du \, dv \\
= \frac{A^2}{4C_{\psi}^2} \left[ 2\pi e^{i(\omega u + mv) - 2\omega u} + 2\pi e^{i(\omega u + mv)} \right]^2 \approx \frac{\pi^2 A^2}{C_{\psi}^2} = \frac{A^2}{2} \]

\[ (B.38) \]
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